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Introduction
‚r”mad-BhŒgavatam is a direct manifestation of the Supreme Lord. It is an ambrosial, overflowing
ocean of nectarean love (prema-rasa) for Svayam BhagavŒn Vrajendra-nandana ‚r” K¨§Ãa, the personification of divine rasa. Rasika and bhŒvuka-bhaktas always drown in this ocean. ‚r”mad-BhŒgavatam is the fully ripened, nectarean fruit of the desire tree of Vedic literature which comprises the
entirety of Indian thought. Within ‚r”mad-BhŒgavatam, gop”-prema has been ascertained to be the
ultimate objective.
A few towering waves of gop”-prema can be seen from the VeÃu-g”ta portion of ‚r”mad-BhŒgavatam. Rasika-bhaktas drown themselves in these waves and even lose all consciousness of their
own bodies. Greed to be immersed in this nectarean ocean sprouts even in the hearts of the faithful devotees who are situated on the shore of this ocean.
‚r” Caitanya MahŒprabhu, the combined form of RasŒrŒja and MahŒbhŒva, resplendent with the
sentiment and bodily complexion of ‚r” RŒdhŒ, relished the nectar of VeÃu-g”ta with ‚r” SvarŸpa
DŒmodara and ‚r” RŒya RŒmŒnanda in ‚r” Gamb”ra. ‚r”la SanŒtana GosvŒm” and ‚r”la J”va GosvŒm”
collected a few drops of this nectar in their commentaries on ‚r”mad-BhŒgavatam entitled B¨hatvai§Ãava-to§aÃ” and Laghu-vai§Ãava-to§aÃ” respectively. ‚r” Vi•vanŒtha Cakravart” æhŒkura, through
his commentary named SŒrŒrtha-dar•in”, has distributed to the whole world the same nectar in the
form of the remnants of their mahŒ-prasŒda.
Some persons believe that unqualified sŒdhakas are ineligible to hear, chant or remember the
topics of ‚r” VeÃu-g”ta, ‚r” RŒsa Pa–cŒdhyŒya, Yugala-g”ta, Bhramara-g”ta and so on, as described in
the Tenth Canto of ‚r”mad-BhŒgavatam. This consideration is fully legitimate. But according to their
conception, only a sŒdhaka who has conquered the six urges (kŒma, krodha, etc.), who is free from
all anarthas and fully purified from the heart disease of lust, is eligible to hear such topics, while all
others have no right. We will now examine this topic in greater detail.
‚r” RŸpa GosvŒm”, who established and fulfilled the inner heartÕs desire of ‚r” Caitanya
MahŒprabhu, composed ‚r” Bhakti-rasŒm¨ta-sindhu, ‚r” Ujjvala-n”lamaÃi and other sacred texts. ‚r”la
K¨§ÃadŒsa KavirŒja GosvŒm” composed ‚r” Caitanya-caritŒm¨ta. While writing, they were deeply
concerned that these confidential texts on rasa should not fall into the hands of unqualified persons. If this should occur, it may present a great disturbance to the world. A glimpse of this topic
is found in ‚r” Caitanya-caritŒm¨ta (•di-l”lŒ, 4.231-237), as stated by ‚r”la K¨§ÃadŒsa KavirŒja
GosvŒm”:
e saba siddhŒnta gŸ¶ha,Ñkahite nŒ yuyŒya
nŒ kahile, keha ihŒra anta nŒhi pŒya
ataeva kahi kichu kari–Œ nigŸ¶ha
bujhibe rasika bhakta, nŒ bujhibe mŸ¶ha
h¨daye dharaye ye caitanya-nityŒnanda
e saba siddhŒnte sei pŒibe Œnanda
e saba siddhŒnta haya Œmrera pallava
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bhakta-gaÃa-kokilera sarvadŒ vallabha
abhakta-u§ rera ithe nŒ haya prave•a
tabe citte haya mora Œnanda-vi•e§a
ye lŒgi kahite bhaya, se yadi nŒ jŒne
ihŒ vai kibŒ sukha Œche tribhuvane
ataeva bhakta-gaÃe kari namaskŒra
niú•aºke kahiye, tŒra hauk camatkŒra
ÒThe esoteric and confidential conclusions regarding the amorous pastimes of RasarŒja ‚r” K¨§Ãa
together with the gop”s, who are the embodiments of mahŒbhŒva, are not fit to be disclosed to the
common ordinary man. But without revealing them, no one can enter into this topic. I shall, therefore, describe these topics in a concealed manner so that only rasika-bhaktas will be able to understand, whereas ineligible fools will not.
ÒAnyone who has established ‚r” Caitanya MahŒprabhu and ‚r” NityŒnanda Prabhu in their hearts
will attain transcendental bliss by hearing all these conclusions. This entire doctrine is as sweet as
newly grown mango sprouts which can be relished only by the devotees who are likened to cuckoo
birds. For the camel-like nondevotees, there is no possibility of admittance into these topics. Therefore, there is special jubilation in my heart.
ÒIf those whom I fear are themselves unable to comprehend these topics, then what could be a
greater source of happiness in all the three worlds? Therefore, after offering obeisances to the
devotees, I am revealing this subject without any hesitation.Ó
By reading and hearing these topics, everyone can attain the highest benefit. ‚r”la K¨§ÃadŒsa
KavirŒja GosvŒm” has clarified this topic by quoting the following verse from ‚r”mad-BhŒgavatam
(10.33.36):

anugrahŒya bhaktŒnŒµ mŒnu§aµ deham Œsthitaú
bhajate tŒd¨•”ú kr”¶Œ yŒú •rutvŒ tat-paro bhavet
ÒIn order to bestow mercy upon the devotees as well as the conditioned souls, BhagavŒn ‚r” K¨§Ãa
manifests His humanlike form and performs such extraordinary pastimes (rŒsa-l”lŒ) that anyone who
hears them becomes exclusively devoted unto Him.Ó (quoted in Cc, •di-l”lŒ 4.34)
Here K¨§ÃadŒsa KavirŒja points out that the verb bhavet in the above verse is in the imperative
mood. This means it is compulsory for the j”vas to hear such pastimes, as explained in the following •loka from Caitanya-caritŒm¨ta (•di-l”lŒ 4.35):

ÔbhavetÕ kriyŒ vidhiliº, sei ihŒ kaya
kartavya ava•ya ei, anyathŒ pratyavŒya
ÒIn the above verse, the verb bhavet is in the imperative mood. Therefore, this certainly must be
done. To not do so would be a discrepancy.Ó
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For the information of the reader, I am referring here to ‚r”la J”va GosvŒm”Õs Vai§Ãava-to§aÃ” commentary on the above quoted ‚r”mad-BhŒgavatam verse (10.33.36).

tatra loke Õdhi§ hŒt¨tvena k¨§ÃŒkhya narŒkŒra parabrahmaÃaú •r” gopair anubhŸtatvŒt evaµ bhaktŒnugrahŒrthaµ tat kr”¶ety abhipretam. ŒptakŒma tve Õpi bhaktŒnugraho yujyate. vi•uddha sattvasya
tathŒ svabhŒvŒt. yad bhŒva bhŒvite cŒnyatra d¨•yate Õsau. tathŒ rahugaÃŒnugrŒhake •r” ja¶a bharata
charite, yathŒ vŒ bhagavad anugrŒhake may”ti ca. tatra bhakta •abdena braja devyo braja janŒ• ca
sarve kŒla-traya sambandhino Õnye ca vai§ÃavŒ g¨h”tŒµÑbraja dev”nŒµ pŸrva-rŒgŒdibhir braja
janŒnŒµ janmŒdibhir anye§Œ– ca bhakta dar•ana •ravaÃŒdibhir apŸrvatva sphuraÃŒt. ataeva tŒd¨•a
bhakta prasaºgena tŒd¨•”ú sarva cittŒkar§in”ú kr”¶Œ bhajate, yŒú sŒdhŒraÃ”r api •rutvŒ bhaktebho Õnyo
Õpi janas tatparo bhavet. kimuta rŒsa l”lŒ rŸpŒm imŒµ •rutvety arthaú. vak§yate caÑvikr”¶itaµ vrajavadhŸbhir ida– ca vi§Ãoú (S.B. 10.33.39) ityŒdi. yad vŒ, mŒnu§aµ deham Œ•ritaú sarvo Õpi j”vas tatparo bhavet, martya loke •r” bhagavad avatŒrŒt tathŒ bhajane mukhyatvŒc ca manu§yŒnŒm eva
sukhena tac chravaÃŒdi siddheú. bhŸtŒnŒm iti pŒ he nijŒvatŒra kŒraÃa bhakta sambandhena sarve§Œm
eva janŒnŒµ vi§ayinŒµ mumuk§ŸÃŒµ muktŒnŒ– cety arthaú. iti parama kŒrŸÃyam eva kŒraÃam
uktam. tathŒpi bhajana sambandhenaiva sarvŒnugraho j–eyaú. anyattaiú. tatra bahirmukhŒnap”ti tatparyantatvaµ vivak§itam, parama prema parŒkŒ§ hŒ mayatayŒ •r” •ukasyŒpi tad varÃanŒti•aya
prav¨tteú gop”nŒm ity asyŒrthŒntare tv evaµ vyŒkhyeyam.
The words anugrahŒya bhaktŒnŒµ mŒnu§aµ deham Œsthitaú indicate that the Supreme Lord ‚r”
K¨§Ãa appears in His original humanlike form and performs various pastimes in order to bestow
favor upon His devotees. Therefore, although ‚r” K¨§Ãa is satisfied in Himself (ŒptakŒma), His display of kindness toward the devotees is quite appropriate. This is the distinctive characteristic of
vi•uddha-sattva (pure goodness). The Lord is always prepared to reward the devotees with a result
consistent with their performance of bhajana. The favor shown toward King RahugaÃa by ‚r” Ja¶a
Bharata and the LordÕs favor toward me (‚ukadeva) illustrate this.
In the verse under discussion, it is said that the Lord manifests His form and pastimes in order
to bestow favor upon His devotees. The word bhakta used here refers to the vraja-dev”s (the
gop”s), the vraja-vŒs”s (residents of Vraja) and all other Vai§ÃavasÑpast, present and future. In
order to bestow favor upon the vraja-dev”s, Svayam BhagavŒn ‚r” K¨§Ãa lovingly executes such pastimes as pŸrva-rŒga (the attachment in anticipation of meeting K¨§Ãa prior to their union). To
bestow mercy upon all the residents of Vraja, He enacts His birth and other pastimes, and by all
His activities, He bestows favor upon past, present and future devotees through the medium of
hearing l”lŒ-kathŒ.
‚r” K¨§Ãa manifests all these pastimes to benefit the devotees. By so doing, even ordinary persons (other than the devotees) who hear even the more common of the LordÕs pastimes become
fully intent upon the Lord. Therefore, by hearing the supremely ambrosial rŒsa-l”lŒ, ordinary persons will certainly become exclusively devoted to the LordÑof this there can be no doubt. This
fact will be elaborately discussed in subsequent verses such as vikr”¶itaµ vraja-vadhŸbhir idaµ ca
vi§Ãoú (‚r”mad-BhŒgavatam, 10.33.39).
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The words mŒnu§aµ deham Œsthitaú may also indicate that those j”vas who have attained the
human form of life are able to hear all these pastimes and thus they become exclusively devoted to
the Supreme Lord. This is so because the Lord incarnates exclusively on the earthly planets (martya
loka), and it is here only that worship of the Lord takes on its predominant form. Consequently,
the human beings residing on the earthly planets may easily hear these narrations of the LordÕs pastimes.
The word bhaktŒnŒµ appears in this verse. But in some other editions, the word bhŸtŒnŒµ is
found in its place. In that case, the purport would be as follows: the Lord incarnates only for the
sake of the devotees. As a result, the devotees are the root cause of the LordÕs appearance. The
Lord also appears in His original humanlike form in order to bestow His favor upon the liberated
souls (muktas), the aspirants for liberation (mumuk§us), sense enjoyers (vi§ay”s) and all living entities in accordance with their relationship with the devotees. The LordÕs compassion is therefore
said to be the cause of His appearance. Nevertheless, it must be understood that the LordÕs favor
toward other living entities is due only to their relationship with His devotees. In other words, the
Lord bestows favor upon other j”vas only because of their connection with devotees.
In his BhŒgavatam commentary known as BhŒvŒrtha-d”pikŒ, ‚r”dhara SvŒm” has written that what
to speak of the devotees, even materialistic persons are freed from their material absorption by
hearing the LordÕs pastimes, and thus they become exclusively fixed upon Him.
‚r”la Vi•vanŒtha Cakravart” æhŒkura explains this verse in his commentary known as SŒrŒrthadar•in”:

bhaktŒnŒm anugrahŒya tŒd¨•iú kr”¶Œú bhajate yŒú •rutvŒ mŒnu§aµ deham Œ•r”to j”vaú tatparas tad
vi§ayakaú •raddhŒvŒn bhaved iti kr”¶Œntar ato vailak§aÃyena madhura rasamayŒú asyŒú kr”¶ŒyŒs
tŒd¨•” maÃi-mantra-mahau§adhŒnŒm iva kŒcid atarkyŒ •aktir ast”ty avagamyate.
ÒThe Lord performs varieties of pastimes to show favor to His devotees. Having adopted the
human form of life, living entities who hear these pastimes become exclusively devoted unto the
Lord. In other words, they develop firm faith in hearing the narrations of the LordÕs activities. What
more shall I say about the importance of hearing l”lŒ-kathŒ? And this rŒsa-l”lŒ, being fully imbued
with madhura rasa, is eminently distinguished even from the LordÕs other pastimes. Like a jewel, a
mantra or a powerful medicine, this rŒsa-l”lŒ is endowed with such indisputable, astonishing potency
that by hearing it, all persons in the human form become devoted to the Supreme Lord. Therefore,
all varieties of devotees who hear the descriptions of these pastimes will become successful and
obtain supreme pleasure. Can there be any question of doubt in this regard?Ó
In this context, we may cite the following verse from ‚r”mad-BhŒgavatam (10.33.30):

naitat samŒcarej jŒtu manasŒpi hy an”•varaú
vina•yaty Œcaran mau¶hyŒd yathŒrudro Õbdhi-jaµ vi§am
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ÒIn other words, those who are not ”•vara, the Supreme Lord, who are powerless and subjected
to karma, should never imitate the LordÕs pastimes even within their minds. If anyone foolishly imitates Lord ‚iva by drinking the poison generated from the ocean, he will certainly be destroyed.Ó
The gist of ‚r” J”va GosvŒm”Õs and ‚r” Vi•vanŒtha Cakravart” æhŒkuraÕs commentaries on this verse
is that living entities who are subservient to the material body and who are an”•varaÑbereft of the
controlling potency of the Supreme LordÑshould never behave in such a way even within their
minds. What to speak of actually performing such activities, one should not even desire to do so.
In other words, such acts performed by God in transgression of religious codes should not be contemplated even within the mind.
The word samŒcaraÃa (behaviour), when divided into its constituent parts (samyak + ŒcaraÃa),
indicates complete behaviour. Here it has been used to indicate total prohibition of such activity.
Therefore, the purport is that such behaviour should not be adopted even to the slightest extent.
What to speak of performing such activities through speech or the senses, one should not even
mentally conceive of such activities.
The word hi indicates that this certainly must not be done. If one were to behave in that way,
he would be completely destroyed. The significance of the word mau¶hyŒd (stupidity) is that if anyone, being ignorant of the LordÕs omnipotence and his own incompetence, foolishly adopts such
behaviour, he will be utterly ruined, just as if anyone other than Lord ‚iva were to foolishly consume deadly poison, he would be instantly destroyed. But Lord ‚iva, in spite of drinking poison, is
not destroyed; to the contrary, he attains even greater fame and splendour as N”lakaÃ ha, he whose
throat turned blue from drinking poison.
Here in this verse, imitation of such behaviour has been prohibited, yet in the verse to come
(10.33.36)ÑyŒú •rutvŒ tatparo bhavetÑit is evident that not only devotees, but even others who
faithfully hear these pastimes will become fully devoted to the Supreme Lord. This has been further explained in the following verse from ‚r”mad-BhŒgavatam (10.33.39):

vikr”¶itaµ vraja vadhŸbhir ida– ca vi§Ãoú
•raddhŒnvito Õnu•¨ÃuyŒd atha varÃayed yaú
bhaktiµ parŒµ bhagavati pratilabhya kŒmaµ
h¨d-rogam Œ•v apahinoty acireÃa dh”raú
ÒA sober person who in the beginning faithfully and continuously hears from his guru the narrations of Lord ‚r” K¨§ÃaÕs unprecedented rŒsa dance with the young wives (gop”s) of Vraja, and later
describes those pastimes very soon attains parŒ-bhakti or prema-bhakti towards the Supreme Lord,
and thus becomes competent to quickly dispel the heart disease of lust.Ó
Here ‚r” J”va GosvŒm” comments in Vai§Ãava-to§aÃ”:

•raddhayŒ vi•vŒvasenŒnvita iti. tad vipar”tŒvaj–Œ-rupŒparŒdha-nivr”ty artha–ca nairantaryŒrtha–ca.
tac ca phala vai•i§ yŒrtham, ataeva yo Õnu nirantaraµ •¨ÃuyŒt, athŒnantaraµ svayaµ varÃayec ca,
upalak§aÃa– caitat smarec ca, bhaktiµ prema-lak§aÃŒµ parŒµ •r” gopikŒ premŒnusŒritvŒt sarvottama jŒt”yŒm; pratik§aÃaµ nŸtanatvena labdhŒ; h¨d-roga-rŸpaµ kŒmam iti bhagavad vi§ayaú kŒma
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vi•e§o vyavacchinnaú, tasya parama prema rŸpatvena tad vaipar”tyŒt. kŒmam ity upalak§aÃam
anye§Œm api h¨d-rogŒÃŒm. anyatra •ruyate (•r” g”tŒ, 18.54)ÑÒbrahma bhŸtaú prasannŒtmŒ na •ocati
na kŒºk§ati, samaú sarve§u bhŸte§u mad bhaktiµ labhate parŒm.Ó iti atra tu h¨d-rogŒpahŒnŒt pŸrvam eva parama bhakti prŒptiú tasmŒt parama balavadevedaµ sŒdhanam iti bhŒvaú.
Having concluded the narration of the rŒsa-l”lŒ, ‚ukadeva GosvŒm” became deeply immersed in
spiritual ecstasy. In this verse, he describes the fruits of hearing and chanting the rŒsa-l”lŒ and thus
benedicts all future listeners and recitors. Those who incessantly and faithfully hear ‚r” K¨§ÃaÕs rŒsal”lŒ with the young wives of Vraja and later recite those pastimes, quickly attain parŒ-bhakti toward
BhagavŒn ‚r” K¨§Ãa and thus relinquish the heart disease of lust.
‚raddhŒnvita means to hear with firm faith. This word has been used to prevent the offence which
results from mistrust (avi•vasa) or disregard (avaj–Œ) of the statements of •Œstra in complete opposition to the principle of hearing with faith. It has also been used to promote constant hearing. By
this word, the importance of hearing has been pointed out. The words atha varÃayed indicate that
after continuously hearing the rŒsa-l”lŒ along with other special pastimes, one will personally
describe those pastimes. By upalak§aÃa, or indirect implication, it is further indicated that after
hearing and reciting, one will also remember those pastimes and take great delight in them. In other
words, hearing, chanting, remembering, experiencing delight, and so on, are all implied by the
words •raddhŒnvitaú anu•¨ÃuyŒt atha varÃayed (to hear repeatedly with faith and then describe).
ParŒ-bhakti means bhakti which follows in the wake of the gop”s of Vraja. Therefore, the bhakti
referred to here is prema-bhakti of the highest category. The word pratilabhya (repeatedly
obtained), together with the word parŒ-bhakti, indicates that first parŒ-bhakti (possessing the distinctive characteristics of prema) is obtained within the heart at every moment in ever new variety. Thereafter one quickly gives up the heart disease of lust.
Here the difference between kŒma (material lust) as a disease of the heart and kŒma (spiritual
love) in relationship to the Supreme Lord is pointed out. These two are distinct from each other.
The word kŒma here indirectly implies that all diseases of the heart will quickly be dispelled.
In Bhagavad-g”tŒ (18.54) it is said: ÒOne who is situated in the transcendental position beyond the
contamination of the three modes of nature (brahma-bhŸta), who is fully satisfied in the self, who
neither laments nor hankers for anything and who looks impartially upon all living beings attains
parŒ-bhakti unto Me.Ó In this G”tŒ verse it is said that one attains parŒ-bhakti only after the disappearance of the diseases of the heart, but in the above verse it is said that one attains parŒ-bhakti
even before their departure. Consequently, it is understood that hearing and chanting of rŒsa-l”lŒ is
one of the most powerful forms of sŒdhana.
‚r”la Vi•vanŒtha Cakravart” æhŒkura states as follows in his SŒrŒrtha-dar•in” commentary on the
same verse (10.33.39):

anudinaµ vŒ •¨ÃuyŒt. atha varÃayet k”rttayet. svakavitayŒ kŒvya-rŸpatvena nibadhn”teti vŒ. parŒµ
prema lak§aÃaµ prŒpyeti ktvŒ pratyayena h¨d-rogavaty apy adhikŒriÃi pratham ataeva premÃaú
prave•as tatas tat prabhŒvenaivŒcirato h¨d roga nŒ•a iti premŒyaµ j–Œna yoga iva na durbalaú
paratantra• ceti bhŒvaú. h¨d-roga-rŸpaµ kŒmam iti bhagavad vi§ayakaú kŒma vi•e§o vyavacchinnaú
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tasya premŒm¨ta rŸpatvena tad vaiparityŒt. dh”raú paÃ¶ita iti h¨d roge satyapi katham premŒ bhaved
ity anŒstikya lak§aÃena mŸrkhatvena rahita ity arthaú. ataeva •raddhŒnvita iti •ŒstrŒvi•vŒsinŒµ nŒmŒparŒdhinŒµ premŒpi nŒºg”karot”ti bhŒvaú.
The prefix anu (repeatedly or methodically) when applied to •¨ÃuyŒt (to hear) indicates constant
hearing. By continuously hearing from the lips of the •ravaÃa-guru and Vai§Ãavas and thereafter
reciting, narrating, or describing (those pastimes) in poetry of oneÕs own composition, one attains
parŒ-bhakti or in other words bhakti which is of the nature of prema (prema-lak§aÃa-bhakti).
The suffix ktvŒ has been used in the formation of the verb pratilabhya (obtained) as follows: prati
+ labh + ktvŒ. According to the rules of Sanskrit grammar, when the suffix ktvŒ is applied to a verbal root with a prefix, it is replaced by yap. Then the letter p is dropped and thus the final form of
the word (pratilabhya) is obtained. The suffix ktvŒ is applied to the first of two verbs performed by
the same agent to show successive action (i.e., having attained prema, he relinquishes all lusty
desires of the heart). In this case, the first action is pratilabhya (the attainment of prema) and the
second action is apahinoti (renunciation of the lusty desires of the heart).
Therefore, the suffix ktvŒ in the verb pratilabhya indicates that although lust and other evils still
remain within the heart, prema-bhakti first enters the heart and by its extraordinary influence
destroys all vices to the root. In other words, hearing and reciting rŒsa-l”lŒ possess such astonishing power that the lust in the heart of the faithful sŒdhaka is destroyed and he attains prema.
Though these two take place simultaneously, the influence of prema manifests first and through its
effect, all lusty desires of the heart are dissipated.
Thus as a result of hearing and chanting the narrations of the LordÕs pastimes, one first attains
prema for the LordÕs lotus feet and thereafter oneÕs heart is liberated from lusty desires and all
other contamination. In other words, he becomes perfectly pure because prema is not feeble like
the processes of j–Œna and yoga. Bhakti is omnipotent and supremely independent.
The words h¨d-roga kŒma indicate the difference between lusty desires of the heart and the kŒma
in relationship to the Supreme Lord. KŒma which is in relationship to the Supreme Lord is of the
very nature of the nectar of prema (premŒm¨ta svarŸpa), whereas the lusty desires of the heart are
exactly the opposite. Therefore, these two items are distinct from each other. This is substantiated
by use of the words h¨d-roga kŒma.
The word dh”ra means a paÃ¶ita, or one who is learned in the •Œstra. One who disbelieves the
statement of this verse and thinks, ÒAs long as the disease of lust remains in the heart, prema cannot be obtained,Ó is said to possess an atheistic temperament. One who is free from such a foolish, atheistic demeanour is known as a paÃ¶ita or sober person (dh”ra). Consequently, only those
who have firm faith in the •Œstra are known as dh”ra. Those who have no faith in the statements of
the •Œstra are atheists and offenders to the holy name. Such persons can never attain prema.
Consequently, in the heart of the sŒdhakas who firmly believe in the statements of the •Œstra,
faith arises by hearing rŒsa-l”lŒ and other narrations. Only in the hearts of such faithful devotees
does prema manifest its influence as a result of hearing l”lŒ-kathŒ. Thereafter, lust and all evils present within the heart of the devotee are destroyed to the root.
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‚r”la Vi•vanŒtha Cakravart” æhŒkuraÕs commentary on ‚r”mad-BhŒgavatam (10.47.59) is also relevant to this discussion. There it is stated that bhakti is the only cause of superior qualities being
found in any individual. Austerities, learning, knowledge, and so on, are not the cause of superior
qualities. Although bhakti is itself of the highest excellence, it does not appear only in the most
exceptional individuals endowed with all good qualities. On the contrary, it may manifest or remain
even in the most condemned and vile persons. Furthermore, it causes thoroughly wretched and
fallen persons to attain all good qualities, to become worthy of the respect of all, and to attain the
highest and most rare achievement.
For this reason, the opinion that Bhakti-dev” enters the heart only after all anarthas, aparŒdhas,
lust and other diseases of the heart have been eradicated, is not appropriate. On the contrary, by
the mercy of the Supreme Lord or the devotees, or by faithfully executing sŒdhana and bhajana, this
rare bhakti enters the heart first and then all anarthas are automatically dissipatedÑthis conclusion
is thoroughly agreeable.
Therefore, only faithful sŒdhakas with firm belief in the statements of •Œstra, guru and Vai§Ãavas
are eligible to hear the l”lŒ-kathŒ of ‚r”mad-BhŒgavatam which are saturated with rasa. And conversely, those who believe that only sŒdhakas who are completely free from all anarthas are eligible to hear the above-mentioned pastimes, will neither become free from anarthas nor obtain eligibility to hear even after millions of births.
Another point to consider is that if this argument is accepted, then we sŒdhakas who are still
affected by anarthas, although possessing faith, could never read nor hear the sacred books of
rasika Gau¶”ya Vai§Ãava ŒcŒryas like ‚r”la SanŒtana GosvŒm”, ‚r”la RŸpa GosvŒm”, ‚r”la Vi•vanŒtha
Cakravart” æhŒkura and ‚r”la Bhaktivinoda æhŒkura. Under such a circumstance, we would be forever deprived of the extremely confidential and elevated truths of bhakti expressed by these
ŒcŒryas. There would be no possibility that the sprout of greed for rŒgŒnugŒ-bhakti would ever be
awakened in our hearts. Thus we would be forever cheated from that which was not previously
given, the prema-rasa of the most munificent ‚r” ‚ac”nandana, the bestower of k¨§Ãa-prema. What
then would distinguish the ‚r” Gau¶”ya Vai§Ãavas who have taken shelter of ‚r” Caitanya
MahŒprabhu from Vai§Ãavas of other sampradŒyas?
A third point to consider is this. In ‚r” Caitanya-caritŒm¨ta (Madhya, 8.70) the following verse is
quoted from PadyŒval”:

k¨§Ãa-bhakti-rasa-bhŒvitŒ matiú
kr”yatŒµ yadi kuto Õpi labhyate
tatra laulyam api mŸlyam ekalaµ
janma-ko i-suk¨tair na labhyate
Here, the words laulyam api mŸlyam ekalam (indeed the only price is greed) indicate that this
supremely rare greed cannot be aroused even by pious activities accumulated over millions and millions of births. Then how can this greed be obtained? The words k¨§Ãa-bhakti-rasa-bhŒvitŒ matiú
indicate one whose intelligence or perception has been awakened toward k¨§Ãa-bhakti-rasa. Here,
the implication is that by faithfully hearing the narrations of ‚r” K¨§ÃaÕs pastimes saturated with rasa
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from the lips of rasika Vai§Ãavas in whom k¨§Ãa-bhakti-rasa has arisen, or by faithfully and attentively studying the literature related to the pastimes of ‚r” K¨§Ãa, composed by them, this greed
may be obtained. Besides this, there is no other means.
Another argument that at present there is no sŒdhaka who is completely free from anarthas and,
therefore, no one is eligible, nor in the future will anyone be eligible, is completely illogical. Freedom from lust and all other anarthas in and of itself is not the qualification for entrance into
rŒgŒnugŒ-bhakti. On the contrary, greed awakened towards the LordÕs mŒdhurya (sweetness) is the
sole qualification for entrance into rŒgŒnugŒ-bhakti. Nor is there any certainty that by routine
observance of the limbs of vaidh”-bhakti alone, greed toward rŒgŒnugŒ-bhakti will automatically
awaken. There is no evidence of this anywhere. Therefore, our highest obligation is to follow the
purport of the commentaries of the previous ŒcŒryas to the above-mentioned verses of ‚r”madBhŒgavatam.
By the inspiration of His Divine Grace ‚r”la guru-pŒda-padma nitya-l”lŒ-pravi§ a oµ vi§ÃupŒda
a§ ottara-•ata ‚r” ‚r”mad Bhakti Praj–Œna Ke•ava GosvŒm” MahŒrŒja and the repeated solicitation of
many bumblebee-like devotees, I am presenting ‚r” VeÃu-g”ta to the readers along with a purport
to the commentaries of ‚r”la Cakravart” æhŒkura and ‚r”la J”va GosvŒm” named SŒrŒrtha-dar•in” and
‚r” Vaisnava-to§aÃ” respectively. By reading this subject with full faith, the greed to enter into
rŒgŒnugŒ-bhakti will certainly sprout in the hearts of faithful devotees. This itself is the very purpose of human life.
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Text One
•r”-•uka uvŒca
itthaµ •arat-svaccha-jalaµ
padmŒkara-sugandhinŒ
nyavi•ad vŒyunŒ vŒtaµ
sa-go-gopŒlako Õcyutaú
•r”-•ukaú uvŒcaÑ‚r” ‚ukadeva GosvŒm” said (or •r”ya •uka, the very dear parrot of ‚r”mati RŒdhikŒ,
said); itthamÑin this way; •aratÑof the beautifully decorated season of autumn; svacchaÑclear;
jalamÑhaving water; padma-ŒkaraÑfrom the lakes, ponds and rivers such as the YamunŒ, Kusumasarovara, MŒnas”-gaºgŒ, Govinda-kuÃ¶a and other such reservoirs of water filled with lotus flowers; su-gandhinŒÑwith the sweet fragrance; nyavi•atÑHe entered; vŒyunŒÑby the cool and fragrant breeze; vŒtamÑventilated; saÑwith; goÑthe cows; gopŒlakaúÑand the cowherd boys;
acyutaúÑthe infallible Nanda-nandana ‚r” K¨§Ãa

Translation
‚r” ‚ukadeva GosvŒm” said: In this way, O MahŒrŒja Par”k§it, ‚r” V¨ndŒvana became extremely beautiful due to the exquisitely decorated season of autumn. The lakes, ponds and rivers were filled with
clear, sweet water. Gentle and fragrant breezes blew, carrying the aroma of lotus flowers from the
lakes. The infallible Nanda-nandana ‚r” K¨§Ãa entered that enchanting V¨ndŒvana forest, accompanied by His cows and gopas.

Commentary
‚ukadeva GosvŒm” explains the six seasons. Summer and the rainy season passed, and now it is
autumn. Autumn is followed by winter and then vasanta, spring. Although V¨ndŒvana is always
springlike, there are differences between the seasons. This first verse of the VeÃu-g”ta describes the
autumn season.
Since autumn comes after the rainy season, the ponds and rivers are filled with pure water and
the lotuses are in full bloom. The bees are ÔkissingÕ the flowers as they fly here and there drinking
nectar. The air is full and heavy with the fragrance of the various blossomsÑbel”, camel”, juh” and
others.
It is in this V¨ndŒvana that K¨§Ãa and the gopas and cows enter the forest every morning.
BalarŒma is also with Him. The gop”s watch K¨§Ãa and His friends enter the forest from their
homes, and then amongst their friends who share the same moods in love for K¨§Ãa, they discuss
His pastimes.
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This verse describes a morning pastime. Although K¨§Ãa has already entered the V¨ndŒvana forest, the gop”s are still seeing His entrance into the forest and hearing His flute song in their hearts.
They have gathered together in their specific groups to talk about K¨§Ãa and to express their minds
to others who are in the same mood.
There are different kinds of groups (samuha). The term samuha refers to a general group consisting of both older gop”s in the parental rasa and younger gop”s who have a conjugal relationship
with K¨§Ãa. Within that group are many parties (yŸtha). Each yŸtha has a yŸthe•var” or leader. ‚r”mati RŒdhikŒ is the leader of one group of gop”s, CandrŒval” is the leader of another, and ‚yŒmŒ,
Bhadra, CitrŒ and sometimes LalitŒ and Vi•ŒkhŒ are other group leaders.
Within the yŸtha, the gop”s are divided into smaller groups consisting of those who are experiencing the same bhŒva or loving feelings reward K¨§Ãa. Within these smaller
groups (gaÃas), the gop”s reveal their hearts to one another. In this way, they become immersed in
this particular pastime and are able to actually see it in their hearts. The gop”s are not remembering their homes, their physical bodies, or anything material. They are only seeing K¨§Ãa and their
pastimes with Him, although they are at home and He is in the forest with the cows and the
cowherd boys.
This pastime takes place in the autumn (•arat), between summer and winter. The flowers are
blooming and the weight of their fragrance makes the air so heavy that even moving about in it is
difficult. Anyone who tries to run in this air has difficulty. Because it is autumn, the air is also cool.
Jayadeva GosvŒm” has written a beautiful poem which
contains these lines: dh”ra-sam”re yamunŒ-tire vasanti vane vana-mŒl”. Dh”ra-sam”re means the
breeze is blowing pleasantly; yamunŒ-tire means on the bank of the river YamunŒ. Although the
gop”s are at home in the village, they can see K¨§Ãa on the bank of the YamunŒ within their hearts
because they are immersed in remembrance of His pastimes. Because they have given their hearts
and all their attention to K¨§Ãa, they have become restless and all the symptoms of ecstasy are
manifest.
In the first few verses of the VeÃu-g”ta, the gop”s describe both the scenery of V¨ndŒvana and
K¨§ÃaÕs beauty as He enters the forest with thousands of cows and cowherd boys (sa-go-gopŒlako
Õcyutaú). Acyuta means that K¨§Ãa is infallible. His face is beautiful. He is restless, and this in turn
makes the gop”s restless. K¨§Ãa steals their hearts (vik§ipta-manaso-n¨pa) and takes them into His
own heart. Thus the gop”s become senseless; their hearts are with K¨§Ãa.
The gop”s are expressing pŸrva-rŒga, the mood of anticipation in meeting K¨§Ãa. There are two
kinds of pŸrva-rŒga, one for the sŒdhaka who is practicing rŒgŒnugŒ-bhajana, and one for the siddha
devotee. The rŒgŒnugŒ-sŒdhaka can experience only a shadow or semblance of pŸrva-rŒga, but the
vraja-vŒs”s experience pure pŸrva-rŒga. When ‚r”mati RŒdhikŒ meets K¨§Ãa, She thinks it is the first
time She has ever seen Him and K¨§Ãa thinks He has never before met RŒdhikŒ. RŒdhŒ and K¨§Ãa
are nitya-nav”na: They are ever-fresh. The rŒgŒnugŒ-sŒdhaka can only realize pŸrva-rŒga when vi•uddha-sattva (pure goodness) enters his heart. Until that time, he experiences pŸrva-raga only in a
theoretical way. When the sŒdhaka attains the siddha stage, he can realize everything in the pure
form.
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Both the ‚r”mad-BhŒgavatam and the B¨had VŒmana PurŒÃa explain that the gop”s hearing K¨§ÃaÕs
flute were of three types: the kŒya-vyŸha of ‚r”mati RŒdhikŒ, nitya-siddhas and sŒdhana-siddhas. The
gop”s belonging to the category of kŒya-vyŸha are not j”va-tattva. They are bodily expansions of ‚r”mati RŒdhikŒ who is the personification of the hlŒdin”-•akti. The nitya-siddha gop”s are j”va-tattva
who have manifested from Baladeva Prabhu. They were never conditioned at any time. The sŒdhana-siddha gop”s are of two kinds: yau hak” and ayau hak”. The word yau hak” means that which
pertains
to a group (yŸtha) or, in other words, a member of a group. The yau hak” gop”s were in special
groups and the ayau hak” gop”s were not. The yau hak” gop”s are further divided into two categories: the •ruti-cŒri gop”s (personified Vedas) and the ¨§i-cŒri gop”s or muni-cŒri gop”s (the sages
who meditated in DaÃ¶akaraÃya).
The •ruti-cŒri gop”s had been practicing rŒgŒnugŒ-sŒdhana for many thousands of years, and they
had pleased the Lord by offering beautiful prayers. By His grace, they attained the association of
advanced devotees up to the standard of RŸpa GosvŒm” and RaghunŒtha dŒsa GosvŒm” and developed past the stages of •raddhŒ, ni§ hŒ, ruci, Œsakti and bhŒva. When they reached the stage where
their bhŒva was about to be converted into prema, they left their bodies and took birth in the
wombs of gop”s in V¨ndŒvana. Then they attained the association of nitya-siddha devotees and were
able to join the rŒsa dance and the other l”lŒs.
The ¨§i-cŒri gop”s did not practice full rŒgŒnugŒ-bhajana. They had not become siddha. They
attained the level of •uddha-sattva by their meditation. They also had lobha for bhajana like that of
RŸpa and RaghunŒtha GosvŒm”s. When they saw Lord RŒmacandra, their greed became thicker and
they took their next birth in the wombs of gop”s, by the LordÕs mercy. According to their previous qualifications, some of the ¨§i-cŒri gop”s received the association of nitya-siddha devotees and
some of them did not. Those who did receive the association of nitya-siddha gop”s were purified
by that association and thus were able to join the rŒsa dance. Those who were not associated with
nitya-siddha gop”s were held back by YogamŒyŒ.
Both the •ruti-cŒri gop”s and ¨§i-cŒri gop”s are yau hak” gop”sÑthey are in special groups according to their bhŒva or mood in serving K¨§Ãa. The ayau hak” gop”s are the daughters of the demigods
and of many others. All of them had developed lobha (greed) to associate with K¨§Ãa in the conjugal mood by hearing and seeing K¨§ÃaÕs pastimes. The yau hak” gop”s were practicing under the
guidance of the nitya-siddha gop”s.
When K¨§Ãa called the gop”s to the forest in the middle of the night for the rŒsa dance, only
those gop”s who had attained perfection were able to go. By the influence of YogamŒyŒ, the nityasiddha gop”s have no real relationship with their husbands and they have no children. Therefore,
they are able to go to K¨§Ãa. The less advanced gop”s do have relationships with their husbands
and so they are hindered by them. By YogamŒyŒÕs influence, these gop”s are restrained from going
to K¨§Ãa for the rŒsa dance, but because they experience intense pŸrva-rŒga, and because of their
greed to associate with K¨§Ãa, the fire of separation burns up their good and bad karma and they
become purified. Their pŸrva-rŒga was so strong that simply by hearing His flute, they became
immersed in remembrance of K¨§Ãa in deep separation.
‚r”mad-BhŒgavatam 10.29.10 states:
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duúsaha-pre§ ha-virahat”vra-tŒpa-dhutŒ•ubhŒú
ÒFor those gop”s who were confined to their houses, intolerable separation away from their
beloved caused an intense agony that burned away all impious karma.Ó ‚r” Vi•vanŒtha Cakravart”
has explained that their bodies were partly material and partly cinmaya (spiritual). The basis of their
impious karma (a•ubha) was that they had some attraction to their husbands and children and to
worldly affairs. But the fire of separation burned everything away. K¨§Ãa appeared to them at that
time and they took Him in through their eyes and brought Him into their hearts, embracing Him
so deeply that all pious and impious karma was washed away (prak§”Ãa-bandhanŒú).
Their impious karma was washed away, but ‚r” Vi•vanŒtha Cakravart” tells us that their •ubhakarma was also washed away. What is this pious karma? A•ubha means worldly attachment; •ubha
means praise, wealth, reputation, followersÑeverything that automatically comes when one practices bhakti. Both are obstacles in bhakti. In the case of these gop”s, their husbands and other relatives loved them so much, and their attachment to this •ubha-karma was an obstacle that was
washed away when they took K¨§Ãa into their hearts.
At present we have both •ubha and a•ubha-karma. ‚r” Vi•vanŒtha Cakravart” æhŒkura explains
these two karmas thoroughly in Bhakti-rasŒm¨ta-sindhu-bindu and in MŒdhurya-kŒdambin”. There
he has broken down the anarthas into categories: suk¨ti-uttha, dusk¨ta-uttha, bhakti-uttha,
aparŒdha-uttha. Dusk¨ta-uttha means we are entangled in the many pains and pleasures of our bodies. Due to being embodied, we suffer in so many ways, and this appears to present obstacles to
our bhakti. When all the anarthas are cleared from the heart, then •uddha-bhakti can enter.
In the case of the ¨§i-cŒri gop”s, not everything was washed away by their practice of rŒgŒnugŒsŒdhana; they still retained a small amount of •ubha and a•ubha-karma. The •ruti-cŒri gop”s were in
a different position because by their association with the nitya-siddha devotees, they were completely free from both the pious and impious activities. As a result, they were able to go to K¨§Ãa
when He called them with His flute. These gop”s were not ordinary souls. They were able to meditate on K¨§Ãa twenty-four hours a day in pŸrva-rŒga. The gop”s in the VeÃu-g”ta have passed
through all the stages of sŒdhana and have attained prema.
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Text Two
kusumita-vanarŒji-•u§mi-bh¨ºgadvija-kula-ghu§ a-saraú-sarin-mah”dhram
madhupatir avagŒhya cŒrayan gŒú
saha-pa•u-pŒla-bala• cukŸja veÃum
kusumitaÑflowering; vana-rŒjiÑamidst the rows of trees of the forest; •u§miÑmaddened;
bh¨ºgaÑwith bees; dvijaÑof birds; kulaÑand flocks; ghu§ aÑresounding; saraú saritÑits lakes,
ponds and rivers; mah”dramÑGovardhana, NandagŒoº and all other hills; madhu-patiúÑakhilarasŒm¨ta-sindhu ‚r” K¨§Ãa (here madhu means rasa; therefore, madhu-patiú refers to rasika K¨§Ãa
who is the ocean of nectar in the form of complete rasa); avagŒhyaÑentering and taking bath;
cŒrayanÑwhile tending (grazing); gŒú Ñthe cows; saha-pa•u-pŒla-balaúÑin the company of the animals, the cowherd boys and His elder brother, BalarŒma; cukŸjaÑvibrated; veÃumÑHis flute

Translation
Intoxicated bees were humming here and there amidst the rows of lush green trees filled with
beautiful fragrant flowers. All the lakes, rivers and hills of the forest resounded with the sweet and
melodious cooing of the flocks of various birds. Madhupati ‚r” K¨§Ãa, accompanied by Baladeva and
the gopas, entered that forest and, while grazing the cows, vibrated a mellow, sweet tune upon His
alluring flute.

Commentary
This verse describes how the bees become maddened by the fragrance from the kamala, bel”,
camel”, juh” and all the other newly blossoming flowers. The bees are intoxicated from tasting the
madhu or honey in the flowers. Gradually, as they fly from flower to flower, they lose their discrimination due to intoxication and land on any flower, regardless of its quality.
K¨§Ãa is of the same caste as the bees, and therefore He is referred to in this verse as Madhupati, the Lord of madhu. K¨§Ãa is a bigger bee, but He is of the same nature and coloring as the little bees. When the gop”s see the bees in V¨ndŒvana, they are reminded of K¨§Ãa. They see the maddened bees flying from the fragrant kamala flowers to a flower that has no fragrance, and it reminds
them of how K¨§Ãa tastes the gop”s and then, after becoming intoxicated by their association and
losing His discrimination, goes to be with KubjŒ. The gop”s think that K¨§Ãa is blind or overcome
by a dreamlike, intoxicated state just like the bees.
And because the bees have no discrimination, they will sit on a lotus flower to drink honey even
though that flower is about to close. The lotus closes and they are trapped inside. They are so
intoxicated that they donÕt even struggle to free themselves. Similarly, K¨§Ãa goes from one beautiful flowerlike gop” to another; then He forgets the gop”s and goes to KubjŒ or other women.
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Kusumita-vanarŒji, V¨ndŒvana is full of such a variety of flowers. Usually trees like the mango and
jambu do not flower in the autumn, but at this time, flowers of every season were in bloom and
the trees were heavy with fruit. The gop”s see the flowers and the bees flying here and there, and
they also see the birds (dvija-kula)Ñcuckoos, peacocks and papiha birds (a common species of
cuckoo). The papiha bird makes a sound like ÔpikahaÕ. Pi means priyatam, ÒWhere is my lover?
Where is my lover?Ó And the cuckoos are crying, ÒKu hoo, ku hoo.Ó Actually, ku refers to K¨§Ãa.
It is a derivative of the Sanskrit letter ka which means K¨§Ãa. The cuckoo is calling K¨§Ãa. She is
restless because she cannot see K¨§Ãa.
Each word in the BhŒgavatam is condensed nectar. The word ÔcuckooÕ reminds us of a nŒyaka
and nŒyikŒ, a lover and his beloved. According to Bhakti-rasŒm¨ta-sindhu, remembering this is
called udd”pana, a stimulus for awakening rasa in remembrance of K¨§Ãa. K¨§ÃaÕs flute, the peacocks, the birds and the bees all remind us of K¨§ÃaÕs pastimes in V¨ndŒvana.
The male and female peacocks sing ke ka, ke ka. The male peacock is calling ÔkeÕ, RŒdhŒ. When
K¨§Ãa enters the forest in the morning, ‚r”mat” RŒdhikŒ is experiencing mŒna (jealous anger), and
She is also shy to meet K¨§Ãa because there are so many persons present of an opposite (virudha)
bhŒva. Her mother-in-law, sister-in-law, husband and other relatives are present and they will criticize Her. She is tolerating the rise of Her own bhŒva in their presence. But when She hears K¨§ÃaÕs
flute and sees Him glance at Her, She goes to meet K¨§Ãa. K¨§Ãa is calling Her and by the sound
of His flute and by His beauty, He entices Her to overcome all the obstacles and come to meet
Him in the forest.
The female peacock is calling ÔkaÕÑK¨§Ãa is a mad elephant who can only be controlled by ‚r”mat” RŒdhikŒ. Therefore, by the peacocks calling to one another, they are increasing the rasaÑ
helping K¨§Ãa to remember RŒdhikŒ and RŒdhikŒ to remember K¨§Ãa.
Ghu§ a-saraú-sarin-mah”dhram: the birds sing everywhere all over V¨ndŒvana, and the fragrance
of flowers has permeated the atmosphere. The YamunŒ overflows with joy when she hears K¨§ÃaÕs
flute song and sees Him entering the forest with the cows and cowherd boys (madhupatir avagŒhya
cŒrayan gŒú saha-pa•u-pŒla-bala• cukŸja veÃum).
As they enter the forest, K¨§Ãa alone played a flute, while the other boys listened or sang along.
This point is made clearer later in the chapter: anu-veÃu-ju§ am (text 7).
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Text Three
tad vraja-striya Œ•rutya
veÃu-g”taµ smarodayam
kŒ•cit parok§aµ k¨§Ãasya
sva-sakh”bhyo ÕnvavarÃayan
tatÑthat; vraja-striyaúÑthe young girls (ki•or”s) in the cowherd village of Vraja; Œ•rutyaÑhearing;
veÃu-g”tamÑthe song of the flute; smara-udayamÑinstigating an intense desire within the heart to
meet with K¨§Ãa; kŒ•citÑsome of them; parok§amÑprivately (The gop”s met among themselves in
a private place where K¨§Ãa was not present. No others were present such as the gop”sÕ mothersin-law or other family members. But they were not alone; hundreds and thousands of gop”s were
there.); k¨§ÃasyaÑthe beloved gop”s of K¨§Ãa; sva-sakh”bhyaúÑto their intimate companions; anuavarÃayamÑcontinuously described (while in the state of tadŒtmŒÑcomplete identification with ‚r”
K¨§Ãa)

Translation
The sound of the flute awakens feelings of love toward ‚r” K¨§Ãa and an intense desire to meet
with Him. When the gop”s heard that sound, their hearts were overwhelmed with prema. The
gop”s became completely infatuated and, in a secluded place, they began to describe the form and
qualities of ‚r” K¨§Ãa and the powerful influence of His flute to their intimate companions.

Commentary
K¨§Ãa controls all living entities with His flute. When the cows hear His flute song, they immediately come running toward Him. Even nature is controlled by K¨§ÃaÕs flute. As she hears the flute
song, all the trees and flowers bloom out of season and create a beautiful atmosphere for loving
exchange.
The gopas and gop”s are also maddened by the sound of K¨§ÃaÕs flute (tad vraja striya Œ•rutya
veÃu-g”taµ smarodayam). When these verses are being spoken, the gop”s are not hearing the sound
of K¨§ÃaÕs flute. K¨§Ãa has already gone to the forest. Therefore, the gop”s remember the flute song
in their minds and hearts. Smarodayam means that KŒmadeva, Cupid, is rising. The gop”s remember their conjugal pastimes with K¨§Ãa. KŒma means prema, but it is not ordinary prema. When
the gop”s experience kŒma, they want to meet K¨§Ãa and K¨§Ãa wants to meet them. They become
mad in smara (recollection of their conjugal exchanges with ‚r” K¨§Ãa).
Then, kŒ•cit parok§aµ k¨§Ãasya sva-sakh”bhyo ÕnvavarÃayanÑwhen a pot is full, it overflows. Similarly, as the gop”s become filled by the sound of the flute, they begin to discuss K¨§ÃaÕs pastimes
and qualities with other gop”s. They go mad out of love. Although they try to speak, they cannot
speak in an orderly way; they discuss their different pastimes with K¨§Ãa according to the waves of
their bhŒva.
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When the gopas hear K¨§ÃaÕs flute, they think it is beautiful, but the sound of K¨§ÃaÕs flute has a
very different effect on the gop”s. Actually, the cows, the gopas and the gop”s are all hearing their
own names in the sound of the flute. ÒK¨§Ãa is calling me!Ó RŒdhŒ hears, ÒRŒdhe! RŒdhe!Ó LalitŒ
hears, ÒLalite! Lalite!Ó and each of the cows is hearing her own name and thinking that K¨§Ãa is calling her to Him. Each gop” thinks that the flute song is a representative (pratinidhi) of K¨§Ãa. K¨§Ãa
has sent the representative in the form of this song which enters their ears and steals their minds
and hearts. Then the sound carries those minds and hearts back to K¨§Ãa. When the gop”s see that
their minds and hearts have been stolen by K¨§Ãa, they immediately run after the thief who has
stolen them. Their only consideration is to pursue the thief.
Madhupatir avagŒhya cŒrayan gaú saha-pa•u-pŒla-bala• cukŸja veÃum: Madhupati is K¨§Ãa. The
madhu from His lips is entering the flute and being churned into nectar. It is this nectar that is
entering the gop”sÕ ears and making them mad with love for K¨§Ãa. This verse states:

tad vraja-striya Œ•rutya
veÃu-g”taµ smarodayam
kŒ•cit parok§aµ k¨§Ãasya
sva-sakh”bhyo ÕnvavarÃayan
By drinking that madhu, nectar, from K¨§ÃaÕs lips through the vehicle of the vaµ•i, they become
mad with kŒma (smara-udayam). Smara means prema, but specifically, it is the possession of the
kŒmŒnuga or kŒmŒtmika gop”s. KŒma is vi•uddha-prema.*
The gop”sÕ ears are like cups filling up with nectar. When they overflow, they begin to discuss
K¨§ÃaÕs pastimes and qualities among other gop”s of a similar bhŒva. They talk about K¨§Ãa, about
His flute, everything about K¨§Ãa. K¨§Ãa has already entered the forest and they cannot actually
hear the flute song, but they hear it in their minds. When I was young, I used to go from 6:00 p.m.
to 4:00 a.m. to see dramas based on the RŒmŒyaÃa. When it was over and we were on our way
home, we could still hear the sound in our ears. This is an example of how the gop”s are experiencing the sound of K¨§ÃaÕs flute, even though they are at home and He has gone to the forest.
*At the stage of bhŒva, vi•uddha-sattva is injected into the heart of the rŒgŒnugŒ-sŒdhaka by the eternal rŒgŒtmikŒ
associates of the Lord residing in Goloka-V¨ndŒvana. Then it becomes sthŒy”-bhŒva. After this, the elements of vibhŒva,
anubhŒva, sŒttvika-bhŒva and vyabhicŒr”-bhŒva mix together with the sthŒy”-bhŒva. In the stage of bhŒva, these elements
will be experienced only to a slight degree. The sŒdhaka cannot experience beyond this stage in the present body. After
giving up this body, the sŒdhaka who has attained to this stage takes birth in the praka a-l”lŒ of the Lord. Then he can
attain prema, which develops into sneha, mŒna, praÃaya, rŒga, anurŒga, bhŒva and mahŒbhŒva. Vi•uddha-prema refers
to this development of prema from its initial stage (simply termed prema) up to mahŒbhŒva.
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Text Four
tad varÃayitum ŒrabdhŒú
smarantyaú k¨§Ãa-ce§ itam
nŒ•akan smara-vegena
vik§ipta-manaso n¨pa
tatÑthat (the sweetness of K¨§ÃaÕs flute); varÃayitumÑto describe; ŒrabdhŒúÑbeginning;
smarantyaúÑremembering (i.e., churning and turning over and over again within their minds);
k¨§Ãa-ce§ itamÑthe activities of K¨§Ãa (which attract the hearts of all); na a•akanÑthey were incapable; smara-vegenaÑby the force of their prema which is filled with kŒma to meet with K¨§Ãa;
vik§iptaÑagitated; manasaúÑwhose minds; n¨paÑO King Par”k§it

Translation
The gop”s of Vraja began to describe the sweetness of the sound of ‚r” K¨§ÃaÕs flute among themselves, but as soon as they remembered the flute, they were overpowered with strong feelings of
affection for their beloved, ‚r” K¨§Ãa. Thus they remembered His charming activities, His artistically
curved eyebrows, His compelling glance filled with love, and His sweet, mild smiling. Their hearts
became filled with an intense desire to meet with ‚yŒma. They completely lost control of their
minds and at once they arrived before ‚r” K¨§Ãa within their hearts. Their voices became choked
up with ecstasy and thus they were unable to describe Him.

Commentary
Tad varÃayitum ŒrabdhŒú: the gop”s begin to discuss K¨§ÃaÕs pastimes (k¨§Ãa-ce§ itam). Although
they are experiencing pŸrva-rŒga, they also experience K¨§ÃaÕs presence by talking about their pastimes with Him. Generally when a devotee experiences pŸrva-rŒga (separation), he does not simultaneously experience K¨§ÃaÕs presence. These are contradictory moods. But the gop”s taste both
moods simultaneously.
The ‚r”mad-BhŒgavatam describes that by remembering and discussing K¨§ÃaÕs pastimes, the gop”s
became mad by the rising force of Cupid. They remember K¨§ÃaÕs graceful dancing steps (lalitagati), His beautiful smile and His charming conversations with them. They remember, for example,
how ‚r”mat” RŒdhikŒ went to Kusuma-sarovara to gather flowers with LalitŒ and Vi•ŒkhŒ. K¨§Ãa
wanted to meet Her, so He also went to Kusuma-sarovara. When He saw her, He asked, ÒWho
are You?Ó She responded, ÒYou donÕt know who I am? Why do You speak like this?Ó K¨§Ãa wanted
to talk to RŒdhikŒ and on that pretext, He instigated a quarrel. ‚r”mat” RŒdhikŒ says, ÒNo, I donÕt
know who You are. Why are You asking Me who I am?Ó
K¨§Ãa: ÒBecause you are a thief. You are stealing My flowers.Ó
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RŒdhŒ: ÒYou are a thief. You destroy the flowers of V¨ndŒvana by grazing Your cows in the
forests and allowing your cows and cowherd friends to trample them. We gop”s have planted these
flowers, so why are You saying they are Yours?Ó
In this way, RŒdhŒ and K¨§Ãa quarrel. The gop”s remember this pastime along with many other
conversations between K¨§Ãa and the gop”s. And they remember how K¨§Ãa dances so gracefully
and how He speaks in a way that draws the gop”sÕ hearts to Him. They want to discuss these things
with one another (nŒ•akan smara-vegena vik§ipta-mŒnaso), but because their prema is filled with
the kŒma of wanting to meet K¨§Ãa, to taste K¨§Ãa and to be tasted by K¨§Ãa, they cannot speak.
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Text Five
barhŒp”¶aµ na a-vara-vapuú karÃayoú karÃikŒraµ
bibhrad vŒsaú kanaka-kapi•aµ vaijayant”µ ca mŒlŒm
randhrŒn veÃor adhara-sudhayŒpŸrayan gopa-v¨ndair
v¨ndŒraÃyaµ sva-pada-ramaÃaµ prŒvi•ad g”ta-k”rtiú
barhaÑa peacock feather; Œpi¶amÑas the head decoration; na avaraÑof the best of dancers (or
unparalleled in amorous intrigues or gallantry); vapuúÑthe transcendental body; karÃayoúÑon the
ears; karÃikŒramÑa flower similar to the yellow lotus; bibhratÑwearing; vŒsaúÑgarments;
kanakaÑlike gold; kapi•amÑyellowish; vaijayant”Ñnamed vaijayant” (a garland strung from flowers
of five different colors and which extends down to the knees); caÑand, mŒlŒmÑthe garland;
randhrŒnÑthe holes; veÃoúÑof the flute; adharaÑof His lips; sudhayŒÑwith the nectar;
ŒpŸrayanÑfilling up; gopa-v¨ndaiúÑby the cowherd boys; v¨nda-araÃyamÑthe forest presided
over by V¨ndŒ-dev” (the forest of V¨ndŒvana); sva-padaÑbecause of the uncommon marks of His
lotus feet; ramaÃamÑenchanting; prŒvi•atÑHe entered; g”taÑbeing sung; k”rtiúÑHis glories

Translation
The gop”s began to see ‚r” K¨§Ãa within their minds. Accompanied by His cowherd boyfriends, ‚r”
K¨§Ãa entered the charming forest of V¨ndŒvana. His head was decorated with a peacock feather.
He wore yellow karÃikŒra flowers over His ears, a golden yellow garment on His body, and a beautiful, fragrant vaijayant” garland about His neck. ‚r” K¨§Ãa exhibited His supremely captivating
appearance, just like the best of dancers performing upon a stage. He filled up the holes of His flute
with the nectar of His lips. The cowherd boys followed behind Him singing His glories which purify
the entire world. In this way, the forest of V¨ndŒvana manifested even greater splendor than
VaikuÃ ha, due to being beautified by the marks of ‚r” K¨§ÃaÕs lotus feet.

Commentary
K¨§Ãa is described as wearing a peacock feather ornament on His head. The peacock feather has
seven primary colors, like the colors of the rainbow. The rainbow always appears opposite the
position of the sun. On a cloudy day, a rainbow is particularly beautiful. Similarly, K¨§Ãa is the color
of a fresh raincloud. He is •yŒma, dark blue. When a cloud is full of water, it is dark. Flashes of lightning come and go. This lightning is the p”tambara (yellow dhot”), and the peacock feather rainbow
is a muku a (ornament) on
K¨§ÃaÕs turban.
K¨§Ãa is also described here as na avara, the best dancer. In Indian drama, a young couple is
brought out before the play actually begins in order to enchant the audience. They are always
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dressed beautifully and they appear ready to dance. This is called na a. When they appear before
the audience, the entire audience falls silent and gives them full attention. K¨§Ãa is called the best
of dancers. Lord ‚iva is also known as a dancer (na a-rŒja), as are the GŒndharvŒs and the demigods,
but K¨§Ãa is described as vara, the best.
In Hindi, vara means a young bridegroom. Even an ugly youth will look beautiful on his wedding
day. His relatives will decorate him with gold and ornaments to make him look beautiful. K¨§Ãa is
the most beautiful in all the three worlds. He is as beautiful as a Òmaddened elephant.Ó Sometimes
He puts a karÃikŒra flower on one of His ears. ‚r” Cakravart” æhŒkura explains in his commentary
to this verse: ÒOnly one karÃikŒra flower is worn. The word karÃiyoú (ears) is in the dual case
which indicates that sometimes it is worn on the left ear and sometimes on the right. He wears it
in this way as an expression of the intoxication of His youth, and thus the activities of K¨§Ãa very
much agitate the influence of Cupid for those cowherd girls.Ó
KarÃikŒram bibhrad vŒsaú kanaka-kapi•aµ vaijayant”µ ca mŒlŒm. His yellow dhot” (p”tambara,
kanaka-kapi•am) is more beautiful than gold. His vaijayant” garland, consisting of a combination of
five different flowers, hangs from His neck to His knees. It is fragrant with tulas”-ma–jar”s and is
therefore attracting the bees.
RandhrŒn veÃor adhara-sudhayŒpŸrayan: K¨§Ãa fills His flute with the nectar of His lips. The veÃu
is male, yet he drinks the sweetness of K¨§ÃaÕs lips, but the flute cannot hold that nectar, so it
immediately flows out in the form of sound.
This is a famous verse and it is the best •loka in the entire ‚r”mad-BhŒgavatam for remembering
K¨§Ãa. There are three •lokas in the ‚r”mad-BhŒgavatam which are considered parallel, although
there is some gradation. Along with this verse, there are verses 10.14.1 and 10.23.22:

•r”-brahmovŒca
naum”¶ya te Õbhra-vapu§e ta¶id-ambarŒya
gu–jŒvataµsa-paripiccha-lasan-mukhŒya
vanya-sraje kavala-vetra-vi§ŒÃa-veÃulak§ma-•riye m¨du-pade pa•upŒºgajŒya
ÒLord BrahmŒ said: O Lord, You are fit to receive the worship of the entire universe. O son of the
king of cowherds, Your transcendental body is dark blue like a new cloud, Your garment is brilliant
like lightning, and the beauty of Your face is enhanced by Your gu–ja earrings and the peacock
feather on Your head. Wearing garlands of various forest flowers and leaves, and equipped with a
herding stick, a buffalo horn, a flute, and a morsel of grain mixed with yogurt in Your hand, You
are most attractive. Your lotus feet are very soft. I offer my prayers unto You.Ó
And:

•yŒmaµ hiraÃya-paridhiµ vanamŒlya-barhadhŒtu-pravŒla-na a-ve§am anuvratŒµse
vinyasta-hastam itareÃa dhunŒnam abjaµ
karÃotpalŒlaka-kapola-mukhŒbja-hŒsam
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ÒHis complexion was blackish, •yŒma, like a new cloud and His garment golden. Decorated with
a peacock feather, colored minerals, sprigs of flower buds, and a garland of forest flowers and
leaves, He was dressed as the best of all dancers. He rested His left hand upon the shoulder of a
friend and with His right hand, twirled a pastime lotus. Lilies graced His ears, His hair hung down
over His cheeks, and His lotuslike face was smiling sweetly.Ó
These three •lokas are graduated. BrahmŒÕs prayer is at the bottom, the wives of the yaj–ikabrŒhmaÃas is in the middle, and the topmost is the description of K¨§Ãa by the gop”s. We are following the gop”s, not BrahmŒ or the dvija-patn”s. They are also advanced, but we only want to follow the gop”s. The descriptions appear similar, but each verse reveals a different taste or ambition
in the speaker. Each is describing K¨§ÃaÕs beauty, but BrahmŒ is worshiping K¨§Ãa in dŒsya-rasa.
K¨§Ãa is at the top of Mount Everest and BrahmŒ is standing at the bottom in dŒsya-rasa looking
up. He is so advanced that he can see the mountain peak from the bottom, but he is worshiping
K¨§Ãa as his lowly servant. Therefore, he offers obeisances in this prayer: ÒK¨§Ãa, You are the highest and I am your fallen servant.Ó
The dvija-patn”s, however, are not offering obeisances to K¨§Ãa. They have some taste for the
vraja-rasa. They meet K¨§Ãa on the border of V¨ndŒvana and MathurŒ. Therefore, they are nearer
to K¨§Ãa. Their ambition is to enter K¨§ÃaÕs pastimes in V¨ndŒvana. Being on the border of V¨ndŒvana and MathurŒ means that they are in a marginal position. They are residents of MathurŒ so they
have some ai•varya-bhŒva but they also have laulyam for K¨§ÃaÕs V¨ndŒvana mood and pastimes.
Their greed is a hundred times stronger than BrahmŒÕs greed and therefore they can enter into
some of K¨§ÃaÕs pastimes by offering Him and His cowherd boys something to eat. The dvija-patn”s are able to cross the border between ai•varya-bhŸmi and mŒdhurya-bhŸmi and see K¨§Ãa as a
beautiful cowherd boy. For this reason, they do not offer obeisances as BrahmŒ did.
The dvija-patn”s have not yet experienced their sthŒy”-bhŒva. They are following in the footsteps
of the kŒmŒtmikŒ gop”s, but their taking birth in MathurŒ in brŒhmaÃa families has presented an
obstacle to their worship in the V¨ndŒvana mood. They are presently kŒmŒnugŒs (aspiring to follow the kŒmŒtmikŒ gop”s); in their next life, they will take birth in the wombs of vraja-gop”s and
become kŒmŒtmikŒ-gop”s themselves. because they have no taste for worshiping K¨§Ãa in MathurŒ,
and because they are following the kŒmŒtmikŒ gop”s in this life, all their pious and impious karma
will be burnt up and they will be able to take birth in V¨ndŒvana according to their desires.
The description by the gop”s is the best of the three verses. Lord BrahmŒ describes K¨§ÃaÕs beautiful bodily color as being like a fresh, moist raincloud (abhra-sekam). Both Lord BrahmŒ and the
dvija-patn”s describe K¨§ÃaÕs bodily hue, but the gop”s see K¨§Ãa with different eyes. All three
describe K¨§ÃaÕs vaijayant” garland or His flower earrings or his yellow dhot”, but BrahmŒ does not
describe K¨§ÃaÕs smiling face nor K¨§Ãa playing on His flute. Brahma sees K¨§ÃaÕs flute tucked in
His belt along with His cowherding stick and His bugle (vanya-sraje kavala-vetra-vi§ŒÃa-veÃu).
BrahmŒÕs description of K¨§Ãa is not as beautiful as the brŒhmaÃ”s.
The flute is not present in the description by the dvija-patn”s either, but instead they concentrate
on describing His face, His bodily color and His forest decorations:
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•yŒmaµ hiraÃya-paridhiµ vanamŒlya-barhadhŒtu-pravŒla-na a-ve§am anuvratŒµse
vinyasta-hastam itareÃa dhunŒnam abjaµ
karÃotpalŒlaka-kapola-mukhŒbja-hŒsam
K¨§Ãa is playing the flute only in the description by the gop”s. They describe His smiling face and
how the nectar of His lips is entering the holes of the flute: randhrŒn veÃor
adhara-sudhayŒpŸrayan gopa-v¨ndair. When K¨§Ãa blows His flute, the flute song first searches the
earth for someone qualified to hear it. Upon not finding anyone, it goes up to Brahmaloka after
crossing the VirajŒ River, then beyond to Mukti-dhŒma*. Then to ‚iva-loka, then to VaikuÃ ha, then
to AyodhyŒ and DvŒrakŒ, then to MathurŒÑbut nowhere does it find anyone qualified to hear its
song. Finally it enters V¨ndŒvana. Here it finds some devotees who are qualified to receive its nectar, but it does not go to those devotees in •Œnta or dŒsya or even sakhya-rasa. It finds some qualification among those in vŒtsalya-rasa, but only enters the innermost hearts and minds of the goparamaÃ”s, the lovers of the Cowherd Boy. There it finds beautiful hearts and steals them. Then it
returns to K¨§Ãaá When the gop”s hear the flute song, they become mad and run to K¨§Ãa to
reclaim their stolen property. It doesnÕt matter what they are doingÑwhether they are eating or
dressing, or applying cosmetics, or serving their husbands and children. They simply run after K¨§Ãa
without any other consideration.
Each gop” goes alone, not stopping to call the others. The gop”s were stunned in ecstasy and were
not in the mood to speak (nŒ•akan smara-vegena vik§ipta-mŒnaso), still they could not help themselves from speaking like mad women. They do not discuss K¨§ÃaÕs pastimes in an orderly way but
out of madness, jumping from subject to subject. When we look at the verses of the VeÃu-g”ta, we
will see that there is no orderly link between the verses, no sequence. They spoke whatever came
to mind. This particular verse is spoken by ‚ukadeva GosvŒm”, but the following verses will be spoken by various gop”s.
The Earth thinks herself fortunate because K¨§Ãa walks over her surface. The gop”s also recognize the good fortune of the Earth as they see K¨§ÃaÕs footprints everywhere. Seeing His footprints
and hearing His flute song, they become so mad that they cannot speak, but after some time they
are able to speak in a covered way that which is in their hearts.
This •loka is necessary for our practice of rŒgŒnugŒ-bhajana. We should try to remember K¨§Ãa
according to this description. We have so little time and our hearts are still so hard. First we have
to learn the meaning of ‚r”mad-BhŒgavatam, and if we learn the deeper meanings, that will give us
the qualification to read the books of the Six GosvŒm”s and their followers.
*MahŒkŒlapura consists of two parts, one being the eight-fold coverings of the universe and beyond that, Mukti-dhŒma.
After getting free from all gross identification one is able to enter the eight-fold coverings of the universe. One who is
desiring mukti but is not yet free from subtle identification and desires for enjoyment gets caught up in these covering
shells of the universe. After getting free from even subtle contamination, one enters Mukti-dhŒma. There, the LordÕs
Brahman effulgence is prominent. Beyond this lies SadŒ•iva-loka, then VaikuÃ ha, then Goloka-V¨ndŒvana.
(B¨had-bhŒgavatŒm¨ta, Part 2, Chapter 2.225-226, Chapter 3.12-31)
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Text Six
iti veÃu-ravaµ rŒjan
sarva-bhŸta-manoharam
•rutvŒ vraja-striyaú sarvŒ
varÃayantyo Õbhirebhire
itiÑthus; veÃu-ravamÑthe vibration of the flute; rŒjanÑO King Par”k§it; sarva-bhŸtaÑfor all living
beings; manaú-haramÑstealing the minds; •rutvŒÑhearing; vraja-striyaúÑthe ladies from the village of Vraja; sarvŒúÑall of them; varÃayantyaúÑengaged in describing; abhirebhireÑembraced ‚r”
K¨§Ãa, the embodiment of supreme spiritual bliss

Translation
O King, the sound of K¨§ÃaÕs flute steals the minds of all living beings, both animate and inanimate.
When the young gop”s of Vraja heard that sound, they began to describe it. As they went on
describing the sound of the flute, they entered a state of ecstatic trance and became completely
absorbed in thoughts of ‚r” K¨§Ãa. Within their hearts, they began to embrace ‚r” K¨§Ãa who is the
embodiment of all rasa and the reservoir of supreme spiritual bliss.

Commentary
‚r” ‚uka is describing the sound of the flute from the viewpoint of the gop”s, ÒO Par”k§it MahŒrŒja,
the sweet voice of the veÃu is sarva-bhŸta-manoharam, it attracts the minds of all living entities.
Yet the gop”s taste it in a special way. They become overwhelmed with kŒma.Ó At first, tad varÃayitum ŒrabdhŒú smarantyaú k¨§Ãa ce§ itam nŒ§akan smara-vegena vik§ipt-manaso n¨pa (text 4): smara
(Cupid) comes. That is why they want to speak but cannot. It has a very deep meaning here. Why
canÕt they speak? Because they are all trying to hide something. They want to hide the depth of
their bhŒva from each other. Their hearts are filling up like an ocean filling with waves, but they are
trying to hide their hearts (avahita). Avahita means to conceal something by speaking in an indirect
way.
Here all the gop”s are feeling smara, kŒma. KŒma and prema are both love, but kŒma has a special and deep meaning. From bhŒva we realize prema, but there is no kŒma in this prema. There is
no kŒma before the stage of anurŒga (a stage in the development of prema) because kŒma is not
the object of sakhya and vŒtsalya-rasa. After anurŒga, kŒma arises: seeing K¨§Ãa or seeing anything
connected to K¨§Ãa gives rise to kŒma. Therefore, it is only those gop”s who have smara who experience kŒma. It is only the kŒmŒnugŒ or kŒmŒtmikŒ gop”s. All the gop”s speaking in the VeÃu-g”ta
are kŒmŒtmikŒ.
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One of the features of kŒma is that it tries to cover itself. That is the svarŸpa or nature of kŒma.
KŒma is like a serpent who always wants to hide. Each gop” is trying to hide her feelings from the
others, fearing that by the symptoms of her smara, others will understand what she is feeling. It is
an open secret, but each and every gop” wants to hide the fact that they love K¨§Ãa, they want to
meet K¨§Ãa, and they want to enjoy with K¨§Ãa. When it is hidden it becomes so much more beautiful. They think that if they tell anyone they want to taste K¨§Ãa, everything will be spoiled.
‚rutvŒ vraja-striyaú sarvŒ varÃayantyo Õbhirebhire. They are each hiding their prema toward
K¨§Ãa. Instead of saying K¨§Ãa is so beautiful, they are saying, ÒThis tamala tree is so beautiful. The
deer are so fortunate because they can go to K¨§Ãa with the permission of their husbands.Ó They
do not mention K¨§Ãa, but speak indirectly of their love for Him, and in so speaking, they each realize the love in the other gop”sÕ hearts.
They speak one after another. ‚ukadeva GosvŒm” hears their words from within his heart and
repeats them to MahŒrŒja Par”k§it: ak§aÃvatŒµ phalam idaµ na paraµ vidŒmaú. ÒFor those who
have eyes, we think there is no greater object of visionÓ (text 7).
RŸpa GosvŒm” developed his style in writing Ujjvala-n”lamaÃi after reading these verses, or we
can say that these verses (especially those contained within the rasa chapters of the BhŒgavatam)
were written in the style of RŸpa GosvŒm”Õs Ujjvala n”lamaÃi. ‚r”mad-BhŒgavatam is mŸla-pramŒÃa,
the original root of all Vedic evidence. Therefore, RŸpa GosvŒm” composed his poetry in pursuance
of the ‚r”mad-BhŒgavatamÕs version. However, because RŸpa GosvŒm” is RŸpa Ma–jar” and is an
eternal associate of RŒdhŒ and K¨§Ãa, he is the root of all understanding. Thus, it is equally true to
say that the ‚r”mad-BhŒgavatam follows the direction of RŸpa GosvŒm”. To understand rasa, one
should study Ujjvala-n”lamaÃi with a rasika Vai§Ãava. In that way, one can enter deeply and understand all the symptoms of bhŒva and prema.
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Text Seven
•r”-gopya Ÿcuú
ak§aÃvatŒµ phalam idaµ na paraµ vidŒmaú
sakhyaú pa•Ÿn anuvive•ayator vayasyaiú
vaktraµ vraje•a-sutayor anuveÃu-ju§ aµ
yair vŒ nip”tam anurakta-ka Œk§Œ-mok§am
•r”-gopyaú ŸcuúÑthe gop”s said; ak§aÃvatŒmÑof those who have eyes; phalamÑthe fruit, idamÑ
this (beautiful sight of the face of ‚r” K¨§Ãa as He enters the forest with the cows and cowherd
boys); naÑnot; paramÑother (object of vision for the eyes); vidŒmaúÑwe know; sakhyaúÑO
friends; pa•ŸnÑthe cows; anuvive•ayatoúÑcausing to enter one forest after another; vayasyaiúÑ
with Their friends of the same age; vaktramÑthe faces; vraja-”•aÑof MahŒrŒja Nanda; sutayoúÑof
the two sons (K¨§Ãa and BalarŒma); anu-veÃu-ju§ amÑpossessed of flutes; yaiúÑby which; vŒÑor,
nip”tumÑdrunk or tasted (the nectar of K¨§ÃaÕs sidelong glances); anuraktaÑloving; ka Œk§aÑsidelong glances; mok§amÑgiving off

Translation
The gop”s began to speak among themselves: O sakh”s! We think that for those who have eyes,
there is but one thing which is a suitable object of vision. Success of the eyes lies in beholding this
object alone; we know of no other. And what is that most precious object of attainment for the
eyes? It is the vision of the two sons of MahŒrŒja Nanda, ‚r” K¨§Ãa and Baladeva, accompanied by
the gopas, as They enter the forest taking the cows, or as They bring them back to V¨ndŒvana. They
hold Their flutes to Their lips and look upon us with mild smiles and amorous sidelong glances filled
with love. At that time, we drink the sweetness of Their faces.

Commentary
While experiencing the bhŒva of avahita (trying to conceal their kŒma), the gop”s begin speaking
to one another. There are many different groups of gop”s formed according to their common mood
in loving K¨§Ãa. Here, one gop” is speaking. ÒWhat is the success of these eyes? What is the fruit
of having eyes? We know only one thing: to see K¨§ÃaÕs face as He enters V¨ndŒvana forest with
the cows and gopas, dressed like a beautiful dancer and in the freshness of His youth. He looks just
like a mad elephant.Ó The gop”s witness this scene every morning.
SudhayŒpŸrayan gopa-v¨ndair: K¨§Ãa is singing surrounded by the gopas who are cheering Him
on, ÒSŒdhu, sŒdhu, sŒdhu!Ó V¨ndŒraÃyaµ sva-pada-ramaÃaµ prŒvi•ad g”ta-k”rtiú (text 5): He walks
on the earth of V¨ndŒvana. The marks from the soles of his feet are imprinted all over the ground,
and therefore the Earth considers herself fortunate to have K¨§Ãa walking gently on her breast.
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PrŒvi•ad g”ta-k”rtiú: the gop”s think of the good fortune of Prithiv”-dev” (the Earth) and when they
see K¨§ÃaÕs footprints and hear the song of His flute, they become so mad that they can no longer
articulate their feelings about K¨§Ãa to the other gop”s. After some time, they recover and begin
to speak.
The gop”s say that the flute song has attracted all living beings, yet all living beings are not actually attracted. Only the gop”s are attracted. All living entities hear the sweetness of K¨§ÃaÕs flute
song, but only the gop”s become mad. No one else runs after K¨§Ãa when they hear the sound of
His flute; it is especially sweet for the gop”s. ‚rutvŒ vraja-striyaú sarvŒ varÃayantyo Õbhirebhire: thus
they began to talk to one another about K¨§Ãa and His flute, and they discussed what effect the
flute song has on others. They say:
ak§aÃvatŒµ phalam idaµ na paraµ vidŒmaú
sakhyaú pa•Ÿn anuvive•ayator vayasyaiú
vaktraµ vraje•a-sutayor anuveÃu-ju§ aµ
yair vŒ nip”tam anurakta-ka Œk§Œ-mok§am
K¨§Ãa has so many cows and cowherd boys with Him. Vayasyaiú means that the boys are of the
same age as K¨§Ãa, all ki•ora. The gop”s are speaking in a general way, which includes describing the
cows and gopas, because they are trying to hide their bhŒva. Everyone sees K¨§Ãa as beautiful so it
is not wrong for them to point this out, and they do so even to the other gop”s. Each gop” wants
to conceal her heart from everyone. Therefore, she mentions that K¨§Ãa is going to the forest
accompanied by the boys and animals. In this way, she hides her exclusive love for K¨§Ãa.
The gop”s say phalam idam, the fruit of their eyes is to see K¨§Ãa. The gop”s are saying that they
donÕt know anything other than K¨§Ãa. K¨§Ãa is present with so many friends and cows, and He is
entering the forest of V¨ndŒvana, which is fragrant with blooming flowers and ripening fruit. Vaktraµ vraje•a-sutayor means Òjust to see the beautiful face of K¨§Ãa as He is surrounded by the
cowherd boys.Ó But this verse has other meanings. Vraje•a means Nanda, and sutayor means K¨§Ãa
and BalarŒma. AnuveÃu-ju§ am: the flute is on Their lips. Yair va nip”tam anurakta-kŒ Œk§a-mok§am,
K¨§Ãa is looking toward the gop”s with loving glances (anurakta-ka Œk§a). He is looking at them out
of the corners of His eyes and smiling. He is begging for something with great affection. The gop”s
are exclaiming that those who have not seen K¨§ÃaÕs begging have not realized the value of their
eyes.
Actually, according to ‚r” J”va GosvŒm”, ‚r” SanŒtana GosvŒm” and ‚r” Vi•vanŒtha Cakravart”
æhŒkura, this verse has four or five different meanings. The above meaning is the simple or external meaning, but there are other more rasika meanings.
Something appears wrong in this verse. The gop”s love only K¨§Ãa, but Baladeva is also present.
When Baladeva is present with K¨§Ãa, the gop”s become shy and cover their faces with their sŒr”s.
There will be no exchange of glances in BalarŒmaÕs presence. Why, then, is ‚ukadeva GosvŒm”
speaking as if both K¨§Ãa and BalarŒma are present when the gop”s are exchanging with K¨§Ãa? The
meaning is hidden in the Sanskrit.
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The gop”s are speaking to other gop”s in the same bhŒva, the same yŸtha. They are saying, ÒO
sakh”, K¨§Ãa is coming. He is looking at us from the the corners of His eyes and begging something.
He is so beautiful, surrounded by the gopas.Ó Sutayor means Baladeva and K¨§Ãa. But anu means
that K¨§Ãa is following a little behind Baladeva. Baladeva has already entered the forest and K¨§Ãa
is about to enter behind Him, but He is glancing and smiling at the gop”s to beg their kŒma. He is
shooting arrows from the bow of His eyebrows (pu§pabŒÃa). The gop”s are saying that to have this
vision is the perfection of their eyes. It is not enough to see K¨§Ãa in a general way as He enters
the forest in the morning surrounded by cows and cowherd boys, but to see Him alone and with
kŒma.
The gop”sÕ mention of BalarŒmaÕs name is another instance of their trying to hide their true feelings for K¨§Ãa. By mentioning BaladevaÕs name, no one will understand their exclusive love for
K¨§Ãa. Everyone will think they have no exclusive feeling toward K¨§Ãa because vraje•a-sutayor,
they are speaking of both K¨§Ãa and BalarŒma going to the forest.
AnuveÃu-ju§ am: this holds the key to another meaning. Baladeva does not play the flute all the
time because He is not as expert as K¨§Ãa. Baladeva mainly plays the buffalo horn. AnuveÃuju§ amÑit is Vrajendra-nandana who is walking behind Baladeva and playing the flute. The gop”s are
indirectly saying that BalarŒma is playing a buffalo horn, so although they appear to be speaking
about both K¨§Ãa and BalarŒma, they are only talking about K¨§Ãa because they are talking about
He who is playing the flute. They want to go and see that Nanda-suta, that K¨§Ãa, who is keeping
the flute to His lips and looking at them with so much love. Yet how can they go to see Him? All
their relatives will see themÑtheir mothers-in-law, sisters-in-law, fathers-in-law. They are speaking quietly so they will not be overheard by their superiors. Otherwise, their superiors will accuse
them of being unchaste and will lock them in their houses. What is the worst their superiors could
inflict on them? They could throw them out of their homes. The gop”s are ready for that. Otherwise, they will always be restricted from seeing K¨§Ãa and their eyes will become useless. Yet the
older gop”s are not restricting their daughters and daughters-in-law because they themselves are
going to see K¨§Ãa as He enters V¨ndŒvana in the morning. So the gop”s think, ÒWhat harm will
there be if we also go?Ó
One gop” goes to make sure it is safe and then together they decide to see K¨§Ãa from a distance. Nip”tam anurakta-ka Œk§a-mok§am, K¨§Ãa is glancing lovingly at us. Nip”ta means to drink.
They are drinking ka Œk§a-mok§am, the sidelong glances that K¨§Ãa is sending their way, and He is
smiling at them. One sakh” is telling them to go forward and drink the nectar of K¨§ÃaÕs lips. Yet
to get the honey from K¨§ÃaÕs lips means the gop”s will have to go to Him in the forest. Another
gop” asks, ÒHow can we do so in the presence of our superiors? Nevertheless, we will go, because
when we see K¨§ÃaÕs face, we become mad in love for Him. We donÕt know what our future will
be, but let us run to K¨§Ãa. DonÕt be afraid. We do not care about anything else. Let us go and
drink the nectar of K¨§ÃaÕs flute and His smile.Ó In this way, this verse has three or four meanings
which we can understand by analyzing each of the words.
These •lokas are here for us to use in rŒgŒnugŒ-sŒdhana. We should be curious to understand
all the meanings of the verses and to see K¨§Ãa in this way. Sakhya has two meanings: sakhŒ (male
friend) and sakh” (female friend). Vayasyaiú means both male and female friend. The gop”s are only
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speaking of K¨§Ãa when they refer to vraje•a-sutayor anuveÃu-ju§ am. BalarŒma is present, but He
has gone ahead into the forest. K¨§Ãa is holding the flute to His lips and looking at them from the
corners of His eyes. The gop”s are also offering arcana to K¨§Ãa out of the corner of their eyes.
Therefore, whoever has witnessed this scene has attained the fruit of having eyes.
Another meaning of this verse is based on the definition of vraje•a-sutayor. Baladeva is going
ahead and K¨§Ãa, His younger brother (anu), is a little behind Him. The gop”s say they only want
to see BalarŒmaÕs younger brotherÕs face, that beautiful K¨§Ãa. But when we look at the words vraje•a-sutayor, we can find another meaning.
Because the gop”s only want to see K¨§Ãa amongst themselves, their use of the words sakhyaú
and vayasyaiú both refer to the gop”s, not the gopas. When K¨§Ãa goes to the forest with the
cowherd boys, He exerts His yogamŒyŒ potency to leave the gopas behind. Then He goes to
Kusuma-sarovara, RŒdhŒ-kuÃ¶a or SŸrya-kuÃ¶a to meet the gop”s. Vayasyaiú (surrounded by His
friends) refers here to K¨§Ãa being surrounded by the gop”s. ‚r”mat” RŒdhikŒ is also present.
The words vraje•a-sutayor have another meaning. Vraje•a refers to two fathers, V¨§abhŒnu
MahŒrŒja and Vraje•a-Nanda. Both are vraje•a, kings of V¨ndŒvana. V¨§abhŒnu-suta is RŒdhikŒ and
Nanda-suta is K¨§Ãa. Sutasya means son and sutasyŒ means daughter. When suta and sutŒ are combined in Sanskrit grammar, the word becomes sutayo. Therefore, vraje•a-sutayor refers to RŒdhŒ
and K¨§Ãa.
The gop”s are describing vraje•a-sutayor as the perfection of their vision. When RŒdhŒ and K¨§Ãa
are together in the ku–ja and when K¨§Ãa is smiling at RŒdhŒ and RŒdhŒ is glancing lovingly at K¨§Ãa,
whoever sees K¨§ÃaÕs face at that time will drink the sweetest nectar.
So there are different meanings in this verse. First we see Baladeva and K¨§Ãa, then only K¨§Ãa,
then RŒdhŒ and K¨§Ãa. Everything is there in this •loka. The devotees in dŒsya, sakhya and vŒtsalya
will see K¨§Ãa and Baladeva together, the priya-sakh”s will see only K¨§Ãa, but those who are in
ma–jar”-bhŒva will see RŒdhŒ-K¨§Ãa.
Another point in this verse is vraje•a-sutayor anuveÃu-ju§ am. The verse states that both are taking the flute, but we have already discussed how BalarŒma is not playing on the flute, He is playing
on the buffalo horn. So this means that either RŒdhŒ has stolen K¨§ÃaÕs flute or He has asked Her
to teach Him how to play, and He has given it to Her. This is an even sweeter fruit of the eyes, to
see RŒdhŒ teach K¨§Ãa how to play the flute. The gop”s are seeing RŒdhikŒ tell K¨§Ãa, ÒYou have
made a mistake in Your flute-playing. You donÕt know how to play a melody. May I play?Ó Then
K¨§Ãa gives Her the flute and She plays better than K¨§Ãa. RŸpa and RaghunŒtha GosvŒm”s have
described this pastime in their poetry.
AnuveÃu-ju§ am: first K¨§Ãa plays on the vaµ•uli. Then (anu) RŒdhikŒ snatches it and tells Him
He isnÕt playing properly. Then She begins to play. K¨§Ãa looks at RŒdhikŒ from the corners of His
eyes, and RŒdhikŒ also glances at K¨§Ãa. If anyone can see this scene, his eyes will be successful.
ÒOtherwise,Ó the gop”s say, Òwe have not attained the success of having eyes.Ó AnuveÃu-ju§ am:
they both play on the vaµ•i and ka Œk§a-mok§amÑthey both look at each other out of the corners of Their eyes. Yair vŒ nip”tam. Nip”tam means we should drink that ka Œk§a (sidelong glance)
and then our eyes will be successful.
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There is one more meaning to this verse: here the gop”s are referring to the priya-narma-sakh”s
and the priya-sakh”s. They havenÕt spoken about the ma–jar”s. The ma–jar”s will not meet K¨§Ãa
directly, but their bhŒva is to see RŒdhŒ and K¨§Ãa together. In this way they feel the most pleasure. This is their svabhŒva (nature) and guÃa (quality). They feel a hundred times more pleasure if
RŒdhŒ and K¨§Ãa meet than they do from meeting K¨§Ãa themselves.
What is the bhŒva of RŸpa Ma–jar”, Rati Ma–jar” and all the ma–jar”s here? The gop”s want to
meet K¨§Ãa, but this verse also describes the mood of the ma–jar”s. Nip”tam anurakta-ka Œk§amok§am: the ma–jar”s donÕt want to drink this rasa themselves, but they want RŒdhikŒ to see K¨§Ãa
and K¨§Ãa to see RŒdhikŒ. This is the bhŒva of a ma–jar”.
This verse also contains sakh”-bhŒva. The sakh”s are not svatantra (independent) like the priyanarma sakhŒs. One sakh” tells another, ÒLetÕs go see K¨§Ãa entering the forest.Ó But the other sakh”
responds, ÒHow can we go? We canÕt go. There are so many superiors here. We are newly married so we should be at home.Ó Another sakh” says, ÒBeing in your husbandÕs home is like being in
jail. And not seeing K¨§Ãa when He is going to the forest is worse than being in jail. Let us go at
once and see K¨§Ãa and drink the nectar coming from His eyes in the form of sidelong glances.Ó
The first sakh” is asking how they can go since their fathers-in-law and mothers-in-law are home.
ÒDonÕt speak so loudly,Ó she says. ÒIf they hear us speaking like this, they will abuse us.Ó The second sakh” says, ÒIf they weep, we donÕt care. What can they do? Everyone is going to see K¨§Ãa,
whether they are old or young, or ladies or gentlemen, or brŒhmaÃas or not brŒhmaÃas. Even the
newly married daughters are going. Still, if my sister-in-law or mother-in-law hears that I want to
go and see K¨§Ãa, she will forbid me. She herself is going but she will tell me to stay at home. She
says there is a black snake on the road that will bite me and I will die from the poison.Ó That second sakh” is saying, ÒNip”tam anurakta-ka §k§a-mok§am.Ó Here nip”ta means not to see, but to
drink. Anyone can drink this nectar by going close to K¨§Ãa. Yet so many people are going to see
K¨§Ãa. How can we be so shameless as to step in front of them as He passes? Let us rather go to
a ku–ja or see Him from a distance. Let us stand somewhere so that K¨§Ãa will also see us. We
cannot get nearer to K¨§Ãa, but if He sees us, we can drink the nectar from His sidelong glances.
‚r” Vi•vanŒtha Cakravart” describes that another gop” speaks, ÒNever mind all these questions of
etiquette. Let us go in front of K¨§Ãa but stand at a distance. If K¨§Ãa looks at any one of us, we
will immediately lose our shame and our patience. Just by seeing K¨§ÃaÕs glance from the corners
of His eyes, we will lose everything and become mad. Then what will be our future? DonÕt worry,
the flute song will manage everything. The flute will drag us to K¨§ÃaÕs lotus feet. After we have
drunk the nectar of K¨§ÃaÕs lips, we will be mad and we will no longer care about our relatives. We
will not know what is happening to us, so let us go there and drink and both become mad.Ó
‚ukadeva GosvŒm” has given these details for the readers of the BhŒgavatam. If you have eyes,
then look at this sight of RŒdhŒ and K¨§Ãa exchanging glances. Try to remember all these things
within your heart.
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Text Eight
cŸta-pravŒla-barha-stabakotpalŒbjamŒlŒnup¨kta-paridhŒna-vicitra-ve•au
madhye virejatur alaµ pa•u-pŒla-go§ hyŒµ
raºge yathŒ na a-varau kvaca gŒyamŒnau
cŸtaÑof a mango tree; pravŒlaÑwith young sprouts; barhaÑpeacock feathers; stabakaÑbundles
of flowers; utpalaÑwater lilies (or blue lotuses); abjaÑand lotuses; mŒlŒÑwith garlands;
anup¨ktaÑtouched; paridhŒnaÑTheir garments; vicitraÑwith great variety; ve•auÑbeing dressed;
madhyeÑin the midst; virejatuúÑthe two of Them shone forth; alamÑmagnificently; pa•u-pŒlaÑ
of the cowherd boys; go§ hyŒmÑwithin the assembly; raºgeÑupon a stage; yathŒÑjust as; na avarauÑtwo most excellent dancers; kvacaÑsometimes; gŒyamŒnauÑThemselves singing

Translation
O sakh”! When dark-complexioned ‚r” K¨§Ãa, dressed in yellow garments, and fair-complexioned
Baladeva, dressed in blue garments, decorate Themselves with newly grown mango blossoms, peacock feathers, clusters of flowers, and garlands of multicolored lotuses and lilies, Their appearance
becomes astonishing. They sit down right in the middle of the assembly of cowherd boys and sing
the sweetest of songs. O priya sakh”! At such times, They look just like two incomparably beautiful and expert dancers performing on a dramatic stage. What am I to say of the splendor of Their
appearance at such times?

Commentary
It is important for rŒgŒnugŒ-bhajana to understand how the gop”s are thinking and how they are
serving K¨§Ãa when He has gone to the forest during the day. They are always thinking of K¨§Ãa,
and by understanding their mood, we can also think of K¨§Ãa all the time. In rŒgŒnugŒ-bhajana, we
should remember K¨§Ãa with udd”pana. K¨§Ãa is a youth, ki•ora, and He possesses all the qualities
of a youthful lover. He is so beautiful and so rasika. We should practice smaraÃam of the gop”s
whom we have the greed to follow. We should remember K¨§Ãa, but we should also remember
the gop”s (janam casya)Ñhow they are serving RŒdhŒ and K¨§Ãa. These verses describe the mood
of the gop”s. By studying them, we can understand how the gop”s think of K¨§Ãa.
I have already explained the meaning of na a-vara in the fifth verse. As in vraje•a-sutayor, na avara also has a dual meaning. It means K¨§Ãa and BalarŒma, and it also means RŒdhŒ and K¨§Ãa. The
gop”s were trying to hide their deep affection for K¨§Ãa, but because they lost control of themselves, some of their bhŒvas became evident. Therefore, they are again trying to cover themselves
by speaking in a general way of K¨§Ãa and BalarŒma dancing. In this way, it will appear that they
have no special kŒma for K¨§Ãa if they also mention BalarŒmaÕs name.
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Both K¨§Ãa and BalarŒma have decorated Themselves with cŸta-pravŒla. CŸta means mango and
pravŒla means young sprouts. Usually there are twelve or fifteen reddish sprouts in a sprig and they
have a sweet, honeylike fragrance. Barha means peacock feather, which They have placed on Their
turbans along with stabaka, bunches of flowersÑlotuses, lilies and other flowers. They are wearing a flower garland (mŒlŒnup¨kta) of bel”, camel”, juh” and other flowers, and the garlands fall from
Their necks to Their feet. MŒlŒnup¨kta-paridhŒna-vicitra-ve•au, the garland touches K¨§Ãa. The
bees are roaming here and there, and there are tulas”-ma–jar”s in the garland. K¨§ÃaÕs clothes are
yellow and He is magnificently beautiful (alam). There are so many boys and K¨§Ãa is in their midst
(madhye). He is virejatur, elegant, simple and attractive. K¨§Ãa and BalarŒma are dancing and singing
like the best of dancers (na a-vara).
Sometimes They are singing, sometimes They are dancing and sometimes They are playing the
flute. They have many playful pastimes there. Pa•u-pŒla-go§ hyaµ: pa•u-pŒla means cowherd boys,
and go§ hya means company. In their midst K¨§Ãa and BalarŒma are having k”rtana, playing the flute
and dancing.
As I said, this description is concealing the bhŒva of the gop”s. They use the word gŒyamŒnau,
meaning K¨§Ãa and BalarŒma are both singing, yet they are not referring to K¨§Ãa and BalarŒma,
but to RŒdhŒ and K¨§Ãa. Without RŒdhŒ, something is lacking. The ma–jar”s especially want to see
RŒdhŒ and K¨§Ãa together. The sakh”s can see K¨§Ãa alone, but the nitya-sakh”s and prŒÃa-sakh”s
will not see Him separately from RŒdhŒ. Sakh” means Òone who is inclined towards K¨§ÃaÓ. Nityasakh”s and prŒÃa-sakh”s are inclined toward ‚r”mat” RŒdhikŒ. They want RŒdhŒ and K¨§Ãa both.
RŒdhŒ and K¨§Ãa are a young couple, like the young couple who are brought out at the beginning
of a drama. They are dancing, surrounded by the sakh”s, as if They are on a stage. In the next •loka,
‚r” Vi•vanŒtha Cakravart” æhŒkura says that one sakh” is asking another, ÒWe can go see K¨§Ãa from
a distance, but how can we go and drink the adhara-sudhŒ, the honey of K¨§ÃaÕs lips? Everyone will
see us and we will become ashamed.Ó Another sakh” responds, ÒDonÕt worry. When K¨§Ãa looks
at us from the corners of His eyes and begs our love from us, we will become mad. K¨§ÃaÕs glance
will remove all our shame. Let us go and then whatever has to happen will happen.Ó
Another gop” says, ÒHow will we bear this shame if our husbands, fathers-in-law and other relatives try to stop us, and our superiors in the community abuse us? I donÕt think we should go.Ó
Then another gop” says, ÒThere is no harm in going because Baladeva is also there along with so
many other boys. If K¨§Ãa is alone, then we will be criticized, but K¨§Ãa is with Baladeva, so no one
will think badly of us. Baladeva is like our own father or elder brother. And so many of Their companions are also there. We should have no shame.Ó First she says that they should not go to see
K¨§Ãa and drink the nectar of his lips, but then she decides that they should go and watch K¨§Ãa
and BalarŒma from a distance by concealing themselves in the bushes. In this way, they will see
K¨§Ãa and BalarŒma playing and see how beautiful K¨§Ãa is. They will also be able to hear His flute
song and see Him dance, and then they will return to their homes.
Another gop” says, ÒYes, we can go there, but I think that when we see K¨§Ãa, we will be so
attracted that we will become mad and lose our patience. Anyway, let us go. Whatever happens
will not be in our control.Ó
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Another gop” says, ÒWhen we see how K¨§Ãa is decorated with fresh, reddish mango sprouts
dripping with honey, and when we see the peacock feather on His turban and the karÃikŒra flower
over one of His ears, we will become mad.Ó K¨§Ãa wears the karÃikŒra flower on His ear as a sign
of His prideful youth. He is young and He walks like a young elephant. When an elephant is maddened by the taste of nectar, His eyes roll in his head. K¨§Ãa is walking like such an elephant who
is maddened by the taste of nectar.
He is also carrying a l”lŒ-kamala in His hand, a pastime lotus. This lotus is red and very beautiful.
K¨§Ãa twirls it as He dances, and when the gop”s see this, their eyes and hearts also dance. Therefore, K¨§Ãa always twirls that lotus flower. K¨§Ãa has gone to the forest and the gop”s are at home.
But the gop”s are speaking about K¨§ÃaÕs pastimes just as if they were present to witness them.
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Text Nine
gopyaú kim Œcarad ayaµ ku•alaµ sma veÃur
dŒmodarŒdhara-sudhŒm api gopikŒnŒm
bhuºkte svayaµ yad ava•i§ta-rasaµ hradinyo
h¨§yat-tvaco Õ•ru mumucus taravo yathŒryŒú
gopyaúÑO gop”s (some other gop” is speaking); kimÑwhat; ŒcaratÑperformed; ayaµÑthis;
ku•alaµÑauspicious activities performed in previous lives; smaÑcertainly; veÃuúÑthe flute;
dŒmodaraÑof K¨§Ãa; adhara-sudhŒmÑthe nectar of the lips; apiÑeven; gopikŒnŒmÑwhich is the
rightful property of the gop”s alone; bhuºkteÑenjoys; svayaµÑindependently; yatÑfrom which
(he is able to taste the nectar of DŒmodaraÕs lips as much as he desires); ava•i§taÑ(not even a
drop) remaining; rasamÑof that rasa (the nectar of DŒmodaraÕs lips; hradinyaúÑthe rivers;
h¨§yatÑfeeling jubilant (due to seeing the fluteÕs greed to drink the nectar of K¨§ÃaÕs lips and thus
manifesting ecstatic symptoms in the form of blossoming lotus flowers ); tvacaúÑwhose bodies;
a•ruÑtears; mumucuúÑshed; taravaúÑthe trees; yathŒÑexactly like; ŒryŒúÑold forefathers

Translation
O dear sakh”s! Although the flute is male, we cannot imagine what sort of sŒdhana and bhajana he
must have performed in his previous births that in our very presence it is drinking the nectar of
DŒmodaraÕs lips, which rightfully belongs to us alone. He is not even sparing a drop of that rasa for
us. On the pretext of their blossoming lotus flowers, the rivers, which have nourished the flute with
their water (rasa), are exhibiting symptoms of ecstatic horripilation. The trees, who are forefathers
of the flute, are equal to the best of men. Seeing their descendant filled with such intense love for
the Lord, they have become overjoyed, and tears of ecstasy are flowing from their eyes.

Commentary
Gopyaú means that another gop” is speaking. The gop”s are telling each other about the good fortune of the flute. Although the flute is male, it must have performed so much pious activity in its
past birth to have earned the chance to sit on K¨§ÃaÕs lips and act the part of a gop”. Only the gop”s
are authorized to drink the adhara-sudhŒ, the nectar of K¨§ÃaÕs lips, but right in front of us, this
flute, even though he is a male, is taking all the nectar and not even leaving us a drop. The veÃu
does not care about us. He is drinking the nectar in defiance of us. Therefore, they call the flute
ni¶ara, fearless.
ÒWe want to know what tapasya this flute has performed in previous births to have achieved this
position so that we too may perform those same austerities and achieve the same result of drinking the nectar of K¨§ÃaÕs lips in front of our husbands, fathers, fathers-in-law, and other superiors.
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What do we have to do to become so daring?Ó This speech is the speech of madwomen who are
experiencing k¨§Ãa-bhŒva. The gop”s speak spontaneously, as if everyone has a mŒdhurya relationship with K¨§Ãa. They speak desperately, with no control over their minds and senses in the madness that has overwhelmed them.
By seeing their sonÕs desperate thirst, the parents of the flute are happy to see their son become
K¨§ÃaÕs flute and thus able to drink the nectar of His lips. The veÃu is bamboo. Therefore, the bamboo trees are rejoicing to see the good fortune of their relative. The kadamba trees, mango trees
and other large trees are also laughing because they are all family members of the bamboo. All of
them recognize the good fortune of their child. Tears of happiness (ŒnandŒ•ru) come from their
eyes in the form of running sap, and their hairs are standing on end in the form of blossoming flowers. Like fathers and mothers who become happy to see their children prosper, the trees and flowers weep in happiness for their child, the flute.
Hradinyaú here means waterÑthe ponds and rivers. The water is also the fluteÕs mother, because
the bamboo grows in the riversÕ water, and the bamboo sustains its body by drinking the milk
(water) of the rivers. Therefore, the rivers simultaneously laugh and cry to see their child so fortunate. Their laughter takes the form of lotus flowers. When someone cries out of sorrow, their
tears will be hot, but if they cry out of happiness, their tears will be cool. Because the riversÕ tears
are cool, the gop”s think that the rivers are happy for their son. ÒEven BrahmŒ and ‚iva cannot
attain this position, so how is it that our son, a bamboo stick, is able to taste the nectar of K¨§ÃaÕs
lips?Ó
To the gop”s, the flute is their rival. The veÃu does not care for their claim on the nectar of
K¨§ÃaÕs lips but is drinking all of it himself. He doesnÕt even leave them a drop. Therefore, the gop”s
want to perform the same austerities performed by the flute in his past life in order to become
K¨§ÃaÕs flute in their next birth.
K¨§Ãa is never separated from His flute. He carries His flute everywhere; the flute is even with
Him when He sleeps. The gop”s aspire to always be with K¨§Ãa tooÑwhen He is sleeping, when
He is going to the forest to take care of the cows, and at all other times. Yet they cannot attain
this because they are blocked by their relatives. Thus the flute is a rival. The flute is free to go with
K¨§Ãa everywhere, but they are not. Therefore, although the mother and father of the flute are
happy to see their son drinking the nectar of K¨§ÃaÕs lips, the gop”s are envious. They are hoping
to take birth as the flute in their next birth so that they will always be in K¨§ÃaÕs association without anyone abusing them, criticizing them, or questioning their behavior.
The gop”s are experiencing mahŒbhŒva*, and within that mahŒbhŒva, their mood is adhiru¶habhŒva. The gop”s are expressing their feelings. Everything is being experienced within their own
hearts. It is the nature of the mahŒ-bhŒgavata devotee to see everything and everyone as if they are
in the same bhŒva. The flute may or may not be conscious, but the gop”s see it as a rival for the
nectar of K¨§ÃaÕs lips. Therefore, seeing through their eyes means seeing through their bhŒva. To
see anything and be reminded of our love for K¨§Ãa is called udd”pana-bhŒva. The gop”s see things
in their minds and hearts according to mŒdhurya-rasa, which makes everything in V¨ndŒvana seem
like it is exchanging with K¨§Ãa in conjugal love. An uttama-adhikŒr” can follow this mood and see
like this, in udd”pana-bhŒva.
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This gop” is speaking so sweetly. ÒO dear gop”s, kim Œcarad ayaµ ku•alam sma veÃur: This veÃu
is a male, yet he is behaving like a young girl (ki•or”). For that reason, we cannot bear to see this
flute. Has the flute gone to so many t”rthas? Has it taken its bath at so many holy places? Has it
donated so much in charity that it can taste the nectar of K¨§ÃaÕs lips day and night? Let us also
perform these same austerities so we can become as fortunate as the flute.
ÒWhat does he think he is doing? Only the gop”s have the right to drink the nectar of K¨§ÃaÕs
lips. No one else is allowed to drink it, not even brŒhmaÃ”s. Only the gop”s are allowed to drink
that nectar (dŒmodarŒdhara-sudhŒµ api gopikŒnŒm). And what is this flute except a dry bamboo
stick? Yet being a dry bamboo stick, he is very thirsty for this nectar and therefore he is desperately trying to drink it all.
ÒRight in front of us, this flute is stealing our property! He has no shame at all. Why is he doing
this?Ó When a badar” fruit is unripe, it is dark, but when it becomes ripe, it turns yellow. K¨§ÃaÕs
lips are red like the bimba fruit, but by blowing on the flute all day, and by the flute taking the nectar of K¨§ÃaÕs lips, His lips have changed from red to yellowish. In spite of drinking so much nectar, the bamboo flute remains dry. Thus the gop”s are actually criticizing the flute while appearing
to praise its good fortune.
H¨§yat-tvaco Õ•ru mumucus taravo yathŒryŒú: this is the hidden meaning. In comparison to this
flute, we gop”s cannot serve K¨§Ãa. If we can take another birth, and in that birth become bamboo,
we can also be a flute and be as fortunate as this flute is to taste the nectar of K¨§ÃaÕs lips. Being
gop”s is not enough for us because in these bodies we cannot go to K¨§Ãa, we cannot meet K¨§Ãa.
There are so many obstacles. Therefore, we pray to God to take birth as bamboo trees and then
to become flutes so we can always be in K¨§ÃaÕs association.
Also, in this verse the gop”s call K¨§Ãa by the name DŒmodara. DŒmodara means RŒdhŒDŒmodara. DŒmodara means that K¨§Ãa is so loving toward His devotees (bhakta-vatsala) that He
will fulfill His devoteesÕ desires. ÒIf we pray to Him to become bamboo flutes, He will grant our
wish.Ó
*MahŒbhŒva is of two types, adhiru¶ha and ru¶ha. Adhiru¶ha is found only among the vraja dev”s. Adhiru¶ha is also
of two types, madana and modana. Modana is experienced in vipralambha (separation) and it is found only in ‚r”mat”
RŒdhikŒÕs party. Madana is found only in Sr”mat” RŒdhikŒ and it is the highest quality of prema. From the initial stage of
prema up to madana, all these bhŒvas are termed vi•uddha-prema. When in mahŒbhŒva all kinds of a§ a-sŒttvika-bhŒvas and vyabhicŒr”-bhŒvas manifest to the supreme extent, and when all kinds of happiness in this world up to Brahmaloka combined will not compare to a drop of vipralambha, that state is called adhiru¶ha. When adhiru¶ha mahŒbhŒva
is experienced in the stage of modana, then vipralambha is experienced.
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Text Ten
v¨ndŒvanaµ sakhi bhuvo vitanoti k”rtiµ
yad devak”-suta-padŒmbuja-labdha-lak§mi
govinda-veÃum anu matta-mayŸra-n¨tyaµ
prek§yŒdri-sŒnv-avaratŒnya-samasta-sattvam
v¨ndŒvanamÑV¨ndŒvana; sakhiÑO friend; bhuvaúÑof the earth; vitanotiÑspreads (the glories of
the Earth far exceeding even that of VaikuÃ ha); k”rtimÑthe glories; yatÑbecause; devak”-sutaÑof
the son of Devak” (another name for Ya•odŒ); pada-ambujaÑfrom the lotus feet; labdhaÑreceived;
lak§miÑthe beautiful markings; govinda-veÃumÑthe flute of Govinda; anuÑupon hearing; mattaÑ
maddened; mayŸraÑof the peacocks; n¨tyamÑin which there is the dancing; prek§yaÑseeing;
adrisŒnuÑupon the peaks of the hills (Govardhana, etc.); avarataÑstunned; anyaÑother;
samastaÑall; sattvamÑcreatures

Translation
O sakh”! This ‚r” V¨ndŒvana, which is even greater than VaikuÃ ha, is enhancing the fame of the
Earth planet. This is due to being splendidly decorated with the marks of the lotus feet of
DŒmodara ‚r” K¨§Ãa, the son of Ya•odŒ. When ‚r” K¨§Ãa plays a melody on His flute, which captivates the three worlds, the peacocks become intoxicated and begin to dance to its tune. Seeing and
hearing this, all the birds, animals and other moving living entities on Govardhana Hill become
stunned silent and remain sitting or standing without moving, forgetting all their activities.

Commentary
The gop”s are speaking from the viewpoint of their mahŒbhŒva. In the last •loka, the gop”s see
everything in V¨ndŒvana in relationship to K¨§Ãa. Thus they see K¨§ÃaÕs flute, the fluteÕs relatives
(the ponds, rivers, trees and flowers), the deer and birds as more fortunate than themselves. All
the residents of the forest can see K¨§Ãa and touch K¨§Ãa without any hindrance, but the gop”s
have so many obstacles in approaching K¨§Ãa. The flute in particular is the most fortunate. Even
though the flute is male, K¨§Ãa presses the flute to His lips, tucks it in His belt, or holds it against
His heart. K¨§Ãa even sleeps with His flute. The gop”s think they have not attained such good fortune that they can be with K¨§Ãa all the time. They pray to K¨§Ãa that they can perform the same
austerities performed by the flute in its previous birth so they can be flutes in their next lives. But
at last they realize that this would be impossible for them.
When the gop”s look toward V¨ndŒvana forest, they see K¨§ÃaÕs footprints all over the earth.
While they sit in their homes in the village, they see how the residents of V¨ndŒvana such as the
trees, creepers and deer are able to associate with K¨§Ãa in an unrestricted way. They think that
all those living entities are more fortunate than themselves.
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K¨§ÃaÕs feet are worshipable for BrahmŒ, ‚iva, and the entire creation, but K¨§Ãa climbs the trees
of V¨ndŒvana when He plays. The gop”s dream of keeping K¨§ÃaÕs feet on their breasts, but those
same lotus feet climb on the branches of trees, walk through the ku–jas, enter the ponds and go
everywhere. Therefore, they begin to glorify V¨ndŒvana.
ÒO sakh”, v¨ndŒvanam bhuvo (the ground of V¨ndŒvana) is more glorious than VaikuÃ ha because
in this V¨ndŒvana, devak”-suta-padŒmbuja-labdha-lak§mi: K¨§ÃaÕs footprints are all over the ground.Ó
Devak”-suta refers to K¨§Ãa; Ya•odŒ is also known as Devak”.
In V¨ndŒvana, K¨§Ãa walks everywhere barefoot, watching the maddened dancing of the peacocks
and playing on His veÃu or vaµ•i. K¨§Ãa plays on His flute in such a way that it sounds like clouds
rumbling, so the peacocks become mad and begin to dance. When K¨§Ãa sees them dancing, He
plays His flute more, and when the peacocks hear His flute song, they increase their dancing. The
peacocks are so enthusiastic that they raise their tail feathers for K¨§ÃaÕs pleasure. Both K¨§Ãa and
the peacocks become so happy that as a reward, the peacocks give K¨§Ãa some of their tail feathers. The peacocks think that they have nothing to offer K¨§Ãa but their beautiful feathers. To reciprocate, K¨§Ãa places those feathers on His turban. K¨§Ãa tells them that He will keep their feathers for the rest of His life, and this in turn incites the peacocks to dance again.
Prek§yŒdri-sŒnv-avaratŒnya-samasta-sattvam: K¨§Ãa plays the flute and the peacocks dance so
beautifully that all the birds, cowherd boys, cows, calves and deer go to higher places on Govardhana to get a better view. Every branch is filled with birds. The cowherd boys sit nearby on the
same level as K¨§Ãa and the peacocks, and the whole hillside fills up with spectators. First the peacocks and the other birds become silent. Then all the boys and the animals forget everything and
simply watch K¨§Ãa dance. The calves leave their mothers, and the peacocks and peahens forget
each other and begin to dance.
In this verse, the gop”s say, ÒOh, may we become as fortunate as V¨ndŒvana who keeps K¨§ÃaÕs
lotus feet on her breast! We have no such fortune. K¨§Ãa is dancing with the peacocks and peahens. Can we dance to the sound of K¨§ÃaÕs flute with our husbands? No, we are so unfortunate.
Our husbands would only become angry if they saw us with K¨§Ãa. The deer, the trees, and all the
birds are able to be near K¨§Ãa. We have no such opportunity to be with K¨§Ãa or hold K¨§ÃaÕs
feet on our breasts. There is nothing we can do. If we die and become some other being in V¨ndŒvana, that will be our success.Ó
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Text Eleven
dhanyŒú sma mŸ¶ha-gatayo Õpi hariÃya etŒ
yŒ nanda-nandanam upŒtta-vicitra-ve•am
ŒkarÃya veÃu-raÃitaµ saha-k¨§Ãa-sŒrŒú
pŸjŒµ dadhur viracitŒµ praÃayŒvalokaiú
dhanyŒúÑfortunate, blessed; smaÑcertainly; mŸ¶ha-gatayaúÑhaving taken birth in an ignorant animal species; apiÑalthough; hariÃyaúÑshe-deer; etŒúÑthese; yaúÑwho; nanda-nandanamÑthe
son of MahŒrŒja Nanda; upŒtta-vicitra-ve•amÑdressed very attractively; ŒkarÃyaÑhearing; veÃuraÃitamÑthe sound of His flute; saha-k¨§Ãa-sŒrŒúÑaccompanied by the black deer (their husbands); pŸjŒm dadhuúÑthey worshiped (K¨§Ãa from a nearby place); viracitŒmÑperformed;
praÃaya-avalokaiúÑby their affectionate sidelong glances

Translation
O sakh”! When our dearmost Nanda-nandana ‚r” K¨§Ãa dresses Himself in a most extraordinary
fashion and plays upon His flute, then even the foolish deer, hearing the melody of the flute,
approach Nanda-nandana along with their husbands (who are known as the k¨§Ãa-sŒra deer) and
begin to glance upon Him very affectionately with their large eyes. We know the meaning of their
glancing. With their enormous eyes, expanded like the petals of a lotus flower, they are offering
worship at the lotus feet of ‚r” K¨§Ãa and accepting His invitation, which He extends by casting loving, sidelong glances. Truly, the lives of these deer are blessed. (Although we are gop”s of V¨ndŒvana, we are not able to offer ourselves freely to K¨§Ãa in the same manner as the deer, for our
husbands and elders restrain us and beat usÑwhat an absurdity!)

Commentary
In their meditation, the gop”s see the deer (hariÃya) coming to hear K¨§ÃaÕs flute song. They are
so close to K¨§Ãa that He can reach out and touch them. The gop”s think that the deer are just
foolish animals, because without knowing anything, they have given their lives to the sweet sound
of K¨§ÃaÕs flute. They donÕt know everything about the source of the soundÑit could be luring
them to their deathsÑbut they are approaching the source of the sound with their ears upraised
like foolish animals. ÒThey are so foolish and yet they are more fortunate than us.Ó
The gop”s are at home, and yet they see the deer approach K¨§Ãa. They think the deer have come
because they want to kiss K¨§Ãa. Nanda-nandanam upŒtta-vicitra-ve•am: upŒtta means g¨hita vicitra-ve•am, K¨§Ãa is wearing beautiful garments. He wears fresh red mango sprouts and fresh mango
leaves, and He has clusters of flowers and a peacock feather on His turban. His dhot” is a brilliant
yellow, He has a karÃikŒra flower behind His ear, and He is wearing a vaijayant” garland that falls to
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His knees. K¨§Ãa is dressed like a ki•ora, a fresh youth. The deer are seeing K¨§Ãa with unbroken
concentration as He dances in His beautiful clothes and forest ornaments.
•karÃya veÃu-raÃitaµ: they hear the sound of K¨§ÃaÕs flute and run toward Him with their husbands (saha-k¨§Ãa-sŒrŒú). The husbands of the deer are known as k¨§Ãa-sŒra, which means that
K¨§Ãa is the essence of their lives. They cannot live without K¨§Ãa. These deer have made K¨§Ãa
their object and aim; they follow their wives because they love K¨§Ãa wholeheartedly. The does are
not watching their husbands follow behind them; they are simply running to K¨§Ãa, without seeing
anything else. The male deer realize that although they love K¨§Ãa, their wives have so much more
affection for Him. Therefore, they accept their wives as more advanced.
The gop”s think that the deer are more fortunate than themselves. The does are not concerned
with who is watching them run to K¨§Ãa. They are not afraid of their society. They are not even
conscious of their bodies. The does are not concerned whether their husbands become jealous;
they simply offer pŸjŒ to K¨§Ãa by their affectionate glances. In this verse, praÃaya means with the
corners of their eyes and pŸjŒµ dadhuú means they are worshiping K¨§Ãa from a nearby place.
PraÃaya-avalokaiú, to see K¨§Ãa with praÃaya is to perform arcana. The gop”s witness the deer performing this pŸjŒ.
The gop”s say, ÒO deer, you are so fortunate and we are so unfortunate. Your husbands allow
you to approach K¨§Ãa, but our husbands only hinder us. They actually become angry when we
want to meet with K¨§Ãa or when they see that we love Him. Your husbands see you performing
the arcana of sidelong glances and they only appreciate how much you love K¨§Ãa. They encourage you to go to Him.
ÒOur husbands are the opposite. We cannot go to K¨§Ãa or offer Him our affectionate glances
because our husbands and superiors are nearby. We think it would be better for us to take birth
as deer so that we could go to K¨§Ãa with our husbands and serve Him as you are serving Him.Ó
In this verse, the gop”s refer to the deer as mŸ¶has, as foolish animals. To be foolish but to be
associated with K¨§Ãa is no problem, but if one is very intelligent and neglects K¨§Ãa, then of what
use is that intelligence? The gop”s say that they are willing to become foolish like the deer if they
can only serve K¨§Ãa.
Ya•odŒ and all the gopas also think like this. They have no tattva-j–Œna that K¨§Ãa is God. Rather
all the tattva-j–Œn”s want to worship the dust of the feet of Nanda-bŒbŒ and the vraja-vŒs”s.
In our sampradŒya, we first learn tattva-j–Œna, or knowledge of philosophical principles. What is
K¨§Ãa? What is mŒyŒ? What is j”va? What is bhakti? Later, we will have to forget that K¨§Ãa is God.
We will have to forget all the items of tattva and simply follow one of the gop”s, especially RŸpa
Ma–jar” and our own spiritual master. In this way, we should serve ‚r”mat” RŒdhikŒ and ‚r” K¨§Ãa.
The gop”s are the most intelligent in that their only desire is to serve K¨§Ãa and ‚r”mat” RŒdhikŒ.
Yet they are actually simple cowherd girls without tattva-j–Œna.
I can tell one story from my own experience of how an apparently foolish person gained the
respect of the Vai§Ãavas because of his attraction to the holy name. In our ma ha one time, there
was a half-crazy person who was always chanting. Everyone knew that he was mad and they would
joke about him and try to make fun of him in so many ways. But I always gave respect in my heart.
My gurudeva also respected this person. If anyone told a joke at his expense, my guru mahŒrŒja
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would reprimand him. Anyone, no matter how cultured he was, would sit with him at once because
he was always chanting. In a similar way, the gop”s respect the foolish deer because of their attachment to K¨§Ãa.
The gop”s are experiencing viraha-bhŒva, separation from K¨§Ãa. They see anyone who has contact with K¨§Ãa as fortunate, even the trees, calves, foolish deer, or most intelligent persons like
the demigods. The gop”s want to have that chance to associate with K¨§Ãa too.
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Text Twelve
k¨§Ãaµ nir”k§ya vanitotsava-rŸpa-•”laµ
•rutvŒ ca tat-kvaÃita-veÃu-vivikta-g”tam
devyo vimŒna-gatayaú smara-nunna-sŒrŒ
bhra•yat-prasŸna-kabarŒ mumuhur vin”vyaú
k¨§ÃamÑ‚r” K¨§Ãa (the attractor of the heart); nir”k§yaÑobserving; vanitŒÑfor all young women
(ki•or”s); utsavaÑa festival; rŸpaÑwhose beauty; •”lamÑand character; •rutvŒÑhearing; caÑand;
tatÑby Him; kvaÃitaÑvibrated; veÃuÑof the flute; viviktaÑclear; g”tamÑsong; devyaúÑthe wives
of the demigods; vimŒna-gatayaúÑtraveling in their airplanes; smaraÑby Cupid; nunnaÑagitated;
sŒrŒúÑtheir hearts; bhra•yatÑslipping; prasŸna-kabarŒúÑthe flowers tied in their hair;
mumuhuúÑthey became bewildered; vin”vyaúÑtheir belts loosening

Translation
O sakh”! Not to speak of the deer, when the wives of the demigods see ‚r” K¨§Ãa, who is a treasury of all beauty and character and a festival of bliss for all young women, and when they hear the
sweet, variegated melodies He plays upon His flute, their intelligence becomes stunned and they
fall down unconscious in their airplanes, right in front of their husbands. How do I know this, O
friend? Just hear! When their hearts become possessed of an intense desire to meet with ‚r” K¨§Ãa,
they become so bewildered that they cannot even detect that the flowers braided in their hair are
falling upon the surface of the earth. WhatÕs more, they donÕt even know that their sŒr”s are slipping from their waists and falling to the ground.

Commentary
After seeing the fortune of the deer, the gop”s also see that the wives of the demigods are watching K¨§Ãa dance and are becoming mad and fainting. First they speak of the foolish deer as superior to them because they have K¨§ÃaÕs association. Now, they tell of the superiority of the demigoddesses (dev”s) who also have K¨§ÃaÕs dar•ana. The gop”s aspire to become dev”s so they too can
witness K¨§Ãa playing on His flute.
The dev”s sit in their airplanes on the laps of their husbands and shower flowers down as K¨§Ãa
plays His flute and dances with the peacocks. The word vanitŒ means ki•or”, young women. K¨§ÃaÕs
beautiful form is a festival for the eyes of all young women (k¨§Ãaµ nir”k§ya vanitotsava-rŸpa-•”laµ).
Any young woman would become mad to see His form decorated with a peacock feather, wearing a karÃikŒra flower over His ear, and fresh mango shoots and flower clusters on His turban. His
garments shine like gold and He appears as the best dancer. Then what to speak of the effect of
hearing K¨§ÃaÕs flute? Smara would arise and kŒma would be the result. ‚rutvŒ ca tat-kvaÃita-veÃu-
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vivikta-g”tam: the sound of the flute creates kŒma in the hearts of all young women. Seeing K¨§ÃaÕs
form as kŒma-rŸpa, the women flying in the airplanes faint in the laps of their husbands (devyo
vimŒna-gatayaú smara-nunna-sŒrŒ bhra•yat-prasŸna-kabarŒ mumuhur vin”vyaú). Their husbands do
not mind witnessing the kŒma of their wives because they also love K¨§Ãa. Neither the husbands
of the deer nor the demigods have any envy or jealousy that their wives love someone else. Instead,
they want to encourage their wivesÕ prema. The gop”s think that the deer are a lower species and
the demigods are a higher species; it is only the humans (the middle species) whose husbands are
jealous of their wivesÕ love for K¨§Ãa. Therefore, they are most unfortunate. They feel their own
eyes, bodies and intelligence are unsuccessful.
Bhra•yat-prasŸna-kabarŒ mumuhur vin”vyaú: their flowers and garlands fall, their belts loosen, and
they faint in the laps of their husbands. Their husbands then serve their wives, saying, ÒOh, you are
so fortunate. We love K¨§Ãa, but we have no such love as you possess because we cannot be like
you.Ó The gop”s say: ÒIf in a future birth we can take birth as apsaras or dev”s, then we will have
become fortunate.Ó
The gop”s speak like this because they are experiencing mahŒbhŒva. Actually, it is not possible for
the wives of the demigods to see K¨§ÃaÕs pastimes. Just as ‚r” Caitanya MahŒprabhu saw Ca akaparvata as Govardhana, the ocean as the YamunŒ, and any forest as V¨ndŒvana, similarly, the gop”s
experience udd”pana. Everything is reminding them of K¨§Ãa. The flute is not really a person who
is stealing the nectar of K¨§ÃaÕs lips; it is just a dry bamboo stick. But in their madness of love of
God, the gop”s see the bamboo in this way. Similarly, although the demigods and their wives may
actually be present, they are not able to taste the prema ascribed to them by the gop”s.
Even Lak§m” cannot enter V¨ndŒvana and taste this rasa the gop”s are tasting. Even the dvija-patn”s are in a more advantageous position than the dev”s, but they also cannot enter V¨ndŒvana and
see K¨§Ãa in this way. Therefore, these verses describing the position of the flute, the deer, and
the dev”s are being spoken in the madness of separation from K¨§Ãa. The gop”s see everything from
their own bhŒva, although it may not be the reality. The gop”s are so eager to associate with K¨§Ãa
that if CaÃura and the other wrestlers were fighting with K¨§Ãa, the gop”s would see the wrestlersÕ
good fortune in being able to touch K¨§ÃaÕs body and have Him touch theirs. That is why in
BhaÃ¶iravana, the gop”s want to fight with K¨§Ãa. They wrestle with Him. RŒdhikŒ wants to wrestle with K¨§Ãa as the wrestlers did.
If the gop”s see a parrot and his mate sitting on a tree in V¨ndŒvana, they desire to become a
female parrot and sit with K¨§Ãa: ÒO how beautiful and fortunate they are that they are sitting
together, kissing and touching beaks. How beautiful! We gop”s cannot sit with K¨§Ãa like that.Ó
They think K¨§Ãa has become a parrot and one gop” has become a sŒr”. The parrots give rise to
udd”pana-bhŒva. The gop”s assume that the male parrot is K¨§Ãa and the female is a gop”, and they
desire to also associate with K¨§Ãa in that form.
Sometimes devotees ask to whom the gop”s are married. If they are married to gopas, wouldnÕt
it be true that the cowherd men love K¨§Ãa and would behave like husbands of the deer or dev”s?
Sometimes it is said that the gop”s have no real husbands, that YogamŒyŒ has manufactured duplicate husbands for the sake of appearance.
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Also, there is the story in the Garga-saµhitŒ of K¨§Ãa marrying all the gop”s during the BrahmŒvimohana-l”lŒ while He was expanded as all the cowherd boys. At other times it is said that in
Goloka, the gop”s maintain the conception (abhimŒna) of having husbands, but they are not actually married at all. Sometimes it is said that there is no real Ja ilŒ or Abhimanyu, although we have
to wonder how there could be a YŒva a without Ja ilŒ.
This is mŒdhurya-l”lŒ. MŒdhurya-l”lŒ means there is no ai•varya. The gop”s think with the minds
and hearts of human beingsÑnothing mystical. There is no ai•varya. The gop”s are not omniscient
(antaryŒm”) like the Supersoul. They are very simple cowherd girls; they are not so clever. They
donÕt know everything. Their hearts are simple. They cannot see that YogamŒyŒ has played a trick
on them by getting them married to K¨§Ãa instead of to their apparent husbands. As soon as they
think that YogamŒyŒ is involved, then ai•varya has entered. In their minds, they have been married
to gopas and thatÕs all they know. From that position, they speak of their love for K¨§Ãa in mŒdhurya-rasa.
The gop”s donÕt know that they have been married to K¨§Ãa. They donÕt know they have not
married the gopas. They only know that they are married and they recognize the gopas as their
husbands. They accept all the gopasÕ relatives as their own relatives. But when a third person such
as VyŒsadeva, ‚ukadeva, NŒrada, or ourself, who have no gop”-bhŒva, comes and observes this, then
we see all the details. We know the details, but the gop”s donÕt know anything. If they did, then the
l”lŒs could not take place.
NŒrada Muni sees that they have not been married to gopas but to K¨§Ãa. That is the fact. Yet
the real fact is what the gop”s see. NŒrada, ‚ukadeva, VyŒsa and others do not have the same bhŒva
as the gop”s. The others are sarvaj–a, all-knowing. Uddhava also has no gop”-bhŒva. The gop”s only
have one bhŒva. They love K¨§Ãa in a secret way, not knowing how they can realize their love for
Him. They are at home meditating on K¨§Ãa and trying to conceal their bhŒva. That is all they know.
The muni-cŒri gop”s had not developed full prema. They actually did marry vraja-vŒs” cowherd
men and they gave birth to children. We donÕt know the nature of their husbands, whether they
were nitya-siddha gopas or sŒdhana-siddha gopas. It has not been recorded anywhere. But if the
gop”s knew they were not married to other gopas but to K¨§Ãa, then the l”lŒ would be spoiled. If
K¨§Ãa knew that He was married to all the gop”s, then again the l”lŒ would be spoiled. We should
know that what is written in the ‚r”mad-BhŒgavatam is true.
Similarly, the gop”s see Ja ilŒ and Abhimanyu because they are necessary for the l”lŒ to continue.
However, a neutral person cannot see them. The gop”s see Ja ilŒ, but Uddhava doesnÕt see Ja ilŒ or
Abhimanyu in the same form as the gop”s see them. Uddhava is from MathurŒ and he had to return
there because his vision is different from the vision of a vraja-vŒs”. NŒrada Muni cannot enter
V¨ndŒvana either. If K¨§Ãa thought that Ja ilŒ and Abhimanyu werenÕt real, how could He enjoy His
l”lŒ ? K¨§Ãa is acting like an ordinary cowherd boy. YogamŒyŒ has arranged everything for His pleasure.
This is why BrahmŒ and Indra were bewildered when they saw K¨§Ãa as a child. Consequently,
we should always see everything through the eyes of the gop”s. Otherwise, we cannot enter this
l”lŒ. We should not think about how K¨§Ãa married the gop”s, or how that means they are not really
married to their husbands. Also, we should not see too carefully YogamŒyŒÕs arrangements for
K¨§ÃaÕs pastimes.
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‚r” J”va GosvŒm” has explained all these points to demonstrate the sanctity of K¨§ÃaÕs pastimes
with the gop”s. Thus in some places he appeared to favor the conception of svak”yŒ, or wedded
love. He has written in this way for the sake of unqualified persons who could not understand the
superiority of parak”yŒ rasa. This is clear from his own statement given in ‚r” Ujjvala-n”lamaÃi (1.21)
in his commentary on the verse Òlaghutvam atra yat proktam*.Ó

svecchayŒ likhitaµ ki–cit ki–cit atra parecchayŒ
yat-pŸrvŒpara sambaddham tat-pŸrvam aparam param
ÒSome of what I have written is by my own desire and some is by the desire of others. The portions which are logically consistent throughout, those in which the conceptions of svak”yŒ and
parak”yŒ have been reconciled, have been written by my own desire, whereas the portions which
have not been thus reconciled have been written by the desire of others.Ó
We should understand that both ‚r”la J”va GosvŒm” and ‚r”la Vi•vanŒtha Cakravart” æhŒkura have
written correctly about svak”ya and parakiya rasa. ‚r”la J”va GosvŒm” and Vi•vanŒtha Cakravart”
æhŒkura are rŸpŒnuga Vai§Ãavas and the latter is the successor of the former. Therefore we should
understand ‚r”la J”va GosvŒm” through the viewpoint of ‚r”la Cakravart”pŒda.
‚r”la Vi•vanŒtha Cakravart” æhŒkura says, ÒMany people think that ‚r”la J”va GosvŒm” has favored
svak”yŒ-rasa. It is only for the benefit of unqualified persons that he has mentioned svak”yŒ-rasa in
a few places, but for qualified persons he has specifically mentioned parak”yŒ-rasa.Ó
The thoughts that ‚r”la J”va GosvŒm” and ‚r”la Cakravart” æhŒkura have expressed in their commentaries on ‚r” Ujjvala-n”lamaÃi about svak”yŒ and parak”yŒ are both correct from their own individual perspectives. It is simply a difference of viewpoint. ‚r” J”va GosvŒm” has written from the
viewpoint of tattva and has therefore supported the position of svak”yŒ, whereas ‚r”la
Cakravart”pŒda has written from the viewpoint of l”lŒ and has therefore supported the position of
parak”ya. Similarly, ‚r” RŸpa, ‚r” SanŒtana, ‚r” RaghunŒtha dŒsa, ‚r” Kavi KarÃapŸra, and others have
also described the pastimes of ‚r” RŒdhŒ and K¨§Ãa in the mood of parak”yŒ.
Thus J”va GosvŒm”Õs explanations regarding K¨§ÃaÕs being married to the gop”s are specifically for
the sake of siddhŒnta and preaching to the general people, but not for entering the bhŒva of the
gop”s. Rasika Vai§Ãavas, however, desire to see through the eyes of ‚r”la Vi•vanŒtha Cakravart”
æhŒkuraÕs explanation of the gop”sÕ parak”yŒ relationship with K¨§Ãa, because this facilitates their
attempt to enter into the l”lŒ.
Uddhava went to the gop”s and lived in V¨ndŒvana for many months, but still he was unable to
forget the ai•varya. He wanted to have the same view as the gop”s but he was unable. The ‚r”madBhŒgavatam (10.14.3) states:

j–Œne prayŒsam udapŒsya namanta eva
j”vanti san-mukharitŒµ bhavad”ya-vŒrtŒm
sthŒne sthitŒú •ruti-gatŒµ tanu-vŒº-manobhir
ye prŒya•o Õjita jito Õpy asi tais tri-lokyŒm
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ÒBy residing continuously at the Œ•rama of sŒdhus, persons who have completely abandoned the
attempt to obtain knowledge of the identity and opulence of BhagavŒn through empirical knowledge automatically hear hari-kathŒ flowing from the lotus mouths of pure devotees. Such persons
engage body, mind and words in the reception of these descriptions of Your transcendental name,
form, qualities and pastimes. They maintain their lives in this way, giving up all other engagement.
You are certainly conquered by such persons, although You are otherwise unconquerable by anyone within the three worlds.Ó
J–Œne prayŒsam udapŒsya: the devotee will have to give up all endeavor for knowledge. This
instruction is not only for the nirvi•e§a-j–Œn”. To always remember K¨§Ãa as the God of gods, as
sarva-karaÃa anŒdi, is not for the rasika devotee. We have to forget these things about K¨§Ãa. To
become a rasika Vai§Ãava means to cultivate k¨§Ãa-anu•ilanam, our service relationship with K¨§Ãa.
That is true for anyone desiring to enter the four bhŒvas of dŒsya, sakhya, vŒtsalya or mŒdhurya.
Such devotees do not have to recognize K¨§Ãa as the God of gods. Advayam j–Œna paratattva: we
should not think about K¨§Ãa in this way. Instead, we should always hear and chant and remember
K¨§ÃaÕs V¨ndŒvana pastimes. A rasika devotee will learn only enough tattva-j–Œna to facilitate his
entrance into the bhŒva he is attracted to. Then everything will develop and he will be able to enter
the l”lŒ. If he always thinks of K¨§Ãa as the Supreme Lord, then his attraction for K¨§Ãa will be predominated by ai•varya-j–Œna and he will not be able to enter K¨§ÃaÕs mŒdhurya-l”lŒ. Therefore a
rasika Vai§Ãava should not focus on K¨§Ãa in the way He is presented in Bhagavad-g”tŒ, as the
Supreme God.
If anyone develops bhŒva, then automatically everything will go and they will have only bhŒva.
BhŒva, vibhŒva, anubhŒva, sŒttvika, vyabhicŒr”Ñthese states will come and the devotee will enter
into them. ‚r” RŸpa GosvŒm” never speaks about K¨§Ãa in a non-rasika way, but ‚r” J”va GosvŒm”
has written the complete tattva in the Sandarbhas.
J”va GosvŒm” wrote like this to help the conditioned souls. His duty was to establish the sampradŒya of Lord Caitanya. Otherwise, he was in the same mood as RŸpa-RaghunŒtha. He was interested only in weeping for RŒdhŒ-K¨§Ãa. ‚r” K¨§ÃadŒsa KavirŒja GosvŒm” was in the same mood. So
much of Caitanya-caritŒm¨ta contains the philosophy of the Sandarbhas, but K¨§ÃadŒsa KavirŒja had
more the mood of the rasa-vicŒra of RŸpa and RaghunŒtha dŒsa GosvŒm”s. Therefore, he has written at the end of each chapter, •r” rŸpa-raghunŒtha-pade yara Œ•a/caitanya-caritŒm¨ta kahe
k¨§ÃadŒsa.
When we read the VeÃu-g”ta, we should forget everything about K¨§Ãa being BhagavŒn and the
gop”s being Bhagavat”. We should accept only the viewpoint of the gop”s as given by RŸpa GosvŒm”.
*The full verse from Ujjvala-n”lamaÃi is as follows:

laghutvam atra yat proktaµ tat tu prŒk¨ta nŒyake
na k¨§Ãe rasa niryŒsa svŒdŒrtham avatŒriÃi
ÒWhatever fault or impropriety has been pointed out (in other rasa-•Œstras) in regards to the love of paramours applies
to ordinary worldly lovers and not to ‚r” K¨§Ãa, for He is the taster of the liquid essence of rasa and the source of all
incarnations.Ó (In other words, the LordÕs incarnations are the controllers of religion and irreligion and never subjected
to their control. How then can ‚r” K¨§Ãa be subjected to such codes when He is the source of all incarnations?)
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Text Thirteen
gŒva• ca k¨§Ãa-mukha-nirgata-veÃu-g”tap”yŸ§am uttabhita-karÃa-pu aiú pibantyaú
•ŒvŒú snuta-stana-payaú-kavalŒú sma tasthur
govindam Œtmani d¨•Œ•ru-kalŒú sp¨•antyaú
gŒvaúÑthe cows; caÑand; k¨§Ãa-mukhaÑfrom the mouth of ‚r” K¨§Ãa; nirgataÑemitted; veÃuÑ
of the flute; g”taÑof the song; p”yŸ§amÑthe nectar; uttabhitaÑraised high; karÃaÑwith their ears;
pu aiúÑwhich were acting as cups; pibantyaúÑdrinking; •ŒvŒúÑthe calves; snutaÑexuding;
stanaÑfrom the udders; payaúÑthe milk; kavalŒúÑwhose mouthfuls; smaÑindeed; tasthuúÑ
stood still (a symptom of the sŒttvika-bhŒva of becoming stunned); govindamÑ‚r” K¨§Ãa; ŒtmaniÑ
within their hearts; d¨•ŒÑwith their vision; a•ru-kalŒúÑtheir eyes full of tears; sp¨•antyaúÑtouching (embracing)

Translation
Some other sakh” said: O friend! Why are you speaking about the dev”s? Have you not seen the
cows? When our dearest beloved ‚r” K¨§Ãa fills the holes of the flute with the sound flowing from
His mouth and the cows hear that sweet music, they turn their ears upward and indiscriminately
drink that nectar with the cups of their ears. In this way, they are tasting the sweetness of that
music. Why is that so, O friend? Taking beloved Govinda into their hearts through the doorway of
their eyes, they seat Him there and embrace Him within their minds. Just see for yourself, the truth
of my words! Tears of joy are gushing out from their eyes. The condition of their calves is indeed
strange. Even though milk is flowing automatically from the udders of the cows, the calves, while in
the midst of drinking that milk, suddenly hear the sound of the flute. At that moment the calves are
neither able to spit out nor swallow the milk which they have taken in their mouths. They also take
‚r” K¨§Ãa within their hearts and embrace Him. By obtaining the touch of the soft limbs of ‚r” K¨§Ãa,
their eyes overflow with tears of joy, and they stand still, exactly as they were.

Commentary
Devyo vimŒna-gatayaú smara-nunna-sŒrŒ (text 12): K¨§ÃaÕs form and everything else about K¨§Ãa
is a festival for the eyes of the gop”s. In text 12, the dev”s, the wives of the demigods, were being
praised by the gop”s as more fortunate than themselves. In reality, the dev”s are not so fortunate
because they have no mŒdhurya-bhŒva. They do not have the vision of K¨§ÃaÕs pastimes with the
gop”s and they cannot come down to the Earth to engage in His pastimes. If they had so much bhŒva
for K¨§Ãa, they could have come and joined the rŒsa dance or met with K¨§Ãa at some other time,
but they do not come. They cannot come. It is only the gop”sÕ vision that is ascribing them with this
bhŒva because the gop”s are feeling themselves the most unfortunate.
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If a she-goat (bakar”) is searching for tender grass and happens to go to the spot where K¨§Ãa is
standing, the gop”s will see the she-goat as if she has come to put her head at K¨§ÃaÕs feet in obeisances. The she-goat is not actually paying obeisances; she is only looking for tender grass. But the
gop”s will see it differently. The animals are foolish, but the gop”s see them as wise because although
they know nothing about loving K¨§Ãa, they approach Him, hear the sweet flute song, and dedicate
their hearts to K¨§Ãa. The special thing is that while seeing K¨§Ãa, these dev”s donÕt remember that
they are sitting on the laps of their husbands. If a man sees his wife loving another man, he will be
jealous and he will take action. But in this case, the gop”s think, ÒOh, see how wonderful and fortunate the dev”s are. They must have performed so many pious acts in their previous birth that they
have been able to find such good husbands who allow them to love K¨§Ãa. Not only that, their husbands think that their wives are more fortunate than themselves because they have so much more
prema for K¨§Ãa than they do: ÔK¨§Ãa is the Supreme Lord. We demigods are so fortunate to have
wives who love K¨§Ãa so much. We are fortunate to be associated with them.Õ The demigods have
no jealousy toward K¨§Ãa, although their wives love Him so much.Ó
It is natural that we have faith in someone who has more bhakti than we do toward K¨§Ãa. It is
natural that a devotee will seek out loving association with someone who has more bhakti than he
himself has and that he will try to serve that person. Therefore, the husbands of the dev”s feel fortunate to be associated with their wives, who they consider more advanced.
The nature of bhakti-dev” is like that. When she sees that someone has love and affection for
K¨§Ãa, she gives everything to that devotee. This is how the demigods feel: ÒWe have received so
much fortune in the form of the good qualities of our wives. They have so much affection for K¨§Ãa
that their flowers are falling from their hair and their belts are loosening. They donÕt even remember where they are, but because of the sound of K¨§ÃaÕs flute, they have become senseless in our
laps. If we could only have affection for K¨§Ãa, our lives would be perfected.Ó They honor their
wives so much.
The gop”sÕ case, however, is the opposite. ÒOur husbands will be so jealous and they will try to
restrict us from running to K¨§Ãa. Therefore, let us take birth as dev”s so we can go to K¨§Ãa whenever we want. Even if we cannot join His pastimes or touch the feet of K¨§Ãa or bathe in the dust
of His lotus feet, still we will be fortunate.Ó
Everything the gop”§ see is a stimulus for greater love. They have already spoken about the deer
and the dev”s, and now in this verse they remember the position of the cows. Although the position of the demigods is exalted, the gop”s see everything in V¨ndŒvanaÑthe trees, cows, flute and
deerÑas having more opportunity to serve K¨§Ãa. GŒva• ca k¨§Ãa-mukha-nirgata-veÃu-g”ta/p”yŸ§am
uttabhita-karÃa-pu aiú pibantyaú: ÒSee how fortunate the cows are. If we cannot be the wives of
the demigods, then let us recognize the fortune of the cows. K¨§Ãa is playing on His flute and from
that flute, nectar is pouring out. The cows drink that nectar by using their upraised ears as cups.Ó
Normally a cow keeps her ears down, but when she is listening to something, she raises her ears.
Why? Because they are cups. They want to contain what they are hearing. Tears fill their closed
eyes and milk flows from their udders.
When milk flows automatically, it is a sign of vŒtsalya-rasa. We also see this symptom in Ya•odŒmŒtŒ. When she sees K¨§Ãa, automatically her breasts overflow with milk. The cows are mothers.
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Their ecstasy and their affection for K¨§Ãa is in the vŒtsalya-rasa. This has been described in the
‚r”mad-BhŒgavatam.
The gop”§ see that for many years K¨§Ãa has taken the cows to the pasturing grounds. He makes
them bathe in the ponds, He milks them, and sometimes He pets them. It is natural that when
K¨§Ãa and the cows have been living together for so long, an affectionate relationship will develop.
The cows which K¨§Ãa takes out every day were calves during K¨§ÃaÕs paugaÃ¶a-l”lŒ. They had
an affectionate relationship with K¨§Ãa from the beginning when K¨§Ãa used to pet them and take
them to the pastures. Now as cows, they have so much pr”ti for K¨§Ãa. The cows are like mothers in their affection for K¨§Ãa and in how they give Him their milk. These cows, having been accustomed to go with K¨§Ãa from the beginning of their lives, began to go with Him again after their
first calves were born. Out of love for Him, they were unable to go to the pastures with the older
gopas.
When the calves were young, they had no particular rasa with K¨§Ãa. Similarly, the child gop”s
had not yet awakened their mŒdhurya-rasa with K¨§Ãa (svaccha-rati). The gop”s say that the cows
have had affection for K¨§Ãa since boyhood, and that while hearing K¨§ÃaÕs flute, they gaze into
K¨§ÃaÕs face with great affection. But it is not really so. This is another example of the gop”s imagining the deer and the wives of the demigods having an intimate relationship with K¨§Ãa. The gop”s
think: ÒThe calves, which are in svaccha-rati because they are so young, have no relationship with
K¨§Ãa. They are only three or four days old, or less than a month. But they also hear the flute, and
seeing K¨§Ãa, they become stunned, just like the older cows. They lose all sensibility and even
though their mothersÕ nipples are pressed in their mouths, they stop sucking. Even the older cows
are allowing the grass to fall out of their mouths without chewing it.Ó
Everything stops when K¨§Ãa is there. The gop”s see K¨§Ãa and see the cows turn their faces
toward Him. They see that the cows and the calves have taken K¨§Ãa into their hearts and that
they want to embrace Him. K¨§Ãa is their son. They want to impress K¨§Ãa on their hearts just as
a mother embraces her child and carries his image in her heart. They want to embrace K¨§Ãa like
a beloved friend. Like a gop”, they want to embrace K¨§Ãa strongly, internally. The gop”s see that
their desires are being fulfilled because tears are flowing from their eyes. ‚ŒvŒú snuta-stana-payaúkavalŒú sma tasthur/govindam Œtmani d¨•Œ•ru-kalŒú sp¨•antyaú: Œ•ru-kalŒú means their eyes are full
of tears. Both the cowsÕ and the calvesÕ eyes are full of tears. They know nothing other than K¨§ÃaÕs
face and the sound of His flute. They see only K¨§Ãa. The calves are not looking at their mothers
and the mothers are not looking at their babies. They arenÕt seeing the grass or anything else. They
see only K¨§Ãa.
The cows and calves may be nitya-siddha devotees or they may be sŒdhana-siddha devotees. We
see that the cows were •ruti-mantra, just as some gop”s were muni-cŒri. Most of the cows are
Vedic •lokas, and the calves are ¨§is and munis. Hearing these descriptions, a sŒdhaka may desire
to be like cows or calves. The j”va is independent (svatantra) and can desire anything. There is no
reason why someone would desire to become a cow instead of a cowherd boy or an elder gop” in
vŒtsalya-rasa. Independence is the tendency of the j”va. If a sŒdhaka wants to be a serpent, who can
understand why? RaghunŒtha dŒsa GosvŒm” says: yat ki–cit t¨Ãa-gulma-k”ka a-mukhaµ go§ he
samŒstaµ hi tat sarvŒnandamayaµ mukunda-dayitaµ l”lŒnukŸlaµ, ÒThe grass, bushes, insects and
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other creatures in Vraja are all very dear to Lord K¨§Ãa. They assist the Lord in His pastimes. They
are full of transcendental bliss.Ó (Vraja-vilŒsa-stava, text 102).
Everything in Vraja is sat-cit-Œnanda. Why would a devotee want to take the form of a tree?
Because K¨§Ãa will come and sit in his shade and take his fruits. He will hide in the shadow and He
will climb the tree. A serpent will frighten RŒdhikŒ into running back into K¨§ÃaÕs arms. If a devotee hears this, he may desire to become a serpent. There is no other reason. This verse gives a
nice appreciation of the speciality of the residents of V¨ndŒvana from the viewpoint of the gop”s.
We should meditate on this vision in our rŒgŒnugŒ-bhajana.
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Text Fourteen
prŒyo batŒmba vihagŒ munayo vane Õsmin
k¨§Ãek§itaµ tad-uditaµ kala-veÃu-g”tam
Œruhya ye druma-bhujŒn rucira-pravŒlŒn
•¨Ãvanti m”lita-d¨•o vigatŒnya-vŒcaú
prŒyaúÑalmost; bataÑcertainly; ambaÑO mother (O friend); vihagŒúÑthe birds; munayaúÑgreat
sages; vaneÑin the forest; asminÑthis; k¨§Ãa-”k§itaµÑseeing K¨§ÃaÕs beautiful face; tat-uditamÑ
created by Him; kala-veÃu-g”tamÑsweet vibrations made by playing the flute; ŒruhyaÑrising; yeÑ
who; druma-bhujŒnÑto the branches of the trees (in the form of ‚r”mad-BhŒgavatam); rucirapravŒlŒnÑhaving beautiful creepers and twigs; •¨ÃvantiÑthey hear; m”lita-d¨•aúÑwith their vision
withdrawn from all phenomena and all knowledge related to the material body (i.e., with wide
open, unblinking eyes fixed exclusively on the transcendental form of ‚r” K¨§Ãa); vigata-anyavŒcaúÑstopping all other sounds (not related to ‚r” K¨§Ãa)

Translation
O sakh”! Never mind this ordinary talk about cows and calves. Have you not seen the birds of
V¨ndŒvana? To call them birds is certainly a mistake. Truly speaking, most of them are exalted ¨§is
and munis. They are sitting quietly in the beautiful green trees of V¨ndŒvana, upon branches that
are sprouting many charming new blossoms. But these ¨§is and munis do not close their eyes. They
gaze continuously with unblinking eyes at the sweetness of K¨§ÃaÕs form, and taking in His sidelong
glances laden with love, they become delighted. Ignoring all other types of sounds, they begin to
hear K¨§ÃaÕs captivating voice and the music of His flute which enchants the three worlds. My dear
sakh”! How fortunate their life is. (Alas! How unfortunate we are. Our birth has become spoiled,
our eyes useless. Where lies our fortune to behold the beautiful form of K¨§Ãa?)

Commentary
This gop” is addressing another gop” with the word amba, mother. In Bengali or in Hindi, we say
mŒ. Whenever there are many women gathered and someone makes a wonderful exclamation,
they say MŒgo, and in Hindi, MŒy”-re. There are no mothers here, just young girls who are all
friends, but they say, ÒO Mother!Ó This is the mood of the exclamation. In the ‚r”mad-BhŒgavatam
there are many places where ladies call each other mother although they are not each otherÕs
mothers. O mother, O sakh”, O friendÑthese are all forms of address (sambhodana).
In the last •loka it is said gŒvŒ• ca, both the cows and their calves love K¨§Ãa so much that
although the calves are sucking milk and their mothers are eating grass, they become stunned by
the sound of K¨§ÃaÕs flute. And K¨§Ãa also loves them. They simply stand and listen with their ears
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upraised like cups. They have no sense of self. They hear only the very sweet sound of the veÃu.
The gop”s remember that everything in V¨ndŒvana is fortunate because it is able to drink the nectar of the flute and the sweetness of K¨§ÃaÕs form. Everything and everyone in V¨ndŒvana, from the
highest to the lowestÑthe peacocks, the cuckoos, the bees, rivers, deer, demigodsÑare attracted
to the sweetness of K¨§ÃaÕs flute song and to His beauty. Similarly, the gop”s see the birds sitting
still on the branches of the trees like great munis. Usually birds fly here and there and sing and twitter, but when K¨§Ãa plays His flute, the birds become silent and simply close their eyes and listen.
Therefore, this gop” is calling her sakh”s, ÒMother, see how wonderful is the action of these birdsÓ:
vihagŒ munayo vane Õsmin.
Asmin vane means the forest of V¨ndŒvana. VihagŒ munayo means that the birds are munis or
are acting like munis. The symptom of a muni is that he always sits with his eyes closed. He has no
awareness of his external senses. He doesnÕt speak to anyone, but concentrates his mind in meditation. In V¨ndŒvana, surely the vihagŒs, the birds, are munis.
K¨§Ãek§itaµ tad-uditaµ kala-veÃu-g”tam: ÒBecause we are seeing the symptoms of munis in the
birds, we cannot tell whether munis have taken birth as birds or whether the birds themselves have
actually become munis. Perhaps both are true.Ó
K¨§Ãa-ik§itaµ means by seeing K¨§ÃaÕs beautiful face. Tad uditaµ kala-veÃu-g”tam means by hearing the sweet melody flowing like nectar from the flute. Kala means sweet vibrations. It also means
kliµ, kala, kŒma-b”ja. Kala also means that the birds think K¨§Ãa is calling them with the fluteÕs vibration. All the birds think that K¨§Ãa is calling only them. That is kala.
There are two kinds of birds and three kinds of munis. One kind of muni is he who meditates
on Brahman (brahmavŒd”s, like the four KumŒras before smelling the tulas” leaves offered to the
lotus feet of the Lord), another is he who meditates on the Supersoul (paramŒtmŒ-vŒd”s, like Saubhari Muni), and then there are those who meditate on BhagavŒn (bhagavat-tattva-vŒd”s). This latter
class are all devotees.
Each type of muni has a different destination. The brahmavŒd”s donÕt see the form of Brahman,
but they have ni§ hŒ. They are not the same as •aºkara-vŒd”s who are •unyavŒd”s. We could say
that at first, the four KumŒras and ‚ukadeva GosvŒm” were brahmavŒd”s. Without sŒdhu-saºga,
these munis will attain mukti either in siddha-loka or the brahmajyoti. Brahma-bhŸtaú prasannŒtmŒ
na •ocati na kŒºk§ati/samaú sarve§u bhŸte§u mad-bhaktiµ labhate parŒm, ÒOne who is situated on
the transcendental platform of Brahman realization and is fully satisfied at heart never laments nor
desires to have anything. He regards all living entities with equal vision. In that state he attains parŒbhakti or prema-bhakti unto Me.Ó (Bg. 18.54). If a brahmavŒd” attains rasika Vaisnava association
and hears the siddhŒnta, he will attain parŒ-bhakti (prema-bhakti, vi•uddha-bhakti). At that time, he
will either go to VaikuÃ ha or to Goloka V¨ndŒvana.
The paramŒtmŒ-vŒd”s have been described in the Bhagavad-g”tŒ. Those who remember the
ParamŒtmŒ as the witness in the heart, as the deliverer of oneÕs past reactions, and the fulfiller of
desires, become free from the fruits of all past activities. They are like yogis. They have some mixture of sat and cit and are aware of the various forms of K¨§Ãa like KaraÃodaka•Œy” Vi§Ãu and Garbhodaka•Œy” Vi§Ãu. They go first to BrahmŒloka with BrahmŒ, and from there they can go anywhere
they desire according to their level of advancement and realization. They may go to the Brahmajy-
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oti or to VaikuÃ ha, or even to Goloka, according to their association and their bhajana on the
name, form, pastimes and qualities of the Lord. But they are munis, and therefore they cannot enter
V¨ndŒvana. Only those who chant and dance can go to V¨ndŒvana, like the peacocks, cuckoos and
parrots. The parrots and cuckoos sing melodiously so they can attract K¨§Ãa and RŒdhikŒ. The peacocks donÕt sing, but they dance.
Therefore, we know that the peacocks, cuckoos and parrots are not really munis or yogis. They
are bhaktas, or topmost munis. Seeing K¨§Ãa or remembering K¨§Ãa, they begin to sing and dance.
In this way, SadŒ•iva is certainly a rasika Vaisnava because he sings and dances. ‚r” Caitanya
MahŒprabhu said k”rtan”ya-sadŒ hariú. His instruction is k”rtana:

ceto-darpaÃa-mŒrjanaµ bhava-mahŒdŒvŒgni-nirvŒpanaµ
•reyaú-kairava-candrikŒ-vitaraÃaµ vidyŒ-vadhŸ-j”vanam
anandŒmbudhi-vardhanaµ prati-padaµ pŸrÃŒm¨tŒsvŒdanaµ
sarvŒtma-snapanaµ paraµ vijayate •r”-k¨§Ãa-saºk”rtanam
There are seven stages. SarvŒtma is the last stage, but everything is attained by k”rtana. For this
reason, k”rtana is the best of all.
‚r” Caitanya-caritŒm¨ta says sapta-j”va: first, ceto-darpaÃa-mŒrjanam (cleansing the mirror of the
heart); second, bhava-mahŒdŒvŒgni-nirvŒpanam (extinguishing the blazing fire of material existence);
third, •reyaú-kairava-candrikŒ-vitaraÃam (the blossoming of the moonbeams of good fortune in the
form of bhŒva-bhakti); fourth, vidyŒ-vadhŸ-j”vanam (the life and soul of transcendental knowledge);
fifth, anandŒmbudhi-vardhanam (the increasing ocean of bliss of love of God); sixth, prati-padaµpŸrÃŒm¨tŒsvŒdanam (relishing the taste of that blissful ocean at every step); and seventh, sarvŒtmasnapanam (bathing the whole self in that ocean).
K”rtana and prema are the same thing. Only by k”rtana and dancing in bhŒva, whether gop”-bhŒva
or another vraja-bhŒva, can prema be achieved. The peacocks, cuckoos and male and female parrots sing and dance; therefore, they are not munis who only sit in meditation.
The word prŒya means almost, not all. So prŒya means not the cuckoos, peacocks or male and
female parrots. These are only three kinds of birds. When they see K¨§ÃaÕs face and hear His flute
song, they begin to dance and sing. When the other types of birds hear K¨§ÃaÕs flute song and see
His face, and when they see the dancing and singing of the peacocks, parrots and cuckoos, they
come out of their nests and see the beautiful scene. All the different birds come and sit on the
branches of the trees (Œruhya ye druma-bhujŒn rucira-pravŒlŒn) where new red leaves are budding.
They do not sit in leafy trees which would obscure their vision of K¨§Ãa, but on trees where the
leaves are just starting to come out. In this way, K¨§Ãa can also see them. It is more dangerous for
them to sit on leafless branches because if they become unconscious, they can fall.
Also, munis live in cottages made of branches and leaves in the forest. These birds should also
live in ku iras. They do not live on branches where there are no leaves. The branches they are sitting on have no leaves, but they are surrounded by leafy branches. Therefore, although they can
see K¨§Ãa and K¨§Ãa can see them, they are hidden from the other birds. Like munis, they want to
see K¨§Ãa and to attain His mercy. There is a sambandha relationship between K¨§Ãa and the munis,
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but no one can see what they are doing. They want to worship K¨§Ãa from the privacy of their
caves or ku iras and not be seen by anyone except K¨§Ãa. This is the symptom of a muni. These
birds also have these symptoms.
This is the vision of the gop”s. The gop”s see how the birds behave, but these verses are coming
from their hearts. There is a verse in ‚r”mad-BhŒgavatam (11.2.45):

•r”-havir uvŒca
sarva-bhŸte§u yaú pa•yed
bhagavad-bhŒvam Œtmanaú
bhŸtŒni bhagavaty Œtmany
e§a bhŒgavatottamaú
Ò‚r” Havir said: One who perceives his own perfected attitude of transcendental love toward the
Lord within everything, animate and inanimate, and perceives that all things are situated in their
perfected spiritual forms and engaged in serving the Lord with that mood, is known as an uttamabhŒgavata.Ó
The symptom of an uttama-bhŒgavata is sarva-bhŸte§u yaú pa•yed, he sees his bhŒva toward
K¨§Ãa everywhere. PrahlŒda MahŒrŒja sees N¨siµhadeva everywhere and feels everyone is worshiping N¨siµhadeva like he is. The four KumŒras think that everyone is a yog”. Ya•odŒ-mŒ knows
that everyone loves K¨§Ãa as she loves Him. These are the symptoms of a mahŒ-bhŒgavata.
This verse has also been explained in the Caitanya-caritŒm¨ta. Sarva-bhŸte§u yaú pa•yed bhagavad-bhŒvam Œtmanaú. •tmanaú means his relationship with K¨§Ãa, how he loves K¨§Ãa. All mahŒbhŒgavatas see that everyone is worshiping K¨§Ãa as they are.
The mahŒ-bhŒgavata also sees that everyone is situated in K¨§Ãa as they are. Ya•odŒ-mŒ saw the
whole universe, including all the living entities, in K¨§ÃaÕs mouth. Arjuna saw the virat-rŸpa. PrahlŒda
MahŒrŒja also has that vision. Although this is not the vision of a vraja-bhakta, Ya•odŒ-mŒ sees this
vision, as does Lord BrahmŒ. This is one of the symptoms of a mahŒ-bhŒgavata devotee.
Caitanya MahŒprabhu says in Madhya 8.274: sthŒvara-jaºgama dekhe, nŒ dekhe tŒra mŸrti sarvatra haya nija i§ a-deva-sphŸrti, ÒThe mahŒ-bhŒgavata looks upon all things mobile and immobile, but
he does not directly see their forms. Rather, he immediately sees ‚r” K¨§Ãa manifest as the object
of his heartÕs longing.Ó
In this verse, there are two kinds of meaning: sthŒvara-jaºgama dekhe, he is seeing the individual
persons, the trees, the living entities, but he does not see them as who they are in this world. He
will see that this is a gop” (if he is in gop”-bhŒva). He will see all moving and nonmoving creatures
as situated in the same bhŒva that he is situated in. Those living entities may not factually be situated in the same bhŒva but that is how the mahŒ-bhŒgavata sees them. There is no such bhŒva in
the trees, and there is a different kind of bhŒva in the birds and cows, but the gop”s think that each
of these living entities is situated only in gop”-bhŒva and is therefore loving K¨§Ãa as they are loving Him. Because they want to approach K¨§Ãa, touch Him and be touched by Him, they see every
living entity as trying to attain the same goal. And because the gop”s are not successful in attaining
their goal, they see all the other living entities like the trees, deer, flute, cows and birds as more
fortunate than themselves.
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SthŒvara-jaºgama dekhe, nŒ dekhe tŒra mŸrti: the gop”s see both moving and nonmoving living
entities, but they donÕt see their forms only in that way. Every living entity is to them a stimulus for
greater love (udd”pana). By this vision they recognize K¨§Ãa everywhere. They donÕt think of trees
as inert or cows as moving; they see only their own gop”-bhŒva in them. This is the symptom of a
mahŒ-bhŒgavata.
The gop”s are experiencing mahŒbhŒva. This ecstasy is not available in the other rasas (dŒsya,
sakhya, or vŒtsalya), although devotees in the other rasas can be mahŒ-bhŒgavatas. PrahlŒda
MahŒrŒja is a mahŒ-bhŒgavata, as is Uddhava and NŒrada. But each of these bhaktas can see only
according to their own bhŒva. A mahŒ-bhŒgavata in gop”-bhŒva will hear K¨§Ãa blowing His conch
and think, ÒOh, how fortunate is that conch that it is tasting the nectar of K¨§ÃaÕs lips.Ó The
conchshell has no such view, but the mahŒ-bhŒgavata will think that it does.
Another symptom of a mahŒ-bhŒgavata is that he sees everyone serving K¨§Ãa except himself.
This is exemplified by the gop”s in this chapter because they are speaking of the good fortune of so
many living entities and recognizing their own misfortune.
There is a second meaning of druma-bhujŒn (to the branches of the trees). There are so many
munis who are brahma-j–Œn”s and who climb up on the Upani§ads. This is one branch of the Vedas.
They climb up and look at K¨§Ãa from there. They see K¨§Ãa as Brahman. A yog” climbs up on certain Upani§ads, on the Sm¨ti. The bhaktas have their own branch, the branch of the ‚r”mad-BhŒgavatam. By climbing on this branch, they can see K¨§Ãa and K¨§Ãa can see them. Otherwise, in any
Veda, PurŒÃa, Upani§ad, or Sm¨ti, there is no such branch upon which they can sit and see.
Therefore, druma-bhujŒn means that the munis leave all the branches of the Vedas and, instead,
climb upon the branch of ‚r”mad-BhŒgavatam. In this way, they come to V¨ndŒvana and climb upon
that branch and see K¨§Ãa. They prefer the V¨ndŒvana trees to the trees of the Vedas. From V¨ndŒvana, they can see K¨§Ãa climbing on the trees, but they cannot see Him climbing on the trees of
the Upani§ads or other Vedas. These munis have desired to become birdsÑSanaka, Sanandana,
SanŒtana, Sanat-kumŒra, ‚ukadeva GosvŒm” (who became a parrot) and so many other munis.
When they give up the other Vedas, they will naturally go to V¨ndŒvana and see K¨§Ãa from the
branches of the trees.
The gop”s say rucira-pravŒlŒn, that the birds are sitting on the beautiful twigs and creepers of the
tree of ‚r”mad-BhŒgavatam. From there the munis can see the peacocks dancing and the cuckoos
and parrots singing, but they themselves are not singing or dancingÑonly sitting like munis, watching everything.
The gop”s are saying that it is true that ‚ukadeva GosvŒm” and the four KumŒras, like all munis,
have performed so much austerity and served RŒdhŒ and K¨§Ãa so much, that by the mercy of
YogamŒyŒ, they have come to V¨ndŒvana in the form of birds. In this way, they are seeing and tasting K¨§Ãa. ‚¨Ãvanti m”lita-d¨•o vigatŒnya-vŒcaú: the birds are not singing. Their external sensibilities
have stopped. The gop”s wish they could have as much faith in K¨§Ãa as these birds whose external senses have stopped and who have forgotten everything but K¨§Ãa. ÒIf we are fortunate enough
to become birds in our next life, we will fly to K¨§Ãa without any hesitation or restriction. If we
become cuckoos or parrots, then what more will we have to say? We will be so faithful that we
will always fly down to the hand of K¨§Ãa or ‚r”mat” RŒdhikŒ. If we become cuckoos, then we will
sing for K¨§Ãa, and if we become peacocks, we will dance for Him.Ó
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Text Fifteen
nadyas tadŒ tad upadhŒrya mukunda-g”tam
Œvarta-lak§ita-manobhava-bhagna-vegŒú
Œliºgana-sthagitam Ÿrmi-bhujair murŒrer
g¨hÃanti pŒda-yugalaµ kamalopahŒrŒú
nadyaúÑthe rivers (‚r” KŒlind”, MŒnas” GaºgŒ, and others); tadŒÑthen; tatÑthat; upadhŒryaÑperceiving (attentively hearing the song of the flute having come near them); mukundaÑof ‚r” K¨§Ãa,
the pinnacle of spiritual bliss, who awards liberation from all distress by awarding His association;
g”tamÑthe song of MukundaÕs flute, which gives rise to supreme spiritual bliss; ŒvartaÑby their
whirlpools (indicative of their kŒma to meet with K¨§Ãa); lak§itaÑmanifest; manaú-bhavaÑby their
conjugal desire; bhagnaÑbroken; vegŒúÑtheir currents; ŒliºganaÑby their embrace; sthagitamÑ
held stationary; Ÿrmi-bhujaiúÑby the arms of their waves; murŒreúÑof Lord MurŒri, the killer of
the Mura demon; g¨hÃantiÑthey seize; pŒda-yugalamÑthe two lotus feet; kamala-upahŒrŒúÑcarrying offerings of lotus flowers

Translation
Some other gop” said: O sakh”! Why do you speak of the dev”s, cows and birds? They are all animate living beings. Have you not seen the inanimate rivers? By the whirlpools that are seen in them,
it is understood that within their hearts surges an intense desire to meet with ‚yŒmasundara. The
flow of the rivers has been stopped by this intense emotional agitation. They have also heard the
sound of our beloved K¨§ÃaÕs flute. Just see! Just see! With the arms of their waves, they have
caught hold of His lotus feet and are presenting offerings of lotus flowers. They are embracing His
lotus feet just as if they were offering their hearts to Him.

Commentary
Hearing the flute song, the rivers become still. They are full of bhŒva. They cannot think of anything else. Sthagitam means they become silent. The gop”s see K¨§Ãa walking on the shore of the
YamunŒ by their bhŒva-netra (eyes of love). Actually they are sitting in their rooms, but they see
K¨§Ãa walk on the shore of the YamunŒ playing His flute. In this chapter, the gop”s speak only about
the influence of K¨§ÃaÕs flute on the residents of V¨ndŒvana; therefore, it is called the VeÃu-g”ta.
Nadyas tadŒ, the gop”s see that the YamunŒ has become still. Because of seeing the beautiful face
of K¨§Ãa and hearing His flute, the river has stopped flowing. Tad upadhŒrya mukunda-g”tam Œvartalak§ita-manobhava-bhagna-vegŒú: the gop”s think that the YamunŒ is better than them because by
hearing K¨§ÃaÕs flute, Cupid has arisen in her heart and she now desires to taste K¨§Ãa (kŒma). This
is why the YamunŒ is still. If smara (Cupid) arises in someoneÕs heart, especially in the heart of a
kŒmŒtmikŒ-gop”, then there will be discernible symptoms.
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The gop”s are speaking in a concealed way (avahita). They are trying not to express their bhŒva
to the other gop”s. Up until this point, they have not disclosed what has happened to them when
they heard the flute song and saw K¨§ÃaÕs beautiful face, but there have been symptoms. Now,
kŒma is quickly overtaking their hearts. They are so immersed in k¨§Ãa-prema that they want to
conceal it from the other gop”s. They are not expressing their inner moods. If one person loves
another just as a gop” loves K¨§Ãa, he or she will feel palpitations in the heart. Not only palpitations, but if anyone has any experience of love between a man and a woman, they will be able to
understand something by drawing comparison to this experience, although that feeling will be
opposite to the prema of the gop”s. The prema of the gop”s in vipralambha is like deadly poison
(halŒhala). The gop”s are feeling the poison now, not the nectar. Sometimes they feel like they are
dying, and sometimes they feel they are reviving. They cannot say whether it is nectar or poison.
In ordinary love, if our beloved goes away for a day and we do not know whether he or she will
return, we will feel so much anxiety in our hearts. We will be unable to sleep and we will always
feel restless. The gop”s are tasting this restlessness. ‚ukadeva GosvŒm” has only given hints here as
to what the gop”s are feeling. And in their covered way, the gop”s are saying that they cannot
express what must be going on in the heart of the YamunŒ because she is seeing K¨§Ãa and hearing the sound of his flute. They say only that they can see the YamunŒ has become stunned. Therefore, she must be experiencing kŒma.
The YamunŒ is hearing from the upper division of her waters and her waves rush toward K¨§Ãa
to embrace Him. Her water is flowing not only from the waves, which are on the surface, but from
her depths. This is creating thousands of whirlpools. So many bhŒvas have arisen in her heart, not
just one bhŒva. ‚r” Caitanya MahŒprabhu experienced the whirlpool of kila-ki–chita-bhŒva along
with various other bhŒvas all at once. The different bhŒvas came and tore His heart to pieces. Similarly, so many different moods are rising in the YamunŒ and creating thousands and thousands of
whirlpools. Finally, with her long arms (waves), she embraces K¨§ÃaÕs lotus feet (Ÿrmi-bhujair
murŒrer g¨hÃanti pŒda-yugalaµ kamalopahŒrŒú) and offers Him lotus flowers.
This is the sign of kŒma in the YamunŒ. This is why her current is broken in so many places. The
gop”s compare this to their own moods and how their own hearts are full of broken currents and
whirlpools. The lotus flowers break from their stems by the force of the whirlpools and YamunŒdev” takes them and offers them at the lotus feet of K¨§Ãa (Œliºgana-sthagitam Ÿrmi-bhujair
murŒrer).
Another meaning of the word Œliºgana is that since K¨§Ãa was standing on the shore of the
YamunŒ, the waves rush to His lotus feet and embrace them. Just as the oceanÕs waves crash onto
the shore, so the YamunŒÕs waves crash toward K¨§ÃaÕs lotus feet. The YamunŒ is not an ordinary
river. The gop”s see her embrace K¨§Ãa, but K¨§Ãa does not return her embrace. At last she
becomes ashamed and says, ÒOh, I have done wrong. I am not so qualified. If the gop”s were here,
then K¨§Ãa would have embraced them. But I am not so beautiful or lovely, so K¨§Ãa is not embracing me.Ó
Although the YamunŒ is an expansion of Vi•ŒkhŒ, the gop”s see her in this way. The YamunŒ then
approaches K¨§Ãa and gives Him her heart in the form of lotus flowers (kamalopahŒrŒú) and begs
Him to embrace her. Usually a woman does not express her desire to her lover first, but waits for
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the man to take the initiative. If the woman expresses herself first, the man may tell her to return
to her home. Then she will pray as the YamunŒ is praying. Because K¨§Ãa is silent and is not returning her embrace, the YamunŒ feels shamed and humbled. Therefore, she offers lotus flowers at His
feet.
The gop”s see the YamunŒ as fortunate because she can embrace K¨§Ãa. She can fall at His feet.
She can place flowers on His feet. She can hear the melody of His flute song from nearby. ÒWe
gop”§ cannot do anything. But if we were the waters of the YamunŒ, we would be able to do things
easily. Since we cannot do it now, we are so unfortunate.Ó
This is an important verse. When ‚r”la BhaktisiddhŒnta Sarasvat” æhŒkura gave reference to this
•loka in his lectures, he used to be full of bhŒva. His mouth would become reddish and his eyes
would fill with tears. Nadyas tadŒ tad upadhŒrya mukunda-g”tam. This is what gop”-bhŒva is like. Up
until now, the gop”§ have covered their bhŒva and controlled it. They have not expressed their feelings to any other gop”. But in this verse, they could no longer check their feelings. They are trying
to contain them, but they cannot. It is automatically coming out. It was bound to do so. This is why
this •loka is important.
When they realize that they have lost control and expressed more than they had intended, the
gop”§ again try to conceal their feelings. They do that by expressing them in another way, indirectly.
When they see that somehow this bhŒva has been expressed anyway, they are ashamed. Therefore, they want to cover it up again.
It may seem odd that since they are among friends of similar bhŒva and age, the gop”s should feel
ashamed to have their feelings revealed. But that is the nature of this bhŒva. If they express themselves clearly, then others will know, ÒShe wants K¨§Ãa!Ó Then another gop” will also want K¨§Ãa
and they will have to share. They donÕt want to share either their moods or K¨§Ãa, even among
their own friends, yet they will share their feelings with the ma–jar”s.
For example, a so-called sannyŒs” may have so many friends. If he loves a beautiful woman, does
he tell all his friends? He cannot tell them. He wants to stop his attraction because he is a sannyŒs”.
If, however, his mind goes in that direction anyway, he will not tell others. He will try to conceal
it. Similarly, the gop”s are not married to K¨§Ãa, yet they are experiencing conjugal desire. They
want K¨§Ãa fully. They want Him to be controlled only by them. If they express this openly, everyone will know this secret. The whole society will laugh at them or punish them. Therefore, they
are concealing these feelings.
Even between ‚r”mat” RŒdhikŒ and LalitŒ and Vi•ŒkhŒ, RŒdhikŒ will conceal Her feelings. There
are some things She can express that do not have to be concealedÑthe more general things. But
here it is not rŒga, it is pŸrva-rŒga. The gop”s are in the mood of ardently desiring K¨§Ãa. As a result,
they will not tell anyone.
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Text Sixteen
d¨§ vŒtape vraja-pa•Ÿn saha rŒma-gopaiú
sa–cŒrayantam anu veÃum ud”rayantam
prema-prav¨ddha uditaú kusumŒval”bhiú
sakhyur vyadhŒt sva-vapu§Œmbuda Œtapatram
d¨§ vŒÑseeing; ŒtapeÑin the full heat of the sun; vraja-pa•ŸnÑthe domestic animals of Vraja (the
cows); sahaÑtogether with; rŒma-gopaiúÑ‚r” BalarŒma and the cowherd boys; sa–cŒrayantamÑ
herding together; anuÑrepeatedly; veÃumÑHis flute; ud”rayantamÑloudly playing; premaÑout of
love; prav¨ddhaúÑexpanded; uditaúÑrising high; kusuma-Œval”bhiúÑwith particles of water vapor,
which are like groups of flowers; sakhyuúÑfor his friend (who was of the same colorÑ•yŒma);
vyadhŒtÑhe constructed; sva-vapu§ŒÑout of his own body; ambudaúÑthe cloud; ŒtapatramÑan
umbrella (composed of drops of water)

Translation
O sakh”! These rivers also belong to our V¨ndŒvana. Therefore, it is not very astonishing that they
have offered their everything at the lotus feet of ‚r” K¨§Ãa. Please consider the clouds for a
moment. When they see the prince of Vraja, ‚r” K¨§Ãa, and ‚r” BalarŒma, accompanied by the
cowherd boys, herding the cows in the heat of summer, and when they hear ‚r” K¨§Ãa playing very
sweetly on His flute, their hearts overflow with love. The clouds begin to hover above them. By
extending their body, the new black clouds (•yŒmaghana) become an umbrella to give shelter to
their friend Ghana•yŒma. Moreover, when the clouds begin to rain tiny drops of water upon them,
it seems that they are showering them with beautiful white flowers. Yet this is but a pretext; for
by doing so, they are, in fact, offering their life and their everything.

Commentary
After telling the history of the YamunŒ, the gop”s realize at once that they have made a mistake.
They expressed something they did not want to express, Now they are beginning to cover it up
again. In this verse, d¨§ vŒtape means they are again talking about sakhya-rasa. They want to cover
their mŒdhurya-rasa with sakhya-rasa. Therefore, they look toward the clouds and see that it is
noon. The sun is hot, but the clouds form an umbrella over K¨§Ãa. Because the clouds are K¨§ÃaÕs
friends, K¨§Ãa herds His cows under the shelter of the clouds. The clouds act as an umbrella over
K¨§Ãa to protect Him from the scorching heat of the sun.
In this verse, the gop”s again mention the name of Baladeva to bring out sakhya-rasa. Vraja-pa•Ÿn
saha rŒma-gopaiú: K¨§Ãa is with the cows and calves of Vraja along with BalarŒma and all the
cowherd boys. By talking about K¨§Ãa surrounded by the boys and cows, they cover their mŒdhurya-bhŒva.
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Sa–cŒrayantam anu veÃum ud”rayantam: Lord K¨§Ãa is continually vibrating His flute while herding all the animals of Vraja. The clouds hear the flute and, at the same time, notice that their friend
K¨§Ãa is hot. The sun is blazing down on His body and He is sweating. They decide to serve K¨§Ãa
(prema-prav¨ddha) by expanding out of love. Prema-prav¨ddha means that their love expands so
much that they construct an umbrella composed of drops of water vapor (which are like flowers)
from their bodies (uditaú kusumŒval”bhiú sakhyur vyadhŒt sva-vapu§Œmbuda Œtapatram). Seeing
K¨§Ãa, tears come to their eyes. When tears are sorrowful or angry, they are hot, but when they
are shed in happiness, they are cool. The clouds cry tears of happiness and K¨§Ãa becomes cooled
by their tears. This is how the clouds performed the duties of a friend (sakhyur vyadhŒt).
The gop”s think that since they cannot have the same mood as the YamunŒ (they cannot embrace
K¨§Ãa in their hearts or offer lotus flowers at His feet), then perhaps they can serve Him as the
clouds serve Him. They desire to take birth as clouds so they can give shade to K¨§Ãa and cry cooling tears to please Him. They think that in this way, they will become fortunate.
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Text Seventeen
pŸrÃŒú pulindya urugŒya-padŒbja-rŒga•r”-kuºkumena dayitŒ-stana-maÃ¶itena
tad-dar•ana-smara-rujas t¨Ãa-rŸ§itena
limpantya Œnana-kuce§u jahus tad-Œdhim
pŸrÃŒúÑfully satisfied; pulindyaúÑthe wives of the ‚abara tribe (a lower class tribe of aborigines);
urugŒyaÑof ‚r” K¨§Ãa (who sings loudly on the flute); pada-abjaÑfrom the lotus feet; rŒgaÑcarrying the reddish color; •r”-kuºkumenaÑby the transcendental kuºkuma powder; dayitŒÑof His
girlfriends (of ‚r” RŒdhŒ); stanaÑthe breasts; maÃ¶itenaÑwhich had decorated; tatÑof that;
dar•anaÑby the sight; smaraÑof KŒmadeva (Cupid); rujaúÑfeeling the torment; t¨ÃaÑupon the
blades of grass; rŸ§itenaÑattached; limpantyaúÑsmearing; ŒnanaÑupon their faces; kuce§uÑand
breasts; jahuúÑthey gave up; tatÑthat; ŒdhimÑthe torment caused by KŒmadeva

Translation
Some other Vraja gop” said: O sakh”s! We consider the young aborigine women (Pulind”s) to be
truly blessed and successful because they possess extraordinary attachment (anurŒga) for ‚r” K¨§Ãa
within their hearts. When they see our dearmost beloved K¨§Ãa, then an intense desire to meet
with ‚r” K¨§Ãa is aroused within their hearts. Their hearts are struck with the disease of love. At
that time, they smear their breasts and faces with the reddish kuºkuma powder collected from the
grass of V¨ndŒvana. The beloved gop”s of K¨§Ãa adorn their breasts with this kuºkuma powder. It
then becomes affixed to ‚r” K¨§ÃaÕs lotus feet. When ‚yŒmasundara walks about V¨ndŒvana, the
grass becomes covered with this powder. The supremely fortunate Pulind” girls then smear their
breasts and faces with this powder. In this way they alleviate the anguish of their love.

Commentary
The gop”s didnÕt want to disclose their feelings to each other. Avahita means not to disclose, but
to conceal their most intimate feelings toward K¨§Ãa. They were kŒmŒtmikŒ-gop”s. That is why they
wanted to conceal their desire to meet K¨§Ãa and to satisfy Him. They were concealing these feelings by telling about the speciality of the flute and how sweet the flute song is, and how everything
in Vraja, whether moving or inert, is melting to hear the flute song. The moving entities become
inert like stones and the stones melt. The calves forget to drink their mothersÕ milk and the cows
forget to graze. Everything is forgotten when K¨§Ãa vibrates His flute. By speaking of these things,
the gop”s attempt to conceal their own bhŒva toward K¨§Ãa.
In text 15, the gop”s openly expressed their feelings. They were so much affected by their own
love for K¨§Ãa that they forgot themselves and spoke directly. Rivers generally have no love. The
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MŒnas” GaºgŒ appears to have no love. But the gop”s saw them as embracing K¨§Ãa through their
hearts. Actually, the YamunŒ river and the MŒnas” GaºgŒ donÕt appear to be conscious, but the
gop”s express their own feelings by describing the mood of the rivers.
If any woman loves a man like the gop”s love K¨§Ãa, it may happen that when she embraces that
man, he may act like he is unaffected by her advances. He may act aloof, then the woman will
become ashamed and put her head at his feet. This is what the YamunŒ did when she embraced
K¨§Ãa and He did not return her embrace. The gop”s saw this in their hearts. In the ‚r”mad-BhŒgavatam, there is a verse (5.18.12):

yasyŒsti bhaktir bhagavaty aki–canŒ
sarvair guÃais tatra samŒsate surŒú
harŒv abhaktasya kuto mahad-guÃŒ
manorathenŒsati dhŒvato bahiú
ÒAll the devatŒs and their exalted qualities, such as dharma, j–Œna and vairŒgya, are fully situated
in one who has developed unalloyed bhakti for the Supreme Personality of Godhead, VŒsudeva.
One who is devoid of hari-bhakti is engaged in ulterior desires, karma, j–Œna and yoga, or attached
to home and material enjoyment. Therefore, he can not possess exclusive devotion toward ‚r”
Hari. Being driven by his mental fantasies, he runs after the impermanent, external objects of sensual enjoyment. How can there be any good qualities in such a man?Ó
YasyŒsti bhaktir bhagavaty aki–canŒ: where there is bhakti and that bhakti is aki–cana, or niski–cana, then sarvair guÃais tatra samŒsate surŒú, all spiritual qualities (aprak¨ta) appear in that bhakti
and in that person performing bhakti. One of those qualities is to know everything, even if it is not
visible. The gop”s can see what K¨§Ãa is doing even though they are in their homes and He is pasturing the cows. An aki–cana-bhakta can know the past and the future. NŒrada Muni and ‚ukadeva
GosvŒm” are aki–cana-bhaktas. Sa–jaya is also inclined towards aki–cana-bhakti. Consequently, he
could see everything taking place on the battlefield of Kuruk§etra although he was not even present.
We have some bhakti but we are not aki–cana-bhaktas. Aki–cana-bhakti is so powerful that by it
one can know K¨§ÃaÕs heart. One can also know ‚r”mat” RŒdhikŒÕs heart. The ma–jar”s and LalitŒ
and Vi•ŒkhŒ know RŒdhŒÕs heart. It is more difficult to know the heart of RŒdhikŒ than to know the
heart of K¨§Ãa. Usually K¨§Ãa can conceal something, but RŒdhikŒ cannot. On the other hand, if
RŒdhikŒ wants to conceal something, it is difficult even for K¨§Ãa to know it. The gop”s have niski–cana-bhakti. ‚r”mat” RŒdhikŒ and the gop”s love K¨§Ãa, and K¨§Ãa also loves ‚r”mat” RŒdhikŒ and the
gop”s. Yet the gop”sÕ prema is greater. That is why K¨§Ãa is always attracted more to the gop”s than
the gop”s are attracted to Him.
The gop”s are telling everything. Although it seems that there is no prema in the rivers, the gop”s
still see the riversÕ prema. The YamunŒ is a river, so how is it possible for her to have prema? Yet
she is also an expansion of Vi•ŒkhŒ, so she does actually have the love for K¨§Ãa that they are
describing. The gop”s explain this by describing her mood.
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Because the gop”s have bhakti, they also have prema. But more than that, they also experience
mŒdanaikya-bhŒva. K¨§Ãa wants to taste this mŒdanaikya-bhŒva, yet He cannot taste it in k¨§Ãa-l”lŒ.
Therefore, He appears as Caitanya MahŒprabhu.
The gop”s have up to mŒdanaikya-bhŒva. They experience prema-vaicittya (feelings of separation
even in the presence of the beloved, instigated by the intensity of prema) in mŒdanaikya.*
*MŒdana is the highest stage of prema and is found only in ‚r”mat” RŒdhikŒ. MŒdanaikya-bhŒva takes place in meeting.
In the state of mŒdana, She forgets Her identity and also ÔexchangesÕ Her identity with K¨§Ãa (bhrŒnti). Because of Her
complete identification with the object of Her affection, She considers Herself to be K¨§Ãa. In meeting there is separation and in separation there is meeting. K¨§Ãa takes RŒdhikŒ on His lap and RŒdhikŒ is thinking, ÒWhere is K¨§Ãa?
Where is K¨§Ãa?Ó In separation, She embraces a tamŒla tree and thinks that K¨§Ãa is with Her. There are many symptoms like this which do not appear in prior stages of bhŒva. Therefore, mŒdana is the supreme climax of prema.
Modana refers to the ecstasy which is experienced in viraha, separation. When the conditions of modana become
uncontrolled and paralyzed in separation, and when all the eight sŒttvika-bhŒvas are fully and simultaneously manifest
in all their fascinating bewilderment, it is called mohana. When the stage of mohana reaches its climax, then it is called
divyonmŒda. This divyonmŒda or divine madness is expressed in manifold forms out of which udghurÃŒ and citra-jalpa
are prominent. Citra-jalpa is further divided into ten varieties.

In the stage of modanaikya, the gop”s experience divyonmŒda and citra-jalpa. This is described in
the Bhramara-g”ta. The gop”sÕ bhŒva extends up to modanaikya, mŒdanaikya and all these other
symptoms. The gop”s describe from their hearts how they view life in Vraja. They are not just
speaking of any clouds or any peacocks or deer. They are speaking of the residents of Vraja. It is a
fact that these other entities also have affection for K¨§Ãa. And therefore the gop”s explain their
moods, but because they are trying to conceal their own bhakti, they use the description of these
other entities to indirectly explain it. Finally, they become so deeply moved that they speak openly.
Then again they try to conceal it by the previous •loka where BalarŒmaÕs name is mentioned and
the clouds are seen as participants in sakhya-rasa.
Because they cannot continue to conceal it, they remember the good fortune of the Pulind”s. The
Pulind”s come from the ‚abara tribe. They work hard for their living as palanquin carriers or by
plowing fields. Their wives collect wood and dung from the forests, sell their surplus and use the
balance in their own cooking. The Pulind”s were often near Govardhana and the village of V¨ndŒvana, so they had many chances to hear K¨§ÃaÕs flute song and to meet the gop”s. ‚r”mati RŒdhikŒ
is so liberal that She can love all these Pulinda kanyŒs. Actually, ‚r”mat” RŒdhikŒ loves all young
women and She engages them in Her service.
‚r”mat” RŒdhikŒ asks the Pulind”s to bring flowers or whatever She needs from the forests. There
is a pastime described in Govinda-l”lŒm¨ta where RŒdhŒ and K¨§Ãa were gambling. K¨§Ãa said He
would wager His flute, and He wanted to know what RŒdhŒÕs wager was. LalitŒ offers RŒdhikŒ Herself to K¨§Ãa. But when RŒdhikŒ loses, She calls a Pulind”, ÒOh, call Pulind”, My sakh”, My friend.Ó
RŒdhikŒ does not look down on the Pulind”s even though they are socially low caste. When the
Pulind” comes, ‚r”mat” RŒdhikŒ, LalitŒ and Vi•ŒkhŒ laugh mildly and invite her to sit down like a
friend. But K¨§Ãa at once knows the truth. He knows RŒdhikŒ plans to pay Her debt with this
Pulind”. The Pulind” is ashamed sitting with RŒdhŒ and K¨§Ãa and all the sakh”s, but she performs
the most intimate service for them.
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The gop”s are speaking about these Pulind”s: pŸrÃŒú pulindya, these girls are fully satisfied. Everything they could desire in life has been fulfilled in the mood of the gop”s that has been described
here:

ak§aÃvatŒµ phalam idaµ na paraµ vidŒmaú
sakhyaú pa•Ÿn anuvive•ayator vayasyaiú
vaktraµ vraje•a-sutayor anuveÃu-ju§ aµ
yair vŒ nip”tam anurakata-ka Œk§a-mok§am
ÒO sakh”s! We think that for those who have eyes, there is but one thing which is a suitable
object of vision. Success of the eyes lies in beholding this object alone; we know of no other. And
what is that most precious object of attainment for the eyes? It is the vision of the two sons of
MahŒrŒja Nanda, ‚r” K¨§Ãa and Baladeva, accompanied by Their cowherd boyfriends, as They enter
the forest taking the cows, or as They bring them back to V¨ndŒvana. They hold Their flutes to
Their lips and look upon us with mild smiles and amorous sidelong glances filled with love. At that
time, we drink the sweetness of Their faces.Ó (BhŒg. 10.21.7)
A personÕs eyes are said to be successful if they see K¨§Ãa playing on His flute. They are even
more successful if they see the exchange of sidelong, crooked glances between K¨§Ãa and the gop”s
(how the gop”s are worshiping K¨§Ãa with their eyes). Baladeva is going ahead and K¨§Ãa is a little
behind. But the gop”s are saying something more, although they are trying to conceal it by mentioning BalarŒmaÕs name. They are trying to tell us that RŒdhŒ is performing arcana to K¨§Ãa and
K¨§Ãa is offering arcana back to ‚r”mat” RŒdhikŒ out of the corners of His eyes. Only the gop”s, the
ma–jar”s, can see this, and they may also see more pastimes than this. Therefore, purÃŒú pulindya,
the lives of the Pulind”s have become more successful and the gop”s think of them as more fortunate than themselves.
Both SanŒtana GosvŒm” and Vi•vanŒtha Cakravart” æhŒkura have said that the gop”s are almost
of the same status as ‚r”mat” RŒdhikŒ. J”va GosvŒm” says that this verse is not spoken by ‚r”mat”
RŒdhikŒ, but by LalitŒ, Vi•ŒkhŒ or perhaps CandrŒval”. He says that it is most likely LalitŒ or Vi•ŒkhŒ
speaking because dayitŒ-stana-maÃ¶itena. DayitŒ means very dear to K¨§Ãa, His beloved. When the
Pulind”s go to collect cow dung and dry wood from the forest, they see kuºkuma on the grass. At
once they become filled with kŒma, with smara-ruja. Smara-ruja means tŒpa or the burning sensation that is hotter than fire and which arises with kŒma. The Pulind”s take the kuºkuma and rub it
on their mouths, breasts and entire bodies.
The gop”s witness this scene from their homes. YasyŒsti bhaktir bhagavaty aki–canŒÑby the fruit
of bhakti they can see all these events. Although the gop”s are the kaya-vyŸha (bodily expansions)
of ‚r”mat” RŒdhikŒ, we should not concentrate on this because this is nara-l”lŒ. This is mŒdhurya-l”lŒ
in Vraja, not Goloka ai•varya-bhumi. Therefore, we should only focus our attention on those things
that are helpful to our mŒdhurya-bhŒva, not those things which pertain to ai•varya-bhŒva. The gop”s
have bhakti, and that is why they are able to know what K¨§Ãa is doing in the forest although they
are at home. They can see the Pulind”s taking the kuºkuma from the grass and rubbing it on their
bodies and how by doing this, they alleviate the fire of their kŒma.
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The dust of K¨§ÃaÕs feet and K¨§ÃaÕs feet are nondifferent. The Pulind”s take the dust of K¨§ÃaÕs
feet and rub it on their bodies. In this way, they keep K¨§ÃaÕs feet on their breasts, heads and bodies. They feel as though they actually have K¨§ÃaÕs feet in their possession. In this way, their kŒmatŒpa is alleviated. Otherwise, their desire for K¨§Ãa would increase because the kuºkuma itself is
udd”pana for themÑseeing it increases their desire for union with K¨§Ãa. The only way to alleviate
the fire of kŒma is by meeting K¨§Ãa. Therefore the Pulind”s take that kuºkuma, which is the dust
of K¨§ÃaÕs feet, and rub it on their bodies. By associating with the dust of His feet, they feel like
they have associated directly with K¨§Ãa. This alleviates the fire burning in their hearts.
In the Vai§Ãava-to§ani, SanŒtana GosvŒm” gives a deeper meaning. He explains how one can
understand who is dayitŒ (the beloved) and who would therefore be speaking this verse. If the dayitŒ refers to LalitŒ, then we can assume that Vi•ŒkhŒ is speaking. Whoever is dayitŒ is superior to
the speaker. How will we decide who is dayitŒ? AnayŒrŒdhito nŸnaµ bhagavŒn harir i•varaú yan no
vihŒya govindaú pr”to yŒm anayad rahaú: ÒCertainly the independent Lord ‚r” NŒrŒyaÃa, who takes
away everyoneÕs distress, has been perfectly worshiped by this fortunate gop”, for Govinda has
abandoned all of us in this far distant forest and taken her alone to a secluded place.Ó (BhŒg.
10.30.28).
AnayŒrŒdhito nŸnam: all the gop”s were present at the rŒsa dance arena, but RŒdhikŒ and K¨§Ãa
had disappeared. When the other gop”s saw the footprints and other signs showing that K¨§Ãa was
with this special gop”Ñthe flowers K¨§Ãa used to decorate this special gop”, the partial footprint
where K¨§Ãa had reached a high branch to gather flowers, the deeper imprint indicating that He
was carrying HerÑthey considered that certainly this gop” has served God, not K¨§Ãa, but God,
and that is why God has arranged that She has become K¨§ÃaÕs beloved. Because She is so dear to
K¨§Ãa, He has taken Her away with Him and left us all behind. She is superior to us. In this way,
the sakh”s explain who is dayitŒ. This verse is being spoken about RŒdhikŒ. ‚r”-kuºkumena dayitŒstana-maÃ¶itena: the Pulind”s are finding the kuºkuma that has decorated the breasts of K¨§ÃaÕs
beloved (dayitŒ) and that beloved must be ‚r”mat” RŒdhikŒ.

yat te sujŒta-caraÃŒmburuhaµ stane§u
bh”tŒú •anaiú priya dadh”mahi karka•e§u
tenŒ av”m a asi tad vyathate na kiµ svit
kŸrpŒdibhir bhramati dh”r bhavad-Œyu§Œµ naú
ÒO dearly beloved! Your lotus feet are so soft that we place them gently on our breasts, fearing
that Your feet will be hurt. As You wander from forest to forest, our minds are filled with anxiety
that Your tender feet might be wounded by sharp stones and pebbles. You are our very life. Only
if You are satisfied can we maintain our existence.Ó (BhŒg. 10.31.19).
This verse is from the Gop”-g”ta. Jayati te Õdhikaµ janmanŒ vrajaú, or tava kathŒm¨taµ tapta
j”vanaµ. The gop”s are crying and speaking all these verses on the bank of the YamunŒ near the
rŒsa-sthali. Yat te sujŒta is the last •loka. That is why when He heard it, K¨§Ãa could not remain
hidden any longer. Yat te sujŒta-caraÃŒmburuhaµ stane§u: RŒdhikŒ is saying that K¨§ÃaÕs feet are
more fragrant than a lotus flower. They are so soft that She wants to place His feet gently on Her
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breasts so they wonÕt be hurt as He walks in the forest. She wants to hold His feet so gently, and
yet He walks with those soft lotus feet all over the sharp stones of the forest path. The forest path
is so full of sharp stones and thorns that even the cows fear to walk on them, but K¨§Ãa runs after
them and hurts His feet. ‚r”mat” RŒdhikŒ is praying to keep His feet on Her breasts.
There are two times when She holds K¨§ÃaÕs feet, one in the midnight pastimes, and the other
during midday at Saºket or RŒdhŒ-kuÃ¶a. There, the gop”s are alone with K¨§Ãa. They are able to
hold His feet and He enjoys with them. The gop”s remember this and say that only RŒdhikŒ is fortunate enough to have K¨§ÃaÕs feet on Her breasts. J”va GosvŒm” explains that because the verse
uses the word dayitŒ, RŒdhikŒ cannot be speaking this verse. She would not speak about Herself in
this way. Therefore, the sakh”s are speaking for Her, describing Her as dayitŒ.
By understanding the verses in the Gop”-g”ta, we can see that this is also RŒdhikŒÕs mood: yat te
sujŒta-caraÃŒmburuhaµ stane§u. If RŒdhikŒ were to use the word dayitŒ, who would She be speaking of? She could be speaking about LalitŒ or Vi•ŒkhŒ or another sakh”, because they are almost
equal to ‚r”mat” RŒdhikŒ in quality. The sakh”s are partial manifestations of Her qualities (kayavyŸha). Therefore, they also get the opportunity to have the lotus feet of K¨§Ãa on their breasts.
Thus this verse could be spoken either by RŒdhikŒ or another gop” because it correctly describes
their moods. But here we see that RŒdhikŒ is in mŒdanaikya-bhŒva and is expressing Her feelings
to the other gop”s. DayitŒ-stana-maÃ¶itena: the sakh” is saying, ÒO Pulind”, you are so fortunate.
Though you have not held K¨§ÃaÕs feet directly, you have received the kuºkuma directly from
K¨§ÃaÕs feet. This kuºkuma was on the breasts of the gop”s. Because K¨§Ãa keeps His feet on their
breasts, the kuºkuma has rubbed off on His feet. At dawn when K¨§Ãa returns home from the ku–ja
(ni•Œnta-l”lŒ), then this kuºkuma mixes with the dew on the grass and washes off His feet. You
Pulind”s affectionately rub that kuºkuma left on the grass onto your mouths, breasts and bodies.Ó
The gop”s think that if they become Pulind”s, they will be most fortunate. If they could become
dayitŒ, then they would be extremely fortunate, ÒBut we donÕt have so much fortune that we can
become the beloved of K¨§Ãa. Therefore, let us take our next birth as Pulind”s. We see we cannot
become Pulind”s, so let us become the grass of V¨ndŒvana so that K¨§Ãa will walk on us and the
kuºkuma on His lotus feet will rub off on us. In this way, we will become satisfied. Yet neither can
we become grass, what to speak of Pulind”s, and what to speak of dayitŒ. Therefore, the Pulind”s
are so fortunate. We have kŒma, but we cannot rub that kuºkuma on our bodies like the Pulind”s
do. Neither can we be grass for K¨§Ãa to walk on. Better to die and become grass, which is even
more fortunate than the Pulind”s.Ó The dayitŒ of dayitŒs is ‚r”mat” RŒdhikŒ. This gop” is speaking in
this way.
UrugŒya-padŒbja: this gop” calls K¨§Ãa urugŒya. UrugŒya-padŒbja-rŒga. Why has this gop” used the
word urugŒya? Uru means singing on the flute. K¨§Ãa calls His dayitŒ by the melodious sound of His
vaµ•”.
In text 15 we read, Œliºgana-sthagitam Ÿrmi-bhujair murŒrer. MurŒrer has a link with urugŒya.
Mura was a demon who was killed by NŒrŒyaÃa. When there was a battle between the demigods
and the demons, NŒrŒyaÃa took the side of the demigods and killed many asuras. Mura escaped and
performed difficult austerities to worship BrahmŒ. BrahmŒ appeared and asked the Mura demon
what benediction he wanted. ÒI desire to be able to touch anyone who attacks me with the palm
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of my hand and they will burn up and die.Ó BrahmŒ agreed. Then the Mura demon went all over
the world. Whenever the demigods attacked him, he just touched their heads and they burned up
and died. Everyone knew he had received that benediction from BrahmŒ, so they always tried to
escape without fighting him.
One time he approached YamarŒja. Although YamarŒja is powerful, he knew that the Mura
demon was more powerful. The Mura demon said, ÒI must fight with someone. I cannot live without fighting.Ó YamarŒja told him that the only worthy opponent would be NŒrŒyaÃa Himself: ÒIf you
fight with NŒrŒyaÃa, He will fulfill your desire to fight and He will also kill you.Ó The Mura demon
was happy to hear this and asked where NŒrŒyaÃa lived. YamarŒja said, ÒHe lives everywhere. l cannot say where, but if you meditate on Him, He will certainly appear.Ó
So Mura began to meditate on NŒrŒyaÃa in hopes of fighting with him. NŒrŒyaÃa appeared before
him and asked what he wanted. ÒI want to fight with someone, but there is no one in the whole
world who is fit to fight with me. I have heard that You are a fit opponent.Ó NŒrŒyaÃa replied: ÒYou
are not fit to fight with Me! Look how your heart is trembling.Ó The Mura demon retorted, ÒMy
heart is not trembling.Ó NŒrŒyaÃa said, ÒIf you touch your chest, you will see how your heart is
trembling.Ó So the Mura demon touched his chest and immediately burned up and died. In this way
NŒrŒyaÃa cheated him.
In the BrahmŒ PurŒÃa, the word mura has four meanings. Mura is the name of a demon. It also
means kŒma (divine lust), tŒpa (intense heat arising from that lust), sŒnta (peace) and duúkha (distress). Mura-hara means killing the demon. The second meaning is to remove all pain. But in the
gop”sÕ case, there is no sŒnta, no peace, and neither is there a demon. What they do have is kŒmaroga or h¨d-roga (the disease in the heart). This Òheart diseaseÓ has arisen from meeting with
K¨§Ãa. Here it means that this dayitŒ who has kŒma-roga due to the sound of K¨§ÃaÕs flute
(urugŒya), is taking the feet of K¨§Ãa on Her breasts.
The more internal meaning of urugŒya is that their taking of K¨§ÃaÕs feet is not for their own
pleasure. UrugŒyati means that K¨§Ãa strongly desires that they hold His feet. In this way the gop”s
are dayŒ, merciful. They are coming to quench K¨§ÃaÕs thirst. UrugŒya-padŒbja-rŒga-•r”-kuºkumenadayitŒ-stana-maÃ¶itena tad-dar•ana-smara-rujas t¨Ãa-rŸ§itena limpantya Œnana-kuce§u-jahus tadŒdhim.
To summarize, the gop”s see in their hearts all the events described in this chapter of the BhŒgavatam. At first they conceal their feelings of love for K¨§Ãa, but by the force of kŒma everything
automatically comes out against their wishes. They are saying that the Pulind”s are so fortunate
because they are rubbing the kuºkuma from the grass onto their bodies and in this way, giving up
their kŒma-tŒpa. That kuºkuma came from K¨§ÃaÕs feet. But where did K¨§Ãa get it? It rubbed onto
His feet because His feet were being held upon the breasts of His beloved. DayitŒ-stana-maÃ¶itena,
the gop”s are decorated with kuºkuma, and by keeping K¨§ÃaÕs feet on their breasts, the kuºkuma
rubbed off onto K¨§ÃaÕs feet.
ÒWe are so unfortunate.Ó Who is feeling like this? That very dayitŒ is speaking, whether a sakh”
or RŒdhikŒ. ÒWe have so little affection for K¨§Ãa and do so little service for Him that we cannot
directly meet Him. We are also like Pulind”s because they do not take the kuºkuma directly from
K¨§ÃaÕs feet, but from the grass where He walked. Thus they are filled with prema. But we are
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more unfortunate. We can see K¨§Ãa directly and still we donÕt become filled with such prema as
these Pulind”s experience. Even the grass is more fortunate. That kuºkuma dust is so powerful.Ó
Vi•vanŒtha Cakravart” æhŒkura says: ÒNow the effulgence of the lotus feet of the young daughter of King V¨§abhŒnu that is manifesting that loving sentiment which is the highest essence known
as mŒdana, or mahŒbhŒva, the seventh stage of prema, is establishing that K¨§Ãa is very enchanting.
Even if one is without connection to His transcendental qualities of beauty, playing the flute and so
forth, one is sure to be infatuated simply by a slight relationship with Him. This is the significance
of the word pŸrÃa (complete). The Pulind”s, the wives of the ‚abaras, are complete, whereas we
(the gop”s) are incomplete. Therefore, we should try to inquire into what sort of austerities they
have performed.Ó
‚r” Vi•vanŒtha Cakravart” is naming that dayitŒ: She is ‚r”mat” RŒdhikŒ. ‚r” J”va GosvŒm” said the
word dayitŒ means that other gop”s are speaking this verse about a particular beloved. DayitŒ could
also mean that RŒdhikŒ is speaking these words for another gop”. But Vi•vanŒtha Cakravart”
æhŒkura says that the dayitŒ refers to ‚r”mati RŒdhikŒ. Therefore, it is another sakh” who is speaking this verse.
‚r” Vi•vanŒtha Cakravart” says: ÒSuch an idea hints at their ecstatic attraction, anurŒga. But it may
be questioned, ÔHow are they complete?Õ It is by that divine kuºkuma powder in which is found the
coloration (raga-ra–janam) of the lotus feet of Lord UrugŒya. But where has this kuºkuma of His
lotus feet been found? It decorated the breasts of His girlfriends or, in other words, it was attached
to the breasts of His girlfriends when He was enjoying intimately with them. Therefore, this implies
that the gop”s are thinking, ÔAlthough we desire to glorify the great fortune of that kuºkuma, we
cannot be so bold to do so. Therefore, we would rather glorify the Pulind”s.Õ
ÒAlthough in this instance the girlfriend is V¨§abhŒnu-nandin” Herself, nevertheless, because Her
attraction to Him is so exalted, She is not specifically acknowledged here. But it may be questioned
where did these Pulind”s come in contact with those girlfriends of K¨§Ãa? By the kuºkuma which
was attached (rŸ§itena lagnena) to the blades of grass? The kuºkuma became attached to the blades
of grass after K¨§Ãa enjoyed with His girlfriends in the forest. By seeing the kuºkuma that was
attached to the grass, the Pulind”s experienced the torment of Cupid (smara-ruk = kandarpa-p”¶Œ).
In other words, the gop”s thought, ÔWe cannot imagine what happened to them when they caught
sight of K¨§Ãa.Õ And then with great desire to smell the fragrance of the body of K¨§Ãa, they
smeared that kuºkuma upon their faces, and with the desire to relish the enjoyment He engaged
in, they smeared it upon their breasts. Thus engaged, they were able to consider themselves
enjoyed by K¨§Ãa and gave up that diseased condition, the distress caused by Cupid. ÔAlas,Õ the gop”s
think, Ôthis kuºkuma must have some special potency. On the other hand, we have not been able
to obtain even this kuºkuma within our entire lives.Õ
ÒThis same verse is cited in ‚r”mad Ujjvala-n”lamaÃi under the topic of mŒdana, and shows how
even when they are constantly enjoying with Him, they automatically engage in glorification just by
encountering His fragrance. According to the verse sadŒ bhoge api, since the state of mŒdana incorporates all the other loving sentiments, all kinds of intimate enjoyment and all kinds of pleasure
exist within mŒdana. Therefore, this pastime (of the Pulind”s) is also one of intimate mutual enjoyment because K¨§Ãa automatically appeared together with that kuºkuma. Consequently, we should
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conclude that as described in the earlier verse of this chapter, varÃayantyo Õbhirebhire: ÔWhile
describing the glories of kuºkuma, they embraced one another.Õ This indicates that K¨§Ãa Himself
suddenly appeared and they were engaged in embracing Him.Ó
The gop”s become mad as they reveal newer and newer things rising in their hearts. Abhire means
punaú punaú, they embrace one another again and again. The symptom of mŒdana-bhŒva is that
after enjoying with K¨§Ãa, they think they have not enjoyed with Him at all. The gop”s see K¨§Ãa
again and again, yet they think they have never seen Him before and that they are seeing Him for
the first time. Actually, the kuºkuma is coming from their own breasts, yet they think they are
unfortunate. This is mŒdana. They forget everything that has happened previously and only desire
K¨§Ãa. In this case, they reach divyonmŒda, speak citra-jalpa, and go through so many stages of
ecstasy. The difference between divyonmŒda and mŒdana is that in meeting, prema-vaicittya (feelings of separation even in the presence of the beloved) arises, whereas divyonmŒda and citra-jalpa
arise from separation.
‚r” Vi•vanŒtha Cakravart” continues: ÒThis same idea is stated in Ujjvala-n”lamaÃi (14.219), sarvabhŒvodgam-ollŒs” mŒdano Õyam parŒtparaú/rŒjate hlŒdin”-sŒro rŒdhŒyŒm eva yaú sadŒ: ÔThat prema
which is the very essence of the hlŒdin” potency and which is the fully blossomed manifestation of
all the spiritual sentiments from rati up to modana adhiru¶ha mahŒbhŒva is known as mŒdana. It is
the highest development of prema and is therefore superior even to modana mahŒbhŒva. It is
always present only within ‚r”mati RŒdhikŒ.Õ (It does not arise even in LalitŒ.)Ó
In RŒdhŒ we find divyonmŒda as well as mŒdanaikya-bhŒva. So he is saying that this dayitŒ is ‚r”mat” RŒdhikŒ. This is one of the best •lokas in the ‚r”mad-BhŒgavatam. If you want to have some
experience of this •loka, you will have to become the dŒs” of ‚r”mati RŒdhikŒ, not here, but there,
in that world, the pŒlya-dŒs” of ‚r”mat” RŒdhikŒ. Only then can we understand these bhŒvas. We
hear about them, but they have no effect on us. Those who have greed (lobha) for this can taste
something. They can perform prema-bhakti. Nayanaµ galad-a•ru-dhŒrayŒ, vadanaµ gadgada-ruddhayŒ girŒ, ÒMy dear Lord, when will my eyes be filled with tears when I chant your holy name?
When will my voice choke up and my hair stand on end at the recitation of Your holy name?Ó
(‚ik§Œ§ aka, verse 6).
For those who have not attained these stages, they can still have some greed for it. If even a little ray of lobha comes, then our lives will be perfect. If not, then our k¨§Ãa-bhakti, our sŒdhana is
not real. What is sŒdhana? SŒdhana means our practice of K¨§Ãa consciousness to induce bhŒva. If
we are practicing sŒdhana in this way, then it can be called sŒdhana, otherwise it is not sŒdhana.
In rŒgŒnugŒ-bhajana and in vaidh”-bhakti, •ravaÃam, k”rtanam and smaranam are all going on. We
can have salvation, svarga (heaven), and praise in this world and many other benefits by that aupŒdhika-bhakti (bhakti limited by material designations) but it will not be called rugŒnugŒ-sŒdhana-bhajana. And when bhŒva-bhakti comes, bhŒva-bhakti will be performed for prema-bhakti, otherwise it
wonÕt be real bhŒva-bhakti. When sŒdhana is performed for bhŒva, then it is sŒdhana-bhakti: k¨ti
sŒdhya bhavet sŒdhya bhŒva.
SŒdhya-bhŒva means the sŒdhana which manifests bhŒva. Then it is called sŒdhana. But when some
state of bhŒva is achieved by sŒdhana, it will no longer be called sŒdhana but nitya-siddha-bhŒva.
How can we call sŒdhana performed by a sŒdhaka, nitya-siddha-bhŒva? If it is nitya-siddha in gop”-
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bhŒva, by the association of a devotee who is practiced in that bhŒva and by the practice of sŒdhana aimed in that direction, then that bhŒva will enter the heart of a sŒdhaka.
But the seed of the particular bhŒva must also be there. When that seed is nourished by the nityasiddha bhŒva situated in the hearts of the LordÕs eternal associates, then it manifests in the heart
of the sŒdhaka. It is like the formation of pearls. Pearls do not appear everywhere, but when the
svŒti-nak§atra constellation is in the sky, then pearls are formed from the raindrops that fall at that
time. But to form the bhŒva in our own hearts, we need more than the raindrops of association. If
there is no seed for a particular bhŒva, then that pearl will not form. For a plant to grow, both
water and a seed are needed.
In rŒgŒnugŒ-sŒdhana we will remember what the gop”s are doing, how they are performing Œrat”
with their eyes and hearts, and how that is like the ghee lamp offered during Œrat” in the temple.
We should remember the Œrat” of LalitŒ, Vi•ŒkhŒ and all the other gop”s. •rat” will be udd”pana for
us, a stimulus for love, just as when we see peacocks, we can remember the pastimes of kuºkuma
and all the gop”s.
When LalitŒ is offering water in the Œrat”, she may be thinking that RŒdhŒ and K¨§Ãa have just
awoken for ni•Œnta-l”lŒ. She is offering Them water to wash Their faces. There are so many signs
of amorous sports on the bodies of Yugala-ki•ora which Ja ilŒ would be able to see, so LalitŒ is
washing these away, offering water and a cloth. This is ‚r”mat” RŒdhikŒÕs desire, that all these things
will be washed away before She goes home. ‚r”mat” RŒdhikŒ tells K¨§Ãa that He should also wash
Himself, and She and the gop”s point out where there are signs of Their sporting. A person performing rŒgŒnugŒ-bhajana will have a heart full of these images and may see better and better ideas
of how to serve. I cannot say what all these things are because they are the ideas of superior devotees.
RaghunŒtha dŒsa GosvŒm” has explained the pastime of ‚r”mat” RŒdhikŒ bringing a Pulind” girl in
DŒna-keli-cintŒmaÃi. However, he has covered the pastime so no one can enter it. He has intimated
about the valuable maÃis (jewels) and mŒÃikas (weights) but we are unable to ascertain what they
are. Vi•vanŒtha Cakravart” æhŒkura wrote a commentary on this work, but he still did not disclose
the inner meanings. He did not want to spoil it. It should be like that. The pastime should reveal
itself in the heart of the listener by service to the guru in the paramparŒ. No one should attempt
to immediately gain knowledge of all these things. Otherwise kŒma (mundane lust) and prema will
be mistaken to be the same and the proper understanding will be spoiled.
We should pray that these pastimes manifest in our hearts by the mercy of our guru and guruparamparŒ. But we should think, ÒI am still waiting for that. If I had greed, then it would have been
revealed. I want to have greed, but I donÕt have it.Ó By hearing these pastimes, tears should come
to our eyes and our hearts should melt. ‚r” Caitanya MahŒprabhu tasted the reality of this pastime
in the Gambh”rŒ.
By hearing a verse like this VeÃu-g”ta verse, greed can develop. It will develop, but at present it
is not there in us. Only in the ‚r”mad-BhŒgavatam has ‚ukadeva GosvŒm” revealed all these things.
Those who have no greed can develop it by reading and sŒdhana. Those who already possess greed
can increase it by hearing these pastimes.
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By hearing these pastimes, worldly lust can be destroyed, but we also have to have •raddhŒ, faith.
Otherwise, lust will arise in us and we will see K¨§ÃaÕs pastimes through the eyes of that worldly
lust. We will not give His pastimes a chance to act. If someone has no taste for the holy name, or
for hari-kathŒ, then he will not have the opportunity to hear these pastimes. ‚ukadeva GosvŒm”
warns us not to disclose these pastimes to people who do not possess greed, or in other words,
to worldly people. Those who are too much possessed by anger, lust or envy should not hear them.
For us, that last trace of lust, anger and envy is being dissipated because the ‚r”mad-BhŒgavatam
has given a blessing:

vikr”¶itaµ vraja-vadhŸbhir idaµ ca vi§Ãoú
•raddhŒnvito Õnu•¨ÃuyŒd atha varÃayed yaú
bhaktiµ parŒµ bhagavati pratilabhya kŒmaµ
h¨d-rogam Œ•v apahinoty acireÃa dh”raú
ÒA sober person who in the beginning faithfully and continuously hears the narrations of Lord ‚r”
K¨§ÃaÕs unprecedented rŒsa dance with the young wives of Vraja, and later repeats those pastimes,
very soon attains parŒ-bhakti or prema-bhakti towards the Supreme Lord and thereafter, becomes
competent to quickly dispel the heart disease of lust.Ó (BhŒg. 10.33.39). Bhakti will enter the heart
and throw out lust; without bhakti, lust will prevail.
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Text Eighteen
hantŒyam adrir abalŒ hari-dŒsa-varyo
yad rŒma-k¨§Ãa-caraÃa-spara•a-pramodaú
mŒnaµ tanoti saha-go-gaÃayos tayor yat
pŒn”ya-sŸyavasa-kandara-kandamŸlaiú
hantaÑOh (indicating distress); ayamÑthis (as if indicating with the finger that Govardhana is just
nearby); adriúÑhill (GirirŒja Govardhana); abalŒúÑO friends (sakh”s) (abalŒú literally means those
who are devoid of bala or strength to serve K¨§Ãa in the same capacity as Govardhana); hari-dŒsavaryaúÑthe best among the servants of Lord Hari (Hari: He who steals away the mind, sinful activities and all distress); yat-rŒma-k¨§Ãa-caraÃa-spara•aÑbecause of the touch of the lotus feet of ‚r”
K¨§Ãa and ‚r” BalarŒma (or because of the touch of the lotus feet of ‚r” K¨§Ãa and the ramaÃ”sÑ
gop”s); pramodaúÑjubilant (jubilation giving rise to the eight sŒttvika-bhŒvas such as standing of the
hairs on end in the form of grass, tears in the form of cascading water, etc.); mŒnaµ tanotiÑoffers
respect (by offering various services); sahaÑwith; go-gaÃayoúÑthe cows, calves and cowherd
boys; tayoúÑto Them (to the two lotus feet of ‚r” K¨§Ãa, or to the lotus feet of yugalaÑ‚r” K¨§Ãa
and His ramaÃ”); yatÑbecause; pŒn”yaÑwith drinking water or the fragrant cool water from
GovardhanaÕs waterfalls; sŸyavasaÑvery soft grass, food grains, flowers and fruits; kandaraÑcaves;
kanda-mŸlaiúÑand edible roots

Translation
O sakh”s! This GirirŒja Govardhana is the best of all the devotees of ‚r” Hari (‚r” Harideva). How
fortunate he is indeed! Have you not seen how elated he is to obtain the touch of the lotus feet of
‚r” K¨§Ãa, who is prŒÃa-vallabha, dearer to us than life, and those of ‚r” Baladeva who is nayanŒbhirŒma, the source of delight for the eyes? Who can adequately praise his fortune? Just see how
graciously he receives all the cows and cowherd boyfriends of K¨§Ãa and BalarŒma. He supplies
cool, clear and sweet water for bathing and drinking, soft green grass for the cows, caves for them
to rest in, and fruits and roots for them to eat. Truly, this GirirŒja Govardhana is blessed.

Commentary
HantŒyam adrir abalŒ hari-dŒsa-varyo. AbalŒ means the sakh”s, the gop”s. One gop” is speaking to
the other gop”s. Why are they called abalŒ? Because they have no power and no good fortune to
be able to touch the lotus feet of K¨§Ãa. They are unfortunate and therefore the word abalŒ is used.
In reality, the gop”s are not abalŒ, they are sabalŒ. They do have power or •akti because they are
K¨§ÃaÕs energy. But they feel unfortunate and powerless. They see through their inner eyes that
the dust of V¨ndŒvana, the grass, the trees, the ponds and rivers are so much more fortunate than
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themselves. All moving and nonmoving entities living in V¨ndŒvana are more fortunate than they
are because they have the opportunity to touch the lotus feet of K¨§Ãa and to see His form. And
even more than seeing K¨§Ãa, some of the living entities have the opportunity to play with K¨§Ãa
and to touch His hands and feet. For those living entities that cannot walk, K¨§Ãa goes to them. He
climbs the trees and affectionately plucks the flowers from the creepers. He pets the cows and
loves the calves so much. The gop”s think that everything in V¨ndŒvana is more fortunate than
themselves.
HantŒyam adrir abalŒ. Hanta is told in kheda, in duúkha, in sorrow. If we want something and
cannot get it, then we will become sorrowful. On the other hand, if there is an excess of joy, then
ÒHanta! Hanta!Ó We will make exclamations of our happiness. But here the gop”§ are saying hanta
in sorrow. They are full of sorrow. They are disappointed that they donÕt have an opportunity to
see K¨§Ãa. Thus they remember GirirŒja Govardhana, ayam adrir, this Hill. The gop”s use the word
ayam, this, to indicate Govardhana. They speak as if they are near Govardhana Hill, but they are at
home. They feel so much affection that they have become mad (pramŒda).
PramŒda is used for special women. The gop”s are k¨§Ãasya-pramŒda. They have become mad out
of love. GirirŒja Govardhana is also mad. He has forgotten his body and everything connected with
his body. Similarly the gop”s have forgotten everything about themselvesÑtheir bodies, their relatives, where they are, their bodily functionsÑtherefore they are called mad. When they are performing the rŒsa dance with K¨§Ãa, they are called pramŒda because they can become so filled with
love for K¨§Ãa that they become mŒnavat” or anurŒgavat”. Then they are filled with mahŒbhŒva or
more. That is why they are called pramŒda: pramŒda ramŒ-pati, mad for RamŒ-pati, K¨§Ãa.
In this verse, adri means GirirŒja Govardhana. The gop”s are sitting in their houses and talking
about the good fortune of Govardhana Hill. He is the best servant of Lord Hari (hari-dŒsa-varya).
Why do they call him hari-dŒsa-varya? Because if anyone serves K¨§Ãa and satisfies Him, and when
that servant is overjoyed by serving and the master is overjoyed with the servantÕs service, then he
is called hari-dŒsa. The servant feels joy that the master is satisfied, and then the master becomes
joyful that his servant is satisfied in his service, which in turn makes the servant more joyfulÑin this
way a rivalry is created between them. It is difficult to say who is happier.
K¨§ÃadŒsa KavirŒja GosvŒm” has described this phenomenon in relation to K¨§Ãa and the gop”s
in the Caitanya-caritŒm¨ta. If anyone serves his master and suffers due to the difficulties in his service, then that is not service. ÒBecause I have been working so hard, now I am tired, but I cannot
sleep because I have to continue doing my service.Ó This is not the mentality of a servant. If any
servant is performing his service unwillingly, then that sevaka is not performing sevŒ. He is vaka, a
deceitful crane. There is no service, no se, only vaka. Those who serve, but feel tired or who are
not feeling any bliss, are not servants.
When Govardhana serves K¨§Ãa, his hair stands on end and tears flow from his eyes (roma–capulaka, a•ru-kampa), and he feels bliss in having K¨§ÃaÕs feet touch his body. He becomes overjoyed.
Indra throws lightning on Govardhana, but still Govardhana feels bliss in his service to K¨§Ãa.
Therefore, Govardhana is a superior servant.
Similarly, if a devotee serves his gurudeva and his gurudeva is pleased, and if the devotee experiences joy in his service, giving everything, even his own body to his gurudeva, and is simply satisfied that he has offered service, then that is a servant.
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In this verse, Govardhana Hill is being described. Harideva is his master. Harideva walks on the
body of GirirŒja Govardhana. A servant can serve his master by sthŒna (position), mana (mind),
dhana (wealth), vidyŒ (knowledge), buddhi (intelligence)Ñwhatever he has, he should offer. If a man
is serving his spiritual master or his beloved only with his words, but not with his heart, body, or
wealth, then he is not a good servant. If he is serving with all his means, even with his heart and
body, then that is a servant.
If someone is serving by his body, mind and any other means at his disposal, but cannot give his
soul to the full extent, then that is ai•varya-bhŒva. A sakhŒ can serve K¨§Ãa, yet he cannot give his
entire body to K¨§ÃaÕs service. A mother or father can also serve K¨§Ãa. They give everything,
including their hearts and souls, but still, there is one thing they cannot give. The gop”s, however,
can give everything. There is nothing left for them, not even their reputation. They risk being
shamed in society. They risk everything.
In this verse, the gop”s see that Govardhana never keeps anything for himself. He gives everything to K¨§Ãa. The ‚r”mad-BhŒgavatam (10.47.56) describes Uddhava, one of three persons who
have been described as hari-dŒsa: k¨§Ãaµ saµsmŒrayan reme hari-dŒso vrajaukasŒm, ÒThat servant
of Lord Hari enjoyed inspiring the inhabitants of V¨ndŒvana by reminding them of Lord K¨§Ãa.Ó
We see that NŒrada is also a bhakta because he serves K¨§Ãa and all the other avatŒras. PrahlŒda,
Dhruva, NŒrada, VyŒsaÑall are servants. But in the ‚r”mad-BhŒgavatam, only three persons have
been designated as hari-dŒsa. One is Yudhi§ hira MahŒrŒja. In the RŒjasuya-yaj–a when all the ¨§is,
brahma¨§is, Grandfather Bh”§ma, VyŒsa, NŒrada, and all the other saints and sages arrived, Yudhi§ hira MahŒrŒja said, ÒOh, I am so fortunate today that these ¨§is have come to my house to see
K¨§Ãa. I am so fortunate.Ó Then Yudhi§ hira MahŒrŒja said, ÒYou are the greatest saints in the
world. K¨§Ãa wants to meet you.Ó
NŒrada told Yudhi§ hira that he was millions of times more fortunate than the sages: ÒK¨§Ãa is
living in your home as a servant, friend and master. He is washing the feet of all the ¨§is who have
come here for the RŒjasuya sacrifice. K¨§Ãa is the goal for all human beings, yet He is rarely seen.
But here He is, living in your home. K¨§Ãa has become your servant. We have not come here to
see K¨§Ãa but to see the sacrifice and to see how you have conquered the unconquerable K¨§Ãa
and made Him happy.Ó ÒThe ¨§is have come only to see you because that parabrahma, the witness
in the heart, K¨§Ãa, is always with you in your home like an intimate friend.Ó NŒrada began to weep
and ‚ukadeva was overjoyed in relating this to MahŒrŒja Par”k§it. ÒOh, how wonderful it is.Ó HaridŒsasya rŒjar§e rŒjasŸya-mahodayam (BhŒg. 10.75.27).
In this case, hari-dŒsaya means Yudhi§ hira. The sages say, ÒHow fortunate the PaÃ¶avas are that
in their RŒjasuya-yaj–a, we have all gathered to see them with K¨§Ãa. They are serving K¨§Ãa so
much that K¨§Ãa has become controlled by them.Ó This is hari-dŒsa: Yudhi§ hira is K¨§ÃaÕs elder,
and therefore he was not personally serving K¨§Ãa, although the other PaÃ¶avas, Queen Kunti,
Yudhi§ hiraÕs wives and children, and all the men of his kingdom were serving Him. In this way,
K¨§Ãa has become controlled by sthŒna, mana, dhana, vidyŒ and buddhi. They are giving everything
to K¨§Ãa, but only MahŒrŒja Yudhi§ hira has been referred to as hari-dŒsa.
‚ukadeva GosvŒm” has also described Uddhava as hari-dŒsa: k¨§Ãaµ saµsmŒrayan reme hari-dŒso
vrajaukasŒm. ‚ukadeva GosvŒm” is saying that in happiness, K¨§Ãa has sent Uddhava to console His
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father and mother, the gop”s and all the residents of V¨ndŒvana. Therefore, Uddhava is hari-dŒsa
because he has given everything to the service of K¨§Ãa. K¨§Ãa told Uddhava that He should go
Himself, but instead He is sending Uddhava as a representative (pratinidhi). Therefore, he is haridŒsa.
Why didnÕt K¨§Ãa go Himself? He wanted to increase the glories of the bhŒva of separation. If
there is no separation, then how will mahŒbhŒva, citra-jalpa and all the other states the gop”s experience be manifest to this world? Everyone will think that K¨§Ãa was cruel. K¨§Ãa likes to hear Himself described in this way by the gop”s. And He agrees with their analysis. But by His apparent cruelty, He has revealed the highest stages of love of God.
There are also other reasons why K¨§Ãa did not personally go to see the gop”s. One time at
Prema-sarovara (near Var§ŒÃŒ), K¨§Ãa was sitting with ‚r”mat” RŒdhikŒ and the other gop”s. A bee
came and began to buzz around ‚r”mat” RŒdhikŒÕs feet, thinking that it had found a fragrant lotus
flower. RŒdhikŒ became frightened and She began running back and forth to escape the bee. The
bee persistently tried to touch Her feet. Finally, Madhumaºgala took a stick and chased the bee
away. He came back and told RŒdhikŒ, ÒThat madhusŸdhana (the bee) has gone. He will never come
back.Ó RŒdhikŒ was sitting on K¨§ÃaÕs lap but She began to cry, ÒWhere is MadhusŸdhana, where is
MadhusŸdana?Ó K¨§Ãa was amazed at Her feelings of separation even while in His presence (premavaicittya).
After some time, K¨§Ãa saw that even in meeting RŒdhikŒ feels separation; whereas in separation, She embraces a tamŒla tree and talks, laughs and behaves like She is with K¨§Ãa. In this way
He saw that if He is present, She may feel separation, and if He is absent, then in separation She
will meet Him and eat, drink and always be happy. K¨§Ãa decided He should not live in V¨ndŒvana.
Then the whole world would know the glories of the gop”sÕ love-in-separation. Therefore, He left
V¨ndŒvana and never visibly came back.
In this verse the gop”s see that Govardhana gives everything to K¨§Ãa. K¨§Ãaµ saµsmŒrayan reme
hari-dŒso vrajaukasŒm: Govardhana is serving in so many ways. At last they say: yad rŒma-k¨§ÃacaraÃa-spara•a-pramodaú, ÒBeing touched by the lotus feet of K¨§Ãa and BalarŒma, Govardhana Hill
appears very jubilant.Ó
He is hari-dŒsa-varya. Hari-dŒsa-varya (the best servant of Lord Hari) is Govardhana. The gop”s
have so much more honor and respect for Govardhana than they do for Uddhava or Yudi§ hira,
because yad rŒma-k¨§Ãa-caraÃa-spara•a-pramodaú, K¨§Ãa puts His lotus feet on the body of
Govardhana and Govardhana feels great joy. When K¨§Ãa goes cowherding with His brother, His
cows and His friends, He goes to GirirŒja Govardhana. Then Govardhana feels the touch of K¨§ÃaÕs
lotus feet. GirirŒja Govardhana is hari-dŒsa-varya because unlike NŒrada, VyŒsa, ‚uka and other
sages, Govardhana has made his body the abode of K¨§Ãa. GirirŒja Govardhana becomes a ku–ja,
he provides guphas (caves) and sarovaras (ponds). These are all present on his head and body.
K¨§Ãa takes the cows and cowherd boys to Govardhana and Govardhana feels so much joy in
serving them that tears come from his eyes in the form of the MŒnas”-GaºgŒ, Kusuma-sarovara and
other bodies of water. Govardhana sheds so many tears and experiences so much joy. In his
ecstasy, his hairs stand on end (in the form of the grass) and all kinds of flowers blossom. So much
sweet-smelling grass grows on Govardhana as a result of his ecstasy, and these grasses in turn nour-
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ish the cows and calves and make their milk sweet. Also, in the different seasons, Govardhana
makes his body useful for K¨§Ãa. In the rainy season he becomes dry so that K¨§Ãa can walk everywhere; in the winter he becomes warm; in summer he becomes cool. Govardhana changes according to the seasons so that the atmosphere will be pleasant for K¨§Ãa, and he provides water, grass
and thousands of fruit trees such as sweet mango and juicy jackfruit. Govardhana grows every kind
of fruit and flower. He provides beautiful thrones that have the sweet fragrance of musk. He also
provides beautiful ku–jas where there are flower beds (paryaºka). Govardhana provides beautiful
jewels (ratna) and minerals. Usually stones are hard, but the stones of Govardhana are soft. By
hearing the sweet sound of K¨§ÃaÕs flute, his stones melt. This is how he changes just to please
K¨§Ãa. And mŒnaµ tanoti saha-go-gaÃayos tayor yat: Govardhana gives all respect to the cows,
cowherd boys, BalarŒma and K¨§Ãa. He serves them all.
In his commentary on C.c. Madhya 18.34, ‚r”la Vi•vanŒtha Cakravart” æhŒkura explains the opulence of Govardhana Hill as follows: pŒn”ya refers to the fragrant cool water from GovardhanaÕs
waterfalls. PŒn”ya means pŒn”-jal. PŒn”ya and sŸyavasya: when these two words are combined, it
becomes pŒn”yasu. Here pŒn”ya means jal and sŸ means sŸyate, or jharati. Water is coming out and
falling (nirjhara) like a waterfall or a fountain. Generally, sŸyavasa means good grains, but Vi•vanŒtha
Cakravart” has combined sŸ with pŒn”ya and used that to explain that there are waterfalls on
Govardhana Hill.
SŸyavasa also means all kinds of food grains, flowers and fruits. Kandara means gupha or cave.
Govardhana supplies caves that are pleasing both in summer and in winter for sitting, lying down
and playing. KandamŸlaiú means edible roots. By upalak§aÃa or indirect inference one should also
understand that Govardhana supplies jewelled beds, seats, lamps, mirrors, and so on. Whatever
K¨§Ãa or His friends and cows want, the plants on Govardhana immediately provide because
Govardhana gives all respect to everyone in K¨§ÃaÕs entourage. Therefore, he is certainly a bhagavata-bhakta, the crest-jewel of all devotees and of all hari-dŒsas. Yudi§ hira MahŒrŒja cannot serve
like Govardhana, and neither can Uddhava serve like Govardhana, although he was able to represent K¨§Ãa to the gop”s.
The gop”s say that Uddhava cannot do one thing: yad rŒma-k¨§Ãa-caraÃa-spara•a-pramodaú. What
does this mean? This is an indirect meaning. Are they referring to RŒma and K¨§Ãa? RŒma here does
not mean Baladeva. It means ramaÃ”ya, charming and delightful, or one who is to be delighted by
amorous sports. Thus rŒma-k¨§Ãa-caraÃa (the lotus feet of RŒma and K¨§Ãa) actually means
ramaÃ”ya-k¨§Ãa-caraÃa, the charming lotus feet of ‚r” K¨§Ãa alone. The gop”s have exclusive
(ananya) prema for K¨§Ãa; they are not seeing BalarŒma. In the rŒsa dance K¨§Ãa plays with RŒdhikŒ and enjoys with the gop”s. This hari-dŒsa is the witness of that. RŒdhŒ and K¨§Ãa and all the
gop”s walk on his head and chest. His chest is the platform for their rŒsa dance. He feels joyful that
K¨§Ãa is playing and dancing with the gop”s. That is why he has so much pramoda, jubilation. Therefore, this gop” says that RŒma means ramaÃ”ya, that K¨§Ãa is loving all the gop”s as their lover. Yad
rŒma-k¨§Ãa-caraÃa-spara•a-pramodaú mŒnaµ tanoti saha-go-gaÃayos tayor yat pŒn”ya-sŸyavasa-kandara-kandamŸlaiú.
The gop”s speak this concealed (avahita) meaning by using the word rŒma. According to the
Amara-ko•a dictionary, the word rŒma has three meanings: blue, charming, and white. Vi•vanŒtha
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Cakravart” æhŒkura has explained that rŒma has another meaning also: ÒThe phrase he abalŒ indicates that for you who are under the control of your master, the only strength is to take shelter
of him. Because of this joy, yataú, he is expanding honor and worship in order to satisfy Them. It
refers to the two of Them who are present with all the cows.Ó
GirirŒja Govardhana is more glorious than the other two hari-dŒsas because he can serve RŒdhŒ
and K¨§Ãa with his body. Because he has served with his body, he has seen the rarest sight. K¨§Ãa
dances with all the gop”s on his chest, but Uddhava and Yudhi§ hira cannot witness this.
Both SanŒtana GosvŒm” and RaghunŒtha dŒsa GosvŒm” have described the glories of Giri-Govardhana in their prayers and they have indicated who is speaking of Govardhana Hill as hari-dŒsa-varya.
SanŒtana GosvŒm” says, he govardhana, ayati •aila kulŒ-dh”rŒja. When glorifying GirirŒja Govardhana
in B¨had-bhŒgavatŒm¨ta, he says that Govardhana should be praised, because it is the gop”s who
have called him hari-dŒsa-varya. But RaghunŒtha dŒsa GosvŒm”, in his ‚r” Govardhana-vŒsaprarthanŒ-da•akam (text 8) says: giri-n¨pa! haridŒsa-•reÃi-varyeti-nŒmŒm¨tam idam uditaµ •r”-rŒdhikŒ-vaktra-candrŒt, ÒO king of mountains! Look! From the moonlike mouth of ‚r” RŒdhŒ the following words have issued: ÔHey lovely friends! This hill is the most superb of all of K¨§ÃaÕs servants.ÕÓ
SanŒtana GosvŒm” says that one of the gop”s spoke this verse, but RaghunŒtha dŒsa GosvŒm” says
RŒdhikŒ Herself spoke it. Vi•vanŒtha Cakravart” æhŒkura reconciles these two opinions by saying
that RŒdhikŒ is a gop”. SanŒtana GosvŒm” says a gop” spoke this verse and Vi•vanŒtha Cakravart”
shows that this does not contradict the fact that RŒdhikŒ is speaking. RŒdhŒ is the head of all the
gop”s. If RaghunŒtha dŒsa GosvŒm” says •r” rŒdhikŒ vaktra-candrŒt, then She is the gop” who is
speaking. Where did RŒdhikŒ say this? In the eighteenth verse of the VeÃu-g”ta.
RŸpa GosvŒm” agrees with this viewpoint, and, therefore, RaghunŒtha dŒsa GosvŒm”, as a
rŸpŒnugŒ, has prayed in this way. He says that RŒdhikŒ is speaking these verses: BarhŒp”¶aµ na avara-vapuú karÃayoú karÃikŒraµ (text 5), and ak§aÃvatŒµ phalam idaµ na paraµ vidŒmaú sakhyaú
pa•Ÿn anuvive•ayator vayasyaiú (text 7). This verse (text 18) is also being spoken by ‚r”mat” RŒdhikŒ. The proof is that in the previous verse (text 17), it said dayitŒ stana-maÃ¶itena. RŒdhikŒ has
given the kuºkuma from Her breast to K¨§ÃaÕs feet, but She has forgotten. This is the most mŒdhurya thing, that She has once given Her kuºkuma to K¨§Ãa, but She Herself wants to taste that
exchange again. Therefore, there is no real difference of opinion on this point between SanŒtana
GosvŒm” and RaghunŒtha dŒsa GosvŒm”.
GirirŒja Govardhana tastes more bliss (Œnanda) than Uddhava can understand. Uddhava has no
experience of the rŒsa dance or how K¨§Ãa becomes controlled by this gop”. K¨§Ãa puts His hand
on the neck of the gop”s. ‚ukadeva GosvŒm” says:

nŒyaµ •triyo Õºga u nitŒnta-rateú prasŒdaú
svar-yo§itŒµ nalina-gandha-rucŒµ kuto ÕnyŒú
rŒsotsave Õsya bhuja-daÃ¶a-g¨h”ta-kaÃ halabdhŒ•i§Œµ ya udagŒd vraja-vallabh”nŒm
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ÒIn the rŒsa-l”lŒ, BhagavŒn ‚r” K¨§Ãa embraced the gop”s with His powerful arms and thus fulfilled
their heartÕs desire. This transcendental favor was never bestowed upon Lak§m”, although she
always resides at the chest of ‚r” NŒrŒyaÃa and is situated in unalloyed prema. Neither was it
obtained by the consorts of the LordÕs incarnations in the spiritual world. Indeed, never was such
a thing even imagined by the most beautiful girls in the heavenly planets, whose bodily luster and
aroma resemble the lotus flower. What to speak of other women.Ó (BhŒg. 10.47.60).
This verse is also spoken for ‚r”mat” RŒdhikŒ, because when K¨§Ãa left the gop”s during the rŒsa
dance and went into the forest with ‚r”mat” RŒdhikŒ, K¨§Ãa held onto Her neck and said, ÒYou
should not leave Me because I cannot live without You.Ó In this way, RŒdhikŒ controls K¨§Ãa.
GirirŒja Govardhana sees this fact. He is the witness of all these pastimes. K¨§Ãa is performing the
rŒsa dance on his chest and GirirŒja Govardhana is tasting these pastimes and feeling jubilation.
Pramoda means pramŒda, madness; it is similar to what the gop”s experience. The gop”s say that
they would like to be a govardhana-•ilŒ, a very small stone from Govardhana. Each part of Govardhana, each •ilŒ, is so fortunate to experience K¨§ÃaÕs touch and to melt upon hearing His flute song.
When K¨§Ãa puts his feet on Govardhana, the stones are as soft as butter because they have been
melted by the sound of His flute. ÒBut we cannot melt like that. We also hear the sweet sound of
the flute and we also see K¨§Ãa, but still we are not melting. Therefore, let us become dust on
Govardhana or a stone so that we can melt at the sound of K¨§ÃaÕs flute.Ó
How can we become a stone? If anyone wants k¨§Ãa-bhakti or k¨§Ãa-prema, he should take shelter under a tadŒtmikŒ-bhakta. If he does not have the association of a tadŒtmikŒ-bhakta, then he
should have the association of a rŒgŒnugŒ-bhakta. If he does not have that association, then at least
he should seek out the association of a devotee who has a sense of greed toward rŒgŒnugŒ. Then
his own greed can develop and he can approach rŒgŒnugŒ-bhakti. Therefore, we pray and take shelter of GirirŒja Govardhana. Govardhana Hill is so udŒra, liberal. He can give his association because
he has served K¨§Ãa and His associates and cows. If we surrender ourselves to GirirŒja Govardhana, he will give us his blessings because he is so liberal. We are praying to him to give us his mercy
so that we can become qualified to also serve K¨§Ãa. This is the main purport of this verse.
We are servants of the gop”s and therefore we have to worship Govardhana as they have
instructed. If we serve him like Harideva, then we will lose something. And if we worship GirirŒja
as written here (hari-dŒsa-varya), then we will gain so much more. If anyone worships K¨§Ãa, he
does not gain as much as if he serves K¨§ÃaÕs devotees. If anyone serves the gop”§, he gains so much,
thousands of times more than worshiping K¨§Ãa. Our GosvŒm”s are wise to choose the service of
the gop”s. They want to be the pŒlya-dŒs” of RŒdhŒ, not pŒlya-dŒs” of K¨§Ãa.
Caitanya MahŒprabhu worships His govardhana-•ilŒ as K¨§Ãa. He has taken the mood of ‚r”mat”
RŒdhikŒ and always aspires to taste K¨§Ãa. Everywhere He looks, He sees K¨§Ãa, K¨§Ãa, K¨§Ãa.
Therefore, He also sees Govardhana as K¨§Ãa. He worships Govardhana by bathing him with tears
and embracing the •ilŒ to his chest.
‚r”mati RŒdhikŒ doesnÕt worship Govardhana as K¨§Ãa, but as hari-dŒsa-varya. She desires that
GirirŒja gives Her a beautiful, decorated ku–ja and beautiful lakes and waterfalls. If She were to see
Govardhana as Caitanya MahŒprabhu saw him, namely as K¨§Ãa, then how would He be able to give
Her solitary ku–jas and beautiful fruits and flowers for Her service to Him? K¨§Ãa cannot give Her
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all these things. Therefore, the mood of worshiping Govardhana is different in caitanya-l”lŒ than in
k¨§Ãa-l”lŒ.
There are two perceptions. One is that of ‚r”mat” RŒdhikŒ when She is in Vraja, and the other is
that of K¨§Ãa when He takes the mood of ‚r”mat” RŒdhikŒ as Caitanya MahŒprabhu. When Caitanya
MahŒprabhu is perceiving Himself as ‚r”mat” RŒdhikŒ, Her bhŒva is there, but there are also some
differences. This is acintya-bhedŒbheda. Caitanya MahŒprabhu in the mood of ‚r”mat” RŒdhikŒ sees
Govardhana as K¨§Ãa, but in Vraja, She sees Govardhana as hari-dŒsa-varya.
We want to serve Govardhana as ‚r”mat” RŒdhikŒ and Her gop”s do. Caitanya MahŒprabhu saw
only K¨§Ãa, and when He placed a gu–ja-mŒlŒ next to His •ilŒ, then He also saw ‚r”mat” RŒdhikŒ. In
Caitanya MahŒprabhuÕs pastimes, ‚r”mati RŒdhikŒ is not directly presentÑonly Her mood is present. Therefore, there is a difference between caitanya-l”lŒ and k¨§Ãa-l”lŒ.
K¨§Ãa-smaran janam casya (Bhakti-rasŒm¨ta-sindhu, 1.2.294): we want to practice rŒgŒnugŒ-bhajana. K¨§Ãa-smaran means remembrance of K¨§Ãa. Janam means the associates of K¨§Ãa in that very
rasa that a devotee aspires toward. K¨§Ãa is one, but His associates are of five kinds. Anyone who
has greed in any of these five rasas, especially in mŒdhurya-rasa, and within mŒdhurya-rasa, tat tat
bhŒva iccŒmayi ma–jar”-bhŒva, then they should practice remembrance of that bhŒva even more
than of K¨§Ãa.
K¨§Ãa is the object of prema and RŒdhŒ is the Œ•raya, or the shelter of prema. Those in gop”ma–jar”-bhŒva have to practice remembrance of the Œ•raya-tattva. LalitŒ and Vi•ŒkhŒ are also Œ•rayatattva, along with RŸpa Ma–jar” and Rati Ma–jar”. (LalitŒ and Vi•ŒkhŒ sometimes act in ma–jar”-bhŒva,
although they are sakh”s). All the gop”s (except ‚r”mat” RŒdhikŒ) are of two kinds. LalitŒ and Vi•ŒkhŒ
are kŒmŒtmikŒ-gop”s, but they can also enter gop”-ma–jar”-bhŒva. In Caitanya-caritŒm¨ta, Caitanya
MahŒprabhu remembered both ve§as (identities). But if anyone desires this bhŒva, tat tat bhŒva
icchŒmayi ma–jar”-bhŒva, he should remember this bhŒva more than he remembers K¨§Ãa. He
should always be thinking of the services of that ma–jar” he wishes to follow and become tadŒtmikŒ
in that bhŒva. If one is aspiring for that mood, but remembers and worships GirirŒja Govardhana
in the way that Caitanya MahŒprabhu has worshiped him, it will not be conducive for the attainment of that bhŒva. Generally, however, everyone worships like that because they have no association of devotees in ma–jar”-bhŒva. They cannot imagine this bhŒva. We should always remember
the mood of RŒdhikŒ and the gop”s, and especially our gurudeva, from the viewpoint of a ma–jar”,
under the guidance of RŸpa Ma–jar”, Rati Ma–jar” and Lavaºga Ma–jar”.
Govardhana is an associate of K¨§Ãa because he is giving everything he possesses to K¨§ÃaÕs service and especially to the service of the gop”s. There is no need of a ku–ja for the sakhŒs; they can
graze cows anywhere. They have no need to hide. But the gop”s need secret caves and ku–jas.
GirirŒja Govardhana is supplying these for their service. Thus GirirŒja is hari-dŒsa-varya. Therefore,
we should also prefer GirirŒja-varya (Govardhana as a devotee) more than Harideva (Govardhana
as K¨§Ãa Himself). Only someone in the mood of Caitanya MahŒprabhu should think of Govardhana as Hari-deva.
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Text Nineteen
gŒ gopakair anu-vanaµ nayator udŒraveÃu-svanaiú kala-padais tanu-bh¨tsu sakhyaú
aspandanaµ gati-matŒµ pulakas tarŸÃŒµ
niryoga-pŒ•a-k¨ta-lak§aÃayor vicitram
gŒúÑthe cows; gopakaiúÑwith the cowherd boys; anu-vanamÑto each forest; nayatoúÑleading;
udŒraÑvery liberal (the sound of the flute is very liberal because it distributes supreme bliss to the
gop”s at various places); veÃu-svanaiúÑby the vibrations of the LordÕs flute; kala-padaiúÑhaving
sweet tones; tanu-bh¨tsuÑamong the living entities; sakhyaúÑO friends; aspandanam-gatimatŒmÑthe complete nonmovement of those living entities that can move at their own will as well
as the rivers, etc., whose nature is to be always moving; pulakaú-tarŸÃŒµÑthe ecstatic jubilation
of the otherwise nonmoving trees; niryoga-pŒ•aÑthe ropes for binding the rear legs of the cows;
k¨ta-lak§aÃayoúÑof those two (K¨§Ãa and BalarŒma), who are characterized by; vicitramÑwonderful

Translation
Another gop” says: O sakh”s! The movements of these two youths (K¨§Ãa and BalarŒma), one dark
and one fair (‚yŒma-Gaura), is certainly unique. On Their turbans, They have rolled up one type of
rope for binding the legs of the cows at the time of milking. On Their shoulders, They hang another
type of rope for catching the cows who run away. They play on Their flutes and sing sweet songs
with the cowherd boys as They lead the cows from one forest to another. At such times, to say
nothing of the human beings, even the other moving living entities such as the animals and birds, as
well as the rivers, become stunned and the nonmoving trees shiver with ecstasy. What more shall
I tell you of the extraordinary wonders of the flute?

Commentary
The gop”s say, ÒO friends (sakhyaú), O those who have affection for K¨§Ãa (k¨§Ãa-anurŒgin”).Ó
The gop”s are discussing all these pastimes and the speciality of the flute song. Thus they have
become immersed in the ocean of bhŒva (bhŒva-sindhu). They are speaking spontaneously as it
arises in their hearts and minds, not by memory. They explained the characteristics of hari-dŒsavarya, GirirŒja Govardhana, how he serves K¨§Ãa in so many ways. ÒO sakhyaú, it is hard to serve
K¨§ÃaÕs feet in the way that GirirŒja Govardhana serves K¨§ÃaÕs feet. What to speak of serving
K¨§ÃaÕs feet, we cannot even touch K¨§ÃaÕs feet the way GirirŒja Govardhana does, or even smell
Their fragrance. And if anyone knows that we are remembering K¨§ÃaÕs feet in our hearts, then
they will abuse us and make us feel guilty. Still, we cannot hide these feelings. GirirŒja serves K¨§Ãa
in every way.Ó
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The gop”s remember and tell each other: yad rŒma-k¨§Ãa-caraÃa-spara•a-pramodaú mŒnaµ tanoti saha-go-gaÃayos tayor yat pŒn”ya-sŸyavasa-kandara-kandamŸlaiú (text 18), these are the services
performed by Govardhana Hill, and by performing them, he becomes filled with happiness and pleasure from the touch of K¨§ÃaÕs feet. His hair stands on end and perspiration flows from his body.
Then everything comes from his body, especially during the rŒsa dance because at that time, all the
gop”s come. ‚r”mat” RŒdhikŒ is in the middle and all the gop”s dance. At that time, ‚r”mat” RŒdhikŒ
feels tired and K¨§Ãa sits Her on the throne that GirirŒja has prepared. K¨§Ãa gently massages ‚r”mat” RŒdhikŒÕs feet and sometimes He also places Her feet, which are painted with red alta (lac),
on His chest. GirirŒja Govardhana rejoices to see this and to feel K¨§ÃaÕs and RŒdhikŒÕs feet on his
own head, chest and body. He feels overjoyed and tears and perspiration flow. GirirŒja Govardhana trembles as so many bhŒvas arise and he experiences waves of prema. He becomes so filled
with prema that he cannot express his joy.
ÒOh, how much joy this Govardhana is experiencing. Alas, O sakh”s, we cannot touch the feet of
K¨§Ãa or serve in the ways that Govardhana Hill can serve.Ó The gop”s have touched K¨§ÃaÕs feet,
the gop”s have met K¨§Ãa daily and served in the rŒsa dance, but still they are experiencing pŸrvarŒga. Therefore, they speak as if they have never before met K¨§Ãa or had the opportunity to touch
His feet.
GirirŒja Govardhana gives K¨§Ãa so many varieties of sweet and sour fruits. There are four kinds
of tastes in fruitÑlike lemons, oranges, mangoes, and so on. GirirŒja Govardhana gives the fruits
that grow on his body. He doesnÕt have to purchase them or bring them from somewhere else. ÒIf
we had any fruit in our bodies, we could give them to K¨§ÃaÑhow wonderful it would be! But we
do not have those fruits, so what do we have to give like Govardhana?Ó
They think in this way to such an extent that the ‚r”mad-BhŒgavatam cannot explain it fully. Only
the rasika followers of ‚ukadeva GosvŒm” or others can explain all these things. For each item of
service that Govardhana Hill performs, he feels jubilation. He gives everything, but the gop”s feel
that they cannot give anything. They have no fruits, no respect (mŒnaµ tanoti), they cannot touch
K¨§ÃaÕs feet or serve K¨§ÃaÕs cows and boyfriends like Govardhana can. They are expressing a
mood of sorrow. ÒO sakh”s! We cannot imagine how GirirŒja Govardhana is serving in this manner. We do not have that opportunity.Ó Thinking like this, the gop”s are moved in their bhŒva. K¨§Ãa
is herding cows on Govardhana Hill. They are at home, and although They are at home, they can
see Govardhana in their hearts.
Go means cows and gopakair means cowherd boys. K¨§Ãa protects the cows and cowherd boys
from every calamity, and He also protects them from separation. Another meaning is that they take
K¨§Ãa and keep Him with them. Gopayati means rak§ayati (shelter). The cowherd boys love K¨§Ãa
so much; therefore He always lives in their hearts.
Anu-vanam means Òto each forest.Ó K¨§Ãa and the cowherd boys travel to each forest for
cowherding. Why is He roaming from forest to forest with thousands of cowherd boys and cows?
Because He is searching for something. He is searching in such a way that no one can know His
mind. He appears interested only in grazing the cows and finding the sweetest grasses and waters.
Certainly He is going to search for water because water means life. When He sees that water in
Kusuma-sarovara, RŒdhŒ-kuÃ¶a or on Govardhana, then He has found what He is looking for. He
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is searching for the vigraha of love; He is searching only for RŒdhikŒ. And if He doesnÕt find Her,
then nayator-udŒra-veÃu-svanaiú, He calls Her by the sound of His flute.
The cowherd boys think that He is playing the flute to call the cows. Every cow thinks He is especially calling her by the sweet tones (kala-padais) of the flute song. Therefore, this verse says kala.
But kala also means kliµ. In kliµ, every gop”Õs name is present. Everyone thinks that go gopakair
means Òthe cows,Ó but actually it denotes the gop”s.
VeÃu-svanaiúÑthe flute song is so liberal (udŒra) because it is for everyone and everything. It is
not only for the gop”s or the cows or cowherd boys, but it is for everyoneÑevery creeper, every
tree, every bird and animal, every atom. Every living entity becomes jubilant when they hear the
flute song, but they hear it only according to their qualification. The gop”s are the most affected,
but every living entity becomes filled with prema, filled with love, by hearing K¨§ÃaÕs flute.
Tanu-bh¨tsu sakhyaú aspandanaµ gati-matŒµ pulakas tarŸÃŒµ: those living entities that are
immobile begin to move, and those that can move stand still. All who have lifeÑwhether they are
trees, mountains, rivers, people, birds, or beastsÑare of two kinds either moving or nonmoving.
Aspandaµ gati-matŒµ: those who are moving, like deer, become silent. They should run away in
fear of the cowherd boys and cows, but they stand still and offer their affection to K¨§Ãa through
their eyes. All the birds become silent when they hear the sweet voice of the flute and see the
beautiful face of K¨§Ãa, even though they normally sing. The trees and mountains are nonmoving,
but they become fluid. The rocks on the mountainsides melt and become soft. The trees blossom
with flowers and fruits and their branches hang down to touch the lotus feet of K¨§Ãa. Their leaves
quiver as they hear the flute song and the flowers are the symptoms of the treesÕ jubilation. Pulakas
tarŸÃŒµ niryoga-pŒ•a-k¨ta-lak§aÃayor vicitram.
K¨§Ãa has made His svarŸpa, His body, very beautiful. He has a turban on His head, and on that
there is a pŒ•a, a rope for binding cows (niryoga). When milking the cows, the cowherd boys bind
the rear legs of the cows with ropes. That rope is special because it links the j”va to K¨§Ãa. When
a calf is running and the mother cow will not give milk, the cowherd takes the calf and ties it to the
side of its mother to encourage her to let her milk down. The rope that binds the cow and calf is
called niryoga. K¨§Ãa wears that niryoga-pŒ•a on His turban. Naturally, as a cowherd boy He is decorated beautifully. Everything He does is beautiful.
K¨§Ãa uses His rope as a noose. When a cow is not peaceful and will not give milk, or when there
is a cow that is misbehaving, then the cowherds keep a rope to tie from her neck to her leg. In this
way, she cannot escape. The noose hanging on her neck is tightened with bamboo, and if she runs,
the bamboo will not move and she will not be able to escape. Therefore, K¨§Ãa carries a noose.
If one cow is peaceful, a cowherd may tie her to a wilder cow to stop the wilder cow from running away. K¨§Ãa wears this rope on His turban. K¨§Ãa looks so beautiful when He is with the cows
and milking them. Here the gop”s say, ÒO sakh”, K¨§Ãa has that niryoga-pŒ•a for us. My desires are
like the desires of the cows. I want K¨§Ãa to bind me with the rope of love.Ó With this rope, K¨§Ãa
can forever bind any j”va, anyone who has a body. That rope is so beautiful that it attracts everyone, because after being bound by it, it is impossible to be far from K¨§Ãa. That rope binds the living entity to the lotus feet of K¨§Ãa.
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ÒThis rope on His turban is not a mere rope, but it is niryoga. It forever links our minds and
hearts with K¨§Ãa. We cannot go home, we cannot be near our husbands, fathers and mothers.
This rope takes everything we own and binds it forever to K¨§ÃaÕs lotus feet.Ó That is the meaning
of niryoga. It is not really a pŒ•a for binding cows, but it is for binding our senses and hearts because
they are filled with the same desires to run here and there as the cows do. It is the rope of love
(prema). ÒWe donÕt have the opportunity to serve K¨§Ãa like GirirŒja Govardhana or like the trees
and creepers of V¨ndŒvana, but still K¨§Ãa attracts our hearts so that we can never be far from
Him. But actually, we are so far away from K¨§Ãa.Ó By speaking about the rope for binding cows,
the gop”s remember K¨§ÃaÕs pastimes.
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Text Twenty
evaµ-vidhŒ bhagavato
yŒ v¨ndŒvana-cŒriÃaú
varÃayantyo mitho gopyaú
kr”¶Œs tan-mayatŒµ yayuú
evaµ-vidhŒúÑof such a manner (pastimes of such a manner which astonish the entire world); bhagavataúÑof the Supreme Personality of Godhead (who manifests His own unlimited sweetness);
yŒúÑwhich; v¨ndŒvana-cŒriÃaúÑwho was wandering in the V¨ndŒvana forest; varÃayantyaúÑ(the
gop”s continuously) engaged in describing all these pastimes of the Lord (and thus attained a state
of tadŒtmŒ with those pastimes; in other words, they entered into those pastimes and experienced
K¨§ÃaÕs association directly); mithaúÑamong one another; gopyaúÑthe gop”s; kr”¶Œú-tat-mayatŒmyayuúÑthey attained complete identification with those pastimes; in other words, those pastimes
obtained manifestation within their hearts

Translation
O MahŒrŒja Par”k§it! Everyday the gop”s, being deeply immersed in prema, discuss among themselves the innumerable pastimes of ‚r” K¨§Ãa who plays in the forests of V¨ndŒvana. By doing so,
they enter a state of ecstatic trance of meditation upon Him. In this way, the pastimes of the Lord
continuously manifest within their hearts.

Commentary
The gop”s remember all of K¨§ÃaÕs pastimes in V¨ndŒvana. In this way, they become mad in prema.
Evaµ-vidhŒÑeverything has been described in these nineteen •lokas, all the pastimes described in
the ‚r”mad-BhŒgavatam and some that have not been described. The gop”s are discussing these
among themselves.
‚ukadeva GosvŒm” asks MahŒrŒja Par”k§it in this verse, ÒHow can I explain the waves of prema
in the ocean of the gop”sÕ hearts? I cannot explain all these things.Ó He is saying that he cannot
express the gop”sÕ feelings of pŸrva-rŒga before abhisara (meeting) or express their restlessness.
When a lover is waiting and waiting for her beloved, she becomes restless. She doesnÕt sleep. The
thirty-three kinds of sa–cŒri-bhŒva and the eight kinds of sŒttvika-bhŒva all arise in the gop”sÕ hearts.
‚ukadeva GosvŒm” says he can see them, but he cannot explain them all, why they arise or how
they are coming and going like waves. Therefore, he has given only a sampling of them here. I have
spoken only a short version of it. Even Lord BrahmŒ cannot describe the feelings of the gop”s with
his four mouths. Even MahŒ-Saºkar§aÃa cannot describe them with His thousands of mouths. What
then to speak of others? K¨§Ãa also cannot express what the gop”s feel for Him. This chapter
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describes pŸrva-rŒga which includes feelings of separation (vipralambha). PŸrva-rŒga means separation before meeting. A sŒdhaka should experience this mood of separation. Without separation,
there is no sŒdhana. SŒdhana should bring on feelings of separation.
These verses are svŒrasik” (a continuous, unbroken meditation that flows like a stream of honey
from a jar). They are not for mantra-upŒsana. We can also practice svŒrasik” remembrance with
these verses. Mantra-upŒsana is practiced by meditating on one verse at a time, but svŒrasik”-l”lŒ is
a chain of verses, where each verse sparks remembrance of so many pastimes and connects to the
other verses. This chapter is filled with chains of l”lŒs. So many flowers form this garland. From
beginning to end, this chapter contains so many pastimes.
If we take one of these verses at a time, we can use it for mantra-upŒsana, especially verses like
barhŒp”¶aµ na a-vara-vapuú karÃayoú karÃikŒram. The next verse can also be used for mantraupŒsana, but as a whole, this chapter is for svŒrasik” remembrance. Also, we should not think that
descriptions of the stones melting and the rivers becoming hard are just poetic metaphors. In
CaraÃa PahŒr” and other places, we can see where the stones melted at the touch of the lotus feet
of K¨§Ãa and now contain His footprints. This is also visible in Citrakuta in the place where RŒma
and Bharata met. We should also melt, although we are harder than stone. By hearing and remembering these pastimes in our rŒgŒnugŒ-bhajana, it is possible for our hearts to become soft.
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the Vaµ•” GopŒla Mandira and a few years later at the ‚r” ‚r” RŒdhŒ DŒmodara Mandira. ‚r”la
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the globe.
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For nearly half a century ‚r”la NŒrŒyaÃa MahŒrŒja has demonstrated and exemplified the pure,
unadulterated life of utter dedication and loving service to his Gurudeva, ‚r”man MahŒprabhu, and
the Divine Couple, Yugala-ki•ora, ‚r” ‚r” RŒdhŒ-K¨§Ãa. ‚r”la NŒrŒyaÃa MahŒrŒja, as Their intimate
servitor, continues to illuminate the path for those who wish to discover and dive deep into the
ecstatic ocean of rŒdhŒ-dŒsyam, service to the radiantly beautiful lotus feet of ‚r” K¨§ÃaÕs dearly
beloved, ‚r”mat” RŒdhikŒ.
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